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FOREWORD 

On behalf of the Program Committee of the 28th International DMS Conference on Visualization and Visual 
Languages (DMSVIVA2022), we would like to welcome you. This  conference aimed at bringing together 
experts in visualization, visual languages, distance education and distributed multimedia computing, 
providing a forum for productive discussions about these topics.  
 
It is our pleasure to announce that by the extended deadline of 20 May 1 2022, the conference received 14 
submissions. All the papers were rigorously reviewed by at least two members of the international Program 
Committee, and most of the papers were reviewed by three members of the PC. Based on the review results, 
6 papers have been accepted as regular papers with an acceptance rate of 43%. We would like to thank all 
the authors for their contributions.  We also would like to thank all the Program Committee members for 
their careful and prompt review of submitted papers. 
 
One special feature of this year’s conference is that we have arranged to have three highly interesting and 
relevant keynotes. We thank the three keynote speakers:  Professor Gennaro Costagliola, Dr. 
Gianni.Pantaleo and Dr. Tiansi Dong for their contributions. 
 
We would like to thank the Steering Committee Chair Professor Shi-Kuo Chang for his guidance and 
leadership throughout organization of this conference. The assistance of the staff at KSI Research and 
Knowledge Systems Institute is also greatly appreciated, which made the review process smooth and timely. 
 
Finally, we would like to thank you all for joining us in DMSVIVA2022, we really appreciate your 
participation and your desire to support the community year by year.  
 
Bernardo Breve, University of Salerno, Italy; Program Co-Chair 
Jun Kong, North Dakota State University, USA; Program Co-Chair  
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On the Definition and Implementation of Visual Languages 
Prof. Gennaro Costagliola 
Department of Informatics 

University of Salerno 
Italy 

 
 
 

Abstract 
 
 
The spread of advanced user interfaces has motivated many researchers in recent decades to focus on 
studying languages other than traditional string languages. Among them, visual languages are conceived as 
languages that are received through the sense of sight with a high degree of evocation of the expressed 
concepts. Consequently, the sentences of visual languages (e.g., Entity-Relation and UML diagrams, 
Systems Biology Graphical Notation (SBGN)) are usually not restricted to the linear case and are thus 
expressed in 2D or 3D dimensions without a fixed order in the scanning of their components. These new 
requirements make the processing of visual languages a complex task that requires new representation 
models and processing techniques when considered as formal languages. 
In this talk I will show how research on visual language representation and parsing has evolved over the 
years, how the results have been used to support designers in defining and implementing diagrammatic 
environments and provide future directions for the field. 
 

 About the Speaker 
 

Gennaro Costagliola is professor of computer science in the Department of Informatics at the University of 
Salerno and director of CLUELAB. As part of his research on visual languages, he has published more than 
60 papers in journals and conference proceedings covering both theoretical and applicative aspects. These 
include the definition of new grammatical formalisms for 2D languages, the development of parsing 
environments for the design and interpretation of diagrammatic sentences, and their application in software 
engineering. He has served on the editorial board of the Journal of Visual Languages and Computation and 
is currently co-editor-in-chief of the recently published JVLC. He has also served on the program committee 
of several conferences on the subject. 
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Abstract 
 
 
The increasingly pervasive diffusion of big data (fostered by the advancements in IoT/IoE solutions) and the 
evolution of visual analytics tools are leading towards innovative data-driven decision support systems. 
Recent approaches in the implementation of smart solutions for integrating visual analytic tools on top of 
big data management frameworks and event-driven applications are enabling the development of smarter 
and more reactive tools, aiming at improving decisional making processes. In this keynote, some insights on 
the evolution of decision support systems enhanced through big data visual analytics will be presented, 
especially in the contexts of Smart City and Industry 4.0, as a result of our research in recent years, showing 
different use cases implemented in several international research projects. 
 
 
 

 About the Speaker 
 
 
Gianni Pantaleo is aggregate professor of Computer Science and Information Systems at University of 
Florence, Department of Information Engineering. His research interests include Artificial Intelligence, 
Visual Analytics, IoT/IoE and their application in Smart Cities and Industry 4.0. He has been coordinator of 
several WPs in international R&D projects, and participated in several international research projects, such 
as Herit-Data Interreg MED, Resolute H2020, Trafair CEF, Sii-Mobility. As a research fellow at DISIT Lab, 
University of Florence, he collaborated on the development of the Snap4City platform, which was awarded 
as the best solution in the “Select4Cities” Pre-Commercial Procurement of the European Community to 
promote open innovation in Smart Cities and IoT/IoE areas. 
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A Geometric Approach to Precise Neural-Symbolic Unification 
 

Dr.  Tiansi Dong 
University of Bonn 

Germany 
 
 
 

Abstract 
 
 
Structure and learning are among the most prominent topics in Artificial Intelligence (AI) today. Structure is 
traditionally centered in symbolic AI, learning is currently centered in neural networks. How structures and 
learning can be integrated has been a grand challenge for decades.  
In this talk, I show the possibility for a precise unification of symbolic structure and vector embedding. 
Symbolic reasoning is explainable, rigor, but brittle to noisy inputs. Deep learning overcomes these 
weaknesses at the cost of the explanability and the rigor of symbolic approach. The unified representation 
inherits elegant features from both parent sides, namely, explanability, rigor, robust, and trustworthy. This 
shapes a new way to do AI. 
 
 
 

 About the Speaker 
 

 
Tiansi Dong is senior member of ACM, senior researcher and Habilitand at University of Bonn. Since 2015, 
he has collaborated with the Tsinghua AI group. He jointly published a novel geometric approach to 
precisely imposing large tree structures onto vector embeddings at AAAI and ICLR in 2019. The method 
has the potential to bridge the gap between neural and logical reasoning methods, thus having the major 
impact on the field. He served as the German side PI of Sino-German Symposium “Integrating Symbolic 
Representation with Numeric Representation for Commonsense Reasoning” in 2019 funded by DFG and 
NSFC. He was the leading organizer of the Dagstuhl Seminar “Structure and Learning” in 2021 which 
attracted over thirty interdisciplinary world-leading researchers. His second monograph on Geometric 
Approach to Precise Neural-Symbolic Unification was published by Springer in 2021. 
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Digital Twin Framework for Smart City Solutions 
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Abstract—Recently, 3D city modelling has attracted a growing 

interest as a building block for creating city Digital Twins. They 

are complex representations that include interactive 

representations of buildings and infrastructures, integrated with 

the wide range of data typically useful in a Smart City 

environment. This paper presents an automatic method for 

producing 3D city models from a various set of data, as well as its 

integration into the open-source Smart City framework, 

Snap4City. The proposed solution offers a method for creating 

effective integrated data visualizations of 3D city entities coupled 

with a large variety of Smart City data (e.g., IoT Devices which 

generate time-series data, heatmaps, geometries and shapes 

related to traffic flows, bus routes, cycling paths). The solution is 

based on a deep learning approach for rooftop detection and 

alignment based on a U-Net architecture. The implementation has 

been enforced into the open-source Snap4City Smart City 

platform, and has been validated by using a manually created 

ground-truth of 200 buildings scattered uniformly in the central 

area of Florence, plus a number of meshes representing a number 

of facades (not detailed in this paper), and traffic flows, pins, 

heatmaps, etc. 

Keywords—3D City model, Photorealistic texture, digital twin, 

Smart City applications. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart Cities are complex infrastructures integrating 

multiple linked data sources, Internet of Things (IoT) devices 

and applications, involving many different data and 

stakeholders. In this context, spatial data information may act 

as enabler for smart applications and decision support systems, 

provided that they are interoperable with legacy and future 

solutions [1]. Recently, the aspects related to digital 3D city 

modelling and digital twin have gained a growing interest, since 

they allow to create a more realistic context in which the 

decision makers can perform analyses, simulations, planning 

and monitoring in several different domains and application 

areas (e.g., urban planning, energy management, traffic and 

mobility, disaster management, air pollution monitoring). 

Many approaches have been proposed in literature, such as: 

CityGML, CityJSON, the combination of Building Information 

Modeling (BIM) and Geographic Information System (GIS) 

providing a City Information Modeling (CIM) [2].  

In the past years, a relevant amount of research has been 

made in the field of 3D city modelling, to recreate realistic 

visualizations. However, due to the typical size of a city, 

handling all the data and their processing is a challenging task 

still remained unsolved [4]. One critical aspect of developing a 

high-fidelity 3D city model is to find the correct model and 

format for the data that can be rendered by a visual interface 

and may be on web browser. For this purpose, a set of 

requirements have been proposed by CityGML, according to 

different levels of detail (LoD) which can be addressed by the 

models. According to [3], there are five levels of detail: LoD0 

is represented by those models having only a 2D map with 3D 

terrain; LoD1 presents buildings as simple boxes; LoD2 adds 

rooftops details to LoD1 buildings; LoD3 presents also external 

facades structure; LoD4 adds building interiors. LoD4 was 

introduced in CityGML 2.0, but it was removed in the latest 

version of CityGML 3.0. The CityGML and CityJSON have 

defined a format for the representation of geometry and 

topology for 3D buildings, using respectively XML and JSON. 

CityGML 3.0 integrates a  BIM standard, alongside the GIS 

(Geographical Information Systems) format, from Industrial 

Foundation Class (IFC) [5]. Some integrations of CityGML 

have been proposed in real cases, such as the city of Helsinki, 

in which a LoD3 city model was implemented and made 

publicly available [6]. However, the system do not provide 

integration with IoT data or other kind of city data. Another 

similar integration was made by the city of Rotterdam [27], 

recreating a LoD2 type of buildings, however neither 

integrating any decoration elements nor elevation of terrain 

(this is relevant aspect for non flat cities). An attempt of making 

a LoD3 3D city model was made by ETH Zurich with the 

VarCity [7]. However, the provided semantic information is 

generally limited to a small number of semantic classes. The 

3dcitydb implements a 3D model for the city of Berlin [28], 

providing a pickable model of LoD2 buildings, supporting also 

WMS (Web Map Service) layers (typical of GIS solutions 

providing maps, heatmaps and orthomaps) and terrain layer. 

However, neither of those are provided. The city of Stockholm 

[29] implements many aspects of Digital Twin concept, such as 

POI (point of interest), LoD3 type buildings, either with 3D 

tiles and a modelled one, and others 3D entities. However, the 

solution lacks in the implementation of any WMS heatmap.  

In the context of 3D city data collection, advancements in 

Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) technology allow to 

model urban topography at spatial resolution and granularity 

which were not achievable before the advent of this technology 

[8]. In [9], a method to create a city model from a point cloud 

generated by LiDAR technology is presented. This approach 

has shown to reduce the time to generate the model, but it 

cannot process unsymmetrical objects and presents some 

geometrical error. 

 A more pleasant and realistic 3D city representations can 

be obtained by enhancing them with textures extracted from 

RGB images. In particular, rooftops textures can be obtained 

from orthomaps or satellite images, facades image patterns, etc. 

However, this is not an easy task: at first, rooftops have to be 

detected in the RGB images [10]; then, the segmented patches 

must be carefully aligned with the top-view of the 3D map. 

1
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Indeed, even if geolocalization information is typically 

available, errors are present due to uncertainties [11] and an 

accurate multi-modal registration is required (e.g., between the 

RGB images and the 3D structure) [12]. In the literature, several 

works have addressed these topics using both computer vision 

standard and learning-based solutions. In [13], handcrafted 

features and a hierarchical segmentation approach have been 

used to identify the buildings in rural areas. SVMs (support 

Vector Machines) [14] and Random Forests [15] have also been 

used to address this task. For example, in [16] the authors 

proposed a three-steps method based on color-based clustering, 

roof detection using an SVM and a final false negative 

recovery. Slightly different, in [17] a pair-wise exploitation of 

satellite images has been used to reconstruct a 3D model that 

could then be employed to identify rooftop regions. However, 

such solutions not only have some limitations when working on 

areas with dense buildings, but also require a successive 

registration on the 3D map. More recently, deep learning based 

solutions appeared for remote sensed image processing [18], 

[19]. In [20], a Mask R-CNN (region based convolutional 

neural network) [21] was used to detect rooftops from aerial 

images. Differently, in [22], [23] a U-Net architecture [24] has 

been preferred. Moreover, these last two solutions provide not 

only rooftop segmentation but also the registration on 3D data.  
In this paper, a 3D City Modelling Framework for Smart 

City Digital Twin with textures is presented. The main 
contributions of this paper are the following: first, the production 
of a full functional solution showing 3D city representations on 
the basis of  roads, building planimetry, high, detailed buildings 
with meshes. Thus the creation of a full automatized algorithm 
to map the buildings in the area, creating building models from 
building type and the integration of terrain aspects/pattern, more 
sophisticated 3D shapes based on meshes. Thus the integration 
of the 3D city representations into a Smart City framework (the 
open-source Snap4City platform), in order to provide a smart 
environment and applications for visualizing city entities and 
related data (coming, for instance, from IoT devices generating 
time-series data, heatmaps, geometries and shapes related to 
traffic flows, bus routes, cycling paths etc.), with the possibility 
to pick single city elements or buildings on 3D city 
representation, and inspect their data and attributes. The 
proposed solution is an open-source web-based tool for 
producing a global digital twin integrating IoT and many other 
kind of Smart City data, which has been designed to satisfy the 
most of the identified requirements as reported in the paper. 

The paper is organized as follows: in Section II, requirements 
are presented. In section III, the architecture is described putting 
in evidence the data flow. The model is detailed in Section IV. 
In section V, details of the image processing solution based on 
machine learning is presented for producing the roofs’ patterns 
from orthomaps. In Section I, the final result and process is 
presented. Some notes above the distribution of 3D information 
presented is described in Section VI. In Section VII, some notes 
on the validation regarding the process for roof patter estimation 
are reported. Finally, conclusion are drawn in section VIII. 

II. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 

With the aim of creating a Digital Twin in the context of 
smart cities, the 3D representation of buildings in the city covers 

a relevant role. To this end, a set of specific requirements have 
been identified and are reported in this section. In the past a 
similar approach has been proposed by CityGML which defined 
different levels of detail (LoD) for the models [3]. The CityGML 
approach was mainly on the visual represented and it is actually 
not enough detailed to describe the needs of full Digital Twin 
models in the Smart City solutions for decision makers. 
Therefore, a more complete set of requirements and an 
assessment model for Web delivering of 3D representations of 
Digital Twins at the support of a decision support system is 
presented in this section. Most of the requirements are related to 
the 3D representation and to the integration of 3D data with the 
massive data infrastructure in back which actually supports the 
decision makers. For example, to move a bus stop, to close an 
area for a market, to see the impact of some event. In particular, 
the solution has to provide support for representing in the 3D 
context, the: 

R1. buildings of the city as city structure, roads, gardens, etc. 
The single building should be represented with realistic 
details in terms of shape (facades, roof, towers, cupolas, 
etc.), and patterns on facades and roofs. To this end, 
different techniques can be adopted to model the buildings. 
For example, (i) the simple bounding box of the buildings 
obtained from the perimeter extruded up to the heights of 
the eaves, (ii) the creation of meshes precisely describing 
every tiny detail of the physical structure.  

R2. ground information as road shapes and names, names of 
squares and localities, etc., exploiting the so called 
Orthomaps, with eventual real aerial view patterns. They 
are typically provided in terms of multi resolution tiled 
images from GIS systems using WMS protocol; 

R3. one or more heatmaps superimposed (and transparent) on 
the ground level information without overlapping the 
buildings. For example, to represent some information, 
such as: the heatmaps of temperature, traffic flow, pollutant, 
people flow, etc. Also in this case, they are typically 
provided in term of multi resolution geolocated tiled 
images, provided by GIS using WMS protocol; 

R4. paths and areas super-imposed on the ground and on 
heatmaps levels without overlapping the buildings, for 
example those needed to describe the perimeters of gardens, 
the cycling paths, the trajectories, border of gov areas, etc. 
This information is quite specific and has to be produced on 
the basis of the information recovered from some Open 
Data. Once recovered it can be distributed by using GIS in 
WFS/WMS protocols; 

R5.  pin marking the position of services, IoT Devices, Point 
of Interest, POI, Key Performance Indicator, KPI, etc., and 
providing clickable information according to some data 
model which may provide access to Time Series, shapes, 
etc. This information is quite specific and can be produced 
on the basis of the information recovered from Private 
and/or Open Data; 

R6. terrain information and elevation, so that the skyline of 
the city may include the shape of eventual mountains 
around, and under the city as well. This also means that the 
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buildings and Orthomaps should be placed according to the 
terrain elevation. 

R7. additional 3D entities for completing the realism of the 
scenario, such as: trees, benches, fountains, semaphores, 
digital signages, and any other city furniture, etc.  

 CityGML 
[3] 

Helsinki [6] Rotterda
m [27] 

Berlin [28] Stockholm 
[29] 

R1.i Yes 
(LoD1) 

No (only 
available in 
higher detail) 

No (only 
available 
in higher 
detail) 

No (only 
available in 
higher detail) 

No (only 
available in 
higher 
detail) 

R1.ii Yes 
(LoD3) 

Yes (either 
with object or 
3D tiles) 

Yes 
(LoD2) 

Yes (LoD2) Yes (LoD3) 

R2 No  Yes (C) Yes (C) Yes (C) Yes (but 
with a fixed 
Orthomap) 

R3 No No No Yes (does not 
include Wms) 

No 

R4 No Yes (C) Yes (C) No (x) Yes 

R5 No No No No Yes 

R6 Yes Yes (with 3D 
tiles) 

No No Yes 

R7 Yes 
(LoD2) 

Yes (with 3D 
tiles) 

No No Yes (3d tiles 
and single 
entity) 

RA No(*) Yes Yes Yes Yes 

RB No(*) No No No No 

RC No(*) No No No Yes 

RD.1 not clear 
(may be) 

Yes (when  
models are 
loaded as 
object, not  if 
loaded as 3D 
tiles) 

Yes Yes No 

RD.2 No No No No No 

RE No(*) No No No Yes 

RF No(*) Yes (**) Yes (**) No (x) No 

Table 1 -- Comparison of 3D representation platforms for 
Digital Twins vs Smart City. Where: (*) defines only the building 
model, (**) functionality implemented in CESIUM but without any 
model placed underground, (x) use CESIUM, it could be possible 
to integrate, (C) based on CESIUM. 

In addition, the solution has to be capable to provide some 
interactivity on the above mentioned 3D data structures, in 
particular it should be capable to depict the 3D scene: 

RA. according to the point of view, providing capabilities for 
changing it by: zoom, rotate, tilt, and pan the scene and also 
changing the light or time of the day/night (this may lead to 
produce shades), etc.  

RB. with the sky, maybe with different sky conditions according 
to the actual day, light condition, weather, or weather 
forecast.  

RC. providing access to the information associated with 
augmenting PINs: POI, KPI, etc., and maybe to real time 
data, and time series associated with eventual IoT Devices 
located on the 3D scene.  

RD. providing the possibility of selecting each single building 
to: (1) pass at a more detailed information associated with 
the building, or (2) go into a BIM view of the building, with 
the possibility of navigating into the building structure, and 
again to access at the internal data associate to PINs into the 
building. May be also disabling the building view to see 
only the 3D of city without the buildings but with PINs. 

RE. providing possibility of selecting an element (3D, PIN, 
ground, heatmap) to provoke a call back into a business 
logic tool for provoking events and actions in the systems, 
at which the developers may associate intelligence 
activities, analytics, other views, etc..  

RF. providing the possibility of inspecting the ground terrain 
and see the  detailed 3D elements placed in the 
underground, such as water pipes, or located in the ground 
as benches, luminaries, red lights, etc. 

According to the identified requirements, in the following Table 
1, an assessment of the most relevant solutions is reported. 

III. ARCHITECTURE AND PROCESS 

According to the above described requirements, a solution 
for Smart City Digital Twin, SCDT, has to address three main 
aspects: (a) the 3D model enabling the representation of the 
information in integrated manner, (b) the software architecture 
for distributing and provide access to the 3D representation via 
a suitable user interface presenting the (a) 3D model including 
the interactivities features, and (c) the production process of 
the 3D models by starting from multiple information which have 
to be recovered from accessible resources or produced/acquired, 

The above described requirements from R1 to R7 mainly 
impact on (a) and (b) for the resulting performance on distribute 
and reproduce the representation in real time on browser. Thus, 
providing support for the users to interact with the 3D 
representation in real time. The system presents challenging 
aspects due to the large amount of data to be processed on client 
side on the basis of the point of view. This impacts especially 
when several details are provided at the same time in the same 
view, e.g., photorealistic textures, detailed heatmaps, complex 
terrains shape that implies to compute several projections to 
avoid overlaps, etc. In these cases, the issue is typically 
mitigated at the expense of a lower resolution of textures. 

 

Figure 1 – Data Flow of the production process for creating a 
Digital Twin for smart cities.  

On the other hand, the features from RA to RF have to be 
mainly satisfied by the production process © of the data model 
to be distributed according to (a) and (b). In fact, the model can 
be composed by several elements: 3D representation, meshes, 
patterns, etc. The process to pass from images and data to the 
integrated 3D model is not trivial as partially described in this 
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paper for some aspects. On this regard, the production process  
to produce the SCDT model is depicted in Figure 1. The 
production process puts in evidence the data sources: GIS, raw 
images, building shapes, heatmaps, PINs, POI, IoT devices, 
Terrain DTM (Digital Terrain Model), etc., and the optional 
LIDAR data which may be exploited for adding details and 
shortcutting some of the procedures.   

According to Figure 1, the production process for the 
creation of the 3D model requires a set of sub-processes: 

• Roof pattern extraction: photorealistic textures of building 
rooftops can be obtained from orthomaps. Since orthomaps 
are typically roughly geo-localized, a careful registration 
w.r.t. the building shapes is required. After that, textures can 
be extracted and provided as PNG or JPEG files. 

• Facades pattern extraction: differently from rooftop 
textures, where the used orthomaps are relatively easily 
accessible nowadays, façade texturing requires a specific 
acquisition campaign. Moreover, the acquired RGB images 
must be processed to remove radial and projective 
distortions, and finally, the building facades must be 
accurately identified and extracted. As for rooftops, 
obtained textures can be provide as PNG or JPEG files. 

• Create 3D buildings with flat roof (by extrusion): given 
the building shapes plus their height, typically measured at 
their eaves, simple 3D models with flat rooftop can be 
obtained. The resulting data format is a GeoJSON file with 
a height/elevation attribute to compute the building 
extrusion from the ground at run time. This is the model 
used to implement the picking functionality. 

• Create 3D building with 3D roof: when a Digital Surface 
Model (DSM) is available, obtained from LIDAR data or 
other acquisition modality, accurate 3D roof shapes can be 
obtained to build a more realistic SCDT. The buildings 3D 
models can be provided as glTF (GL transmission format) 
files, with geo-localization information. 

• Create 3D building with photorealistic textures: the 3D 
buildings obtained by extrusion or exploiting a DSM can be 
enhanced with photorealistic rooftop and façade patterns by 
applying textures extracted from RGB images. Textured 
building models are saved in glTF files, with geo-
localization information. 

• 3D design of High Value Buildings, HVBs: in order to 
produce accurate representation of HVBs a manual 3D 
design or automatic computer vision techniques (such as 
Structure from Motion) can be employed. This requires 
precise measurements or specific image/video acquisition 
campaign. Additionally, geo-localization information must 
be provided. Also in this case, the resulting textured 3D 
models can be exported as geo-localized glTF files. 

• Integrated view of HVBs + buildings with roof and 
facades: the building 3D models and the HVB models are 
finally placed into a unique 3D representation exploiting 
their geo-localization information, thus obtaining the 
complete 3D representation for the SCDT.  

The general architecture for distributing SCDT includes a set of 
data integrating 3D models, meshes, with DTM, heatmap, traffic 
flow, Pins, IOT, POI, etc., as described in the paper.  

For the distribution of the data: 

• 3D representation File in GeoJSON via HTTPS: it 
describes the 3D structure of the city and all information 
related to it. It is used to represent the city model in extruded 
mode and to retrieve the buildings information or other BIM 
data for the picking functionality. 

• 3D representation File in glTF/GLB (GLB is the binary 
version of glTF) via HTTPS: it describes the 3D structure 
of the city in terms of building and their relationships with 
the other graphic elements: facades, meshes of HVB, 
textures and materials.  

• Pattern files via HTTPS: pattern images for facades, roofs, 
DTM files in PNG format, Sky texture, etc.,  

• GIS server via WMS over https is providing (via 
GeoServer, also integrated into Snap4City platform): 
orthomaps, maps, heatmaps, animated heatmaps, traffic 
flows, animated traffic flows, etc., on the basis of the 
portion of the map shown in the window frame. 

• SuperService Map of Snap4City platform via smart city 
API via https [33], [30] is providing semantic details in 
JSON such as: roads graph, POI, IoT data, Pins, cycling 
paths, vectorial traffic flows, etc., on the basis of the portion 
of the map shown in the window. 

IV. MODEL AND REPRESENTATION 

The model for creating the 3D representations, which allows 
to provide all the above mentioned information, is based on a 
hierarchical layered structure depicted in Figure 2 and described 
in this sections.  

 

Figure 2:  Hierarchical layers structure of the model 

 

The layered solution has been implemented via WebGL API, 
in order to process all the data in parallel, thanks to the GPU 
passthrough, to this end, the open-source library called Deck.gl 
has been used. All the layers needed for the representation of the 
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Snap4City platform data types have been implemented, and they 
are loaded at runtime on user demand. Thanks to the multi-layer 
structure of deck.gl, layers have been implemented individually 
with their own safe context, to avoid interferences one with each 
other. Every layer has its own scope, managing its own data 
type. Therefore, in the following we are introducing the 
implemented layers to describe data types provided in the 
Snap4City 3D representation. 

First, the base deck application has been realized by using a 
custom implementation and management of the viewState 
object, in which all the geographical information for the map 
(such as latitude, longitude, zoom, etc.), are defined. We have 
also implemented a custom rendering in order to add features 
like SkyBox that need direct access to the WebGL context. 
Starting from the first layer. The elevation of the terrain has been 
modelled by implementing a composite layer called TileLayer, 
which is used to divide the maps in multiple tiles with their own 
sublayer: for each tile a sublayer called TerrainLayer has been 
created. Thus the elevation map, in the form of DTM files, has 
been used to create the TerrainLayer 3D model from the map, 
and the background orthomap has been used as a texture of the 
terrain objects. The result is a 3D representation of terrain with 
texture to better represent the territory. 

The background orthomaps have been also implemented 
through a TileLayer. In this case, we used the BitmapLayer to 
display an image in the map. This method has been also used to 
represent heatmaps, which are essentials to provide a fast access 
/ representation to large amounts of data. In order to implement 
heatmap visualization in deck.gl, we used the composite layer 
which automatically retrieves heatmaps from a dedicated geo-
server (through several formats, including WMS) and displays 
them as an image. Heatmaps can be static or animated; static 
heatmaps are viewed as single PNG images, while animated 
ones are sent by the geo-server in GIF format, and they are later 
divided in multiple images and rendered sequentially with a 
customizable delay time. 

For the implementation of data coming from different 
sources like IoT devices, trajectories, cycling paths, etc., various 
layers with a specific JSON mapping have been implemented. 
To display paths and geometries, different layers depending on 
the type of geometry to be displayed have been used, i.e. 
LineLayer for trajectories, PathLayer for the cycling path. IoT 
devices are also displayed as pickable markers on the map. 
When a user selects one of them, a popup with the sensor 
information (static attributes as well as real-time data, if 
available) is shown. Whenever the sensor provides real-time 
data, they can be displayed on dedicated widgets, such as time 
trends, when the user requests them. 

3D representation of buildings are provided in two manners: 
Extruded and Realistic (meshes, HVB). Extruded buildings are 
implemented by using a GeoJSON file, in order to have a faster 
loading time, and this is required because this type of buildings 
are loaded even when the realistic ones are loaded.  

Realistic buildings HVB (presenting photorealistic rooftop 
details and eventually facades textures) can be loaded as both 
SceneGraph and 3D tiles. In order to implement the picking 
functionality we need also to render the extruded buildings 
underneath. The Extruded type is totally described in a single 

GeoJSON file, where the following elements are defined for 
each building: the base polygon, the height, and various other 
attributes and information. The GeoJSON file is loaded in a 
layer called GeoJSONLayer, and it is responsible to take all the 
features in the file and display them on the map, with the base 
polygon extruded by its height. In the case of Realistic building 
data type, we use the glTF and GLB formats to describe the 
scene, and they are loaded by the SceneGraphLayer. This type 
of integration works well to achieve impressive visualization 
without impacting too much on the application performances. 
3D buildings can also be individually picked on map, in order to 
see all the building information, besides linking to dedicated 
BIM representations or other details, if available.  

V. PRODUCTION PROCESS 

In this section, we present details of our implemented 
subprocesses to (A) extract roof patterns, (B) create 3D building 
with flat roof and photorealistic textures, and (C) integrate HVB 
and 3D building into a unique 3D representation.  

A. Roof pattern extraction 

Orthomaps of the city of Florence, kindly provided by the 

“Sistema Informativo Territoriale ed Ambientale” of Tuscany 

Region was used to obtain the roof’s textures. These RGB 

photos are tiles with a resolution of 8200x6200 pixels, with 

partial overlap and rough geo-localization in the EPSG 3003 

(Monte Mario / Italy zone 1) coordinate system.  

To start with, the aerial images and the 2D GIS building 

shapes (expressed in the EPSG 4326 coordinate system 

(Geodetic Parameter Dataset, Originally created by European 

Petroleum Survey Group)) were converted into a common 

coordinate reference system. We noticed that by merely 

translating the orthographic photos from EPSG 3003 to EPSG 

4326 was not convenient, as it produced evident alterations in 

the Ground Sample Distance (GSD, i.e., is the distance, in 

meters, between pixel centres measured on the ground). To 

mitigate this effect and better maintain the GSD, we selected a 

third common coordinate system (EPSG 3857 – 

WGS84/Pseudo-Mercator) onto which to project both images 

and shapes. 

Multiple orthomap tiles describing the considered area were 

fused into a single mosaic image using the Geospatial Data 

Abstraction Library, GDAL (https://gdal.org/). Then, we down 

sampled the mosaic image by a factor of 1/4. This size reduction 

was crucial in order to obtain a relevant speed-up in the 

successive steps, yet without losing accuracy, as the chosen 

image resolution allows the rooftop detection and alignment 

deep net (see hereafter) to operate optimally. 

To detect the rooftops from the orthomaps and align them 

with the building shapes, we used the method presented in [23], 

based on a double U-Net architecture exploiting multi-

resolution [25] and multi-task learning [26]. The net takes as 

input an RGB orthomap and the corresponding cadastral map 

(represented as a binary image), and outputs a list of multi-

polygons aligned with the RGB image. In order to obtain the 

cadastral map, the 2D shapes of the buildings were converted 

into a raster binary image. The output multi-polygons, up-

scaled to take into account the image down-sampling 
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previously done, were then exploited to both extract rooftop 

textures (from the full resolution mosaic) and align them with 

the 2D building shapes. An affine transformation to warp the 

mosaic Orthomaps and register it w.r.t. the 2D building shapes 

was computed. However, using a single transformation for all 

the multi-polygons would give rise to local inaccuracies. For 

this reason, we computed a dedicated transformation for each 

multi-polygon and locally warped the image so as to obtain a 

better registration. Specifically, given the vertexes of an aligned 

multi-polygon 𝑉𝐴  and the vertexes of the corresponding 2D 

shape 𝑉𝑆 an affine transformation 𝑇 was estimated such as 

 

 𝑉𝑆 = 𝑇𝑉𝐴                        (1) 

 

Then, according to the estimated 𝑇, the orthomap was warped 

and the considered rooftop was extracted. After repeating this 

process for all the multi-polygons, a complete warped orthomap 

(including only the rooftops) was obtained and exported as 

JPEG file. Note that, while exporting the texture image, 

different resolution can be used to obtain smaller weights and 

faster visualization. 

B. Creation of 3D model with flat roof and photorealistic 

textures  

3D model construction and texturing were carried out with 

Blender. The building 3D models were obtained by extrusion 

from the 2D shapes exploiting their height attributes (included 

in a GeoJSON as above described) with the BlenderGIS library. 

Then a UV-map of the roof areas was created by retrieving the 

surfaces with normal vectors perpendicular to the main plane, 

and the warped orthomap was used to texture the polygons 

described in the UV-map using the Python Blender API.  

C. HVB integration 

Using Blender, we were also able to include and geo-

locating in the map the 3D models of HVBs. For example, as 

shown in Figure 3, an accurate 3D reconstructions of Santa 

Maria del Fiore Cathedral (Florence Dome) was placed into the 

3D representation, thus achieving a nicer final result.  

 
Figure 3: An example of integration of a HVB into the 3D map (in this 

case the Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral in Florence). 

The obtained 3D textured models of the buildings as well as 

the HVB models were exported in glTF format (including 3D 

geometries, textures, and coordinates) ready to be deployed in 

the Snap4City platform using the SceneGraphLayer of the 

deck.gl framework (https://deck.gl/). 

VI. ACCESS AND DISTRIBUTION IN SNAP4CITY 

Snap4City is an open-source platform developed at DISIT 
Lab, University of Florence (https://www.snap4city.org/), [30] 
[31], [32]. The platform manages heterogeneous data sources, 
such as: IoT devices (city sensors and actuators, as well as 
private devices, supporting a large variety of brokers and 
protocols), open data, external services. For each different kind 
of data, static attributes (such as geographical information and 
other metadata) and also real-time data (when available) are 
collected. Device data are semantically indexed in an RDF 
Knowledge Base, thus they can be retrieved by dedicated APIs 
and exploited by Data Analytics processes and IoT applications 
to perform analyses, simulations, forecasts etc. This allows users 
to produce new knowledge on data, which can be shown on user 
interface through Dashboards and a wide range of widgets 
(showing data both in pull and push modalities). The purpose of 
integrating the photorealistic 3D city model obtained with the 
method described in Section IV into the Snap4City platform is 
to provide a Multi-Data map which can allow the visualization 
of an interactive 3D environment of the city, with the possibility 
of inspecting the different kinds of entities and related data, such 
as: IoT devices, Points of Interests (POI), heatmaps, geometries 
related to bus routes, cycle paths, traffic flows, etc. In this way, 
the Snap4City platform allows to exploit a complete open-
source framework that can collect, process, and manage all the 
data needed to obtain a high-fidelity Smart City Digital Twin.  

In order to integrate the 3D representations in the Snap4City 
platform, the deck.gl open-source library has been used, as 
described in Section V. By exploiting the multi-layer structure 
of deck.gl, we implemented a distinct layer for every type of data 
supported by the platform. All layers can be viewed and 
removed dynamically by user choice. An example of the 
resulting 3D map is shown in Figure 4: the 3D representations 
can be instantiated by users as a customizable widget in their 
own dashboards. Figure 4 represents the 3D city representation 
with the addition of textures and 3D model enriched with the 
textures obtained using the method described in Section V, the 
model presented in Section IV and  the whole  architecture of 
Section III. The tool is freely accessible on web and also 
includes heatmaps, traffic flow sensors, traffic flow data, 
animations, PINs for IOT and POI, etc. 

Regarding the implementation in deck.gl, first an IconLayer 

was implemented to represent all the IoT devices managed by 

the platform. IoT devices are ingested and stored in a semantic 

Knowledge Base, and they are classified by semantic 

categories. Therefore, a pool with different icons for each type 

of device category is used to represent device markers on map. 

The user can access to all information given by a specific sensor  

and city element by simply clicking on the device PIN; in this 

way, a popup is shown presenting static attributes and, when 

available, real-time and historical data can be selected and 

viewed on dedicated time-trend and single-content widgets.  
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The code of the open source Snap4City Dashboard Builder is 

available at the following GitHube repository: 

https://github.com/disit/dashboard-builder. 

VII. ROOFTOP EXTRACTION VALIDATION  

To obtain a quantitative validation of the rooftop extraction 

results on our data, we manually created a set of ground-truth 

multi-polygon for 200 buildings scattered uniformly on the 

covered area. Then we evaluated the Intersection over Union 

(IoU) between the ground-truth and the input (non-aligned) and   

the output (aligned) multi-polygons.  

 

In Figure 5, a bar plot showing the IoU score obtained for 

each considered building is reported. As can be seen, for almost 

all the test cases (only in four cases the input multi-polygons 

have higher IoU), the IoU increases using the output multi-

polygons, confirming the effectiveness of the used approach. In 

average we obtain an IoU score of 0.7100 for the input multi-

polygons, and 0.8854 for the output multi-polygons after align 

them using the deep network, with an increase of almost 17.5%. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

 In this paper, a system for implementing a 3D city model 
with photorealistic texture integrated into a Smart City 
framework has been presented. The proposed solution follows a 
deep learning approach based on U-Net to detect the rooftops 
from aerial images and align them with the 3D map buildings, 
which are obtained by extrusion from GeoJSON data. The 
solution is implemented in the open-source Snap4City platform 
as a multi-layer 3D map, which can be used by users as a widget 
on dashboards to visualize a full 3D city environment and a large 
variety of data, including IoT devices (city sensors and 
actuators, as well as private devices), POI, heatmaps, geometries 
and polylines related to cycling paths, bus routes, traffic flow 
etc. Specifically, users have the possibility to pick on map the 
single city elements and device markers and inspect their data 
and attributes. In this way, the proposed solution aims at 
providing an easy and smart navigation of the global digital twin 
of the city and the related data. The method employed for 
rooftop detection and alignment was validated against a set of 
200 ground-truth multi-polygons  extracted from aerial images 
of buildings uniformly scattered in the metropolitan area of 
Florence: after the alignment the, IoU score rises from 0.7370 to 
0.8848, confirming the validity of the used approach. As a future 
work, an automatic procedure is going to be developed, in order 

 
Figure 4: 3D Multi Data Map of Snap4City with addition of textures and mesh based 3D building (the Florence dome) [31], [32]. 

https://www.snap4city.org/dashboardSmartCity/view/index.php?iddasboard=MzI5Mw==  accessible to all.  

 

 
Figure 5: IoU scores for each of the 200 considered buildings. In blue the 

scores of the input (non-aligned) multi-polygons, in red the results on the 
output (aligned) multi-polygons. As can be seen, IoU increase for almost all 

the buildings on the aligned multi-polygons: only in four cases the input 

multi-polygons obtained better IoU. Note that results are ordered w.r.t. the 
aligned IoU scores for better readability. 
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to apply photorealistic texture also to building facades. Many 
other architecture details have been omitted for the lack of space 
such as the details regarding the content distribution, the 
production of facades, the exploitation of Lidar data. 
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Abstract— In territorial intelligence, it is very interesting to 
provide computer-based tools to help reasoning especially in 
urban, regional and environmental planning. Traditionally, 
decision-makers use maps in their daily work, but they are 
limited in the expressive power to help reasoning, i.e, to assist 
them in deducing knowledge about salient problems, 
opportunities, and generating ideas and future projects. By 
means of visual analytics, and more specifically 
geovisualization, it seems possible. The scope of this paper is to 
rapidly analyze how painting (so visualization) has passed from 
representing objects as they are recognized to showing their 
relationships as a first step for reasoning. A similar study is 
made from conventional mapping to geovisualization, beyond 
traditional cartography, namely cartograms, chorems, 
datascapes, etc. as a way to base visual reasoning. 

Keywords—Visual Reasoning, Geovisualization, Territorial 
Intelligence, Smart Cities, Visual Analytics, Datascapes. 

I. INTRODUCTION

For decision-makers in local authorities, it is important to 
capture and manage data, but overall information and 
knowledge in order to govern the territory under their 
jurisdiction. For that purpose, various software products have 
been created ranging for GIS systems, spatial analysis tools to, 
more recently, systems based on deep learning and knowledge 
management, i.e. systems with some reasoning capabilities, 
for instance in urban and regional planning. In geographic 
applications knowledge has no meaning in itself but derives 
its value from its use in practice. For a territory, knowledge 
corresponds to information potentially useful in order to make 
reasoning such as (Laurini et al. 2022):  

 explaining and making understandable the dynamics of a
territory as well as its interactions with other adjoining
places in the same or neighboring countries.

 managing a territory by some local authorities, i.e. by
means of some decision-support system, in the spirit of
territorial intelligence;

 monitoring its daily development through feedbacks and
adaptation;

 simulating the future, and design novel projects;
 orienting actions for the future.

In parallel, visual representation of territories has evolved
from conventional cartography to geovisualization systems. 
According to MacEachren (2004) geovisualization (short for 
geographic visualization), also known as cartographic 
visualization, refers to a set of tools and techniques supporting 
the analysis of geospatial data through the use of interactive 
visualization. Like the related fields of scientific visualization 
and information visualization, geovisualization emphasizes 
knowledge construction over knowledge storage or 
information transmission. To do this, geovisualization 
communicates geospatial information in ways that, when 
combined with human understanding, allow for 
data 
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exploration and decision-making processes (Jiang and Li, 
2005; MacEachren, 2004).  

What is visual reasoning? First, according to the Merriam-
Webster dictionary, reasoning is defined as the use of reason, 
and especially the drawing of inferences or conclusions 
through the use of reason.  

So, the research question addressed in this paper is to 
analyze how computer-based visualization can provide novel 
methods of reasoning about a territory. To help answer this 
question, we will study a few historical issues before the 
advent of computers, then examine what the possible solutions 
are existing now for visual reasoning. 

II. SOME HISTORICAL LANDMARKS

In this section, it seems interesting to study in what degree 
the visual representations were made in order to help 
reasoning. From a historical point of view, two directions will 
be detailed, namely painting and cartography. 

A. Painting

The goal of this section is not to give a global history of
painting but rather to examine a few ideas regarding the 
relationships between painting and the reality.  

Fig. 1 Egyptians used to represent objects as they are recognized. Source 
https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/Y_EA37983 

Regarding prehistoric people, it seems that some paintings 
in cave have a sort of magic power to act on reality (Bégouen 
1929). Later during the Egyptian period, the idea was to 
represent objects as they are recognized. For instance, in the 
famous Nebamon tumb, there is a painting (Figure 1) 
representing plants and animals in a garden: their flat 
representation allows anybody to recognize them without any 
problem. In the same idea, ask a child to represent a fish, s/he 
will not draw it from the top, from the bottom nor the face but 
rather from its side to easily recognize it. 

 Then, in painting, the dominant idea was rather to show 
some mythologic or religious paintings, sometimes far from 
reality. Later with the discovery of perspective, in 1435 
Alberti wrote a treatise entitled De Pictura (On Painting) in 
which he outlined a process for creating an effective painting 
through the use of one-point perspective (Sinisgalli, 2011). 
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Now it was possible to represent objects as they are seen (see 
a painting in Figure 2 from Piero Perugino in 1481. The 
summum was reached by Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) in 
his Treatise on Painting (Trattato della pittura). 

Fig. 2. Pietro Perugino’s painting representing objects as they are seen. 
Source: https://www.analisidellopera.it/consegna-delle-chiavi-a-san-pietro-
perugino/ 

 Later during the early 20th-century art rebelled against the 
traditional understanding of painting. The painters focused on 
the relationship between the objects rather than on the 
traditional single-point perspective. 

Fig. 3. Pablo Picasso’s Gernica. Painting emphasizing relationship between 
objects. Source: 
https://www.museoreinasofia.es/en/collection/artwork/guernica 

 To conclude this section about painting, a sort of evolution 
schema can be outlined ranging from the visual representation 
of objects as they are recognized, as they are seen and finally 
the relationship between them which will be considered as a 
first step to reasoning. 

B. Cartography of Small Territories

This is not the goal of this section to write a history of
cartography and not to detail the ways of representing the 
whole earth, rather to give a few salient characteristics for 
maps made to reasoning. 

 The majority of maps are made to describe a territory, for 
instance in physical, economic and political geographies. Of 
course, even if they are limited to the description, they can 
assist any human to make reasoning, but their initial purpose 
was to explain. 

 Apparently, the first map was a slab discovered in Saint-
Bélec, Brittany, from the Bronze Age as presented in Figure 
4. It shows a region, presumably in 3D.

Several centuries after, there was the well-known
Peutinger map. This is the only Roman world map known to 
have survived antiquity showing the Roman road network. 
Preserved in a single, medieval copy now housed in the 
Austrian National Library in Vienna, the map stretches from 
Britain in the west to India in the east, covering a series of 11 
parchment rectangles. The idea behind this map is not to show 
the shape and locations of cities and rivers, but overall to help 
finding an itinerary from one city to another city. For instance, 

the Adriatic Sea is very narrow (at the top of Figure 5), 
whereas Carthage is depicted just below Rome! 

Fig. 4. Saint-Bélec Slab showing a map of the Bronze Age. Source: 
https://allthatsinteresting.com/saint-belec-slab. Presenting things as they are 
located. 

Fig. 5. An excerpt of the so-called Peutinger map centered in Rome, showing 
the Roman road network. Can be seen as a way of reasoning for finding 
itineraies. Source: https://www.onb.ac.at/ 

III. FROM VISUAL DATA MINING TO

GEOVISUALIZATION  

In this section, we intend to clarify the differences 
between several notions such as visual data mining, visual 
analytics, visual reasoning and geovisualization 

A. Visual Data Mining

According to Simoff (2020), visual data mining is the
process of interaction and analytical reasoning with one or 
more visual representations of abstract data. At the difference 
with conventional data mining in which knowledge chunks 
are automatically collected often as patterns or associative 
rules, in visual data mining, the human interaction is the key: 
by observing particularities or regularities, someone can 
identify interesting issues, maybe leading to novel knowledge 
chunks.  

Fig. 6. Two ways of capturing knowledge. (a) via data mining. (b) via 
visualization tools (visual data mining). 

Data Mining
Big Data

Knowledge 
Chunks

Visualization
tools

Big Data
Knowledge 
Chunks

(a)

(b)
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In Figure 6, one can see the main difference between 
conventional data mining (a) in which knowledge chunks are 
identified by a computer whereas in visual data mining (b), 
knowledge chunks are identified by a human. 

B. Visual Analytics 

 Wong and Thomas (2004) gave the following definition: 
visual analytics is an outgrowth of the fields of information 
visualization and scientific visualization that focuses on 
analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces. 
In Figure 7, Keim et al. (2010) depict a visual analytics 
workflow as a methodology to produce knowledge through 
visualization. 

 
Fig. 7. Visual analytics workflow. From Keim et al. (2010). 

 According to Thomas-Cook (2005) here are a few 
recommendations in research about visual analytics: 

 build upon theoretical foundations of reasoning, sense-
making, cognition, and perception to create visually 
enabled tools to support collaborative analytic reasoning 
about complex and dynamic problems; 

 create a science of visual representations based on 
cognitive and perceptual principles that can be deployed 
through engineered, reusable components; 

 develop a new science of interactions that supports the 
analytical reasoning process; 

 create methods to synthesize information of different 
types and from different sources into a unified data 
representation so that analysts, first responders, and 
border personnel may focus on the meaning of the data. 

C. Visual Reasoning 

Emily Daw (2022) defines visual reasoning as the process 
of analyzing visual information and being able to solve 
problems based upon it. In other words, visual reasoning 
produces knowledge. But what are the characteristics of this 
knowledge? For humans, overall knowledge is verbal but 
multimedia knowledge is also important: think about music, 
images, videos, gastronomy, domains for which sometimes it 
is difficult to transmit knowledge with words. 

A good example of visual reasoning is crime board (Figure 
8) which can be seen in practical all police series and detective 
shows: in this board are pinned suspects’ photos, crime 
location, relationships between them, pieces of evidence, etc. 
As soon as new information is discovered, this is put on the 
board. By looking at it, detectives formulate assumptions. 
Often the solution comes from a missing relation. 

In this paper, we only try to examine how knowledge can 
derive from figures, drawings, schemata and especially from 
information mapping, i.e. coming from visual analytics, and 
geovisualization.  

 
Fig. 8. Example of a detective crime board. By visual reasoning,the solution 
of the crime is found.  

D. Definition of Geovisualization 

 According to MacEachren and Kraak (1997), 
Geovisualization can be defined as a set of tools and 
techniques to support geospatial data analysis through the use 
of interactive visualization. Like the related fields of scientific 
visualization and information visualization, geovisualization 
emphasizes information transmission. Geovisualization 
communicates geospatial information in ways that, combined 
with human understanding, allow data exploration and 
decision-making processes. Beyond cartography whose goal 
is representing territory with fidelity (usually physical or 
topographical), geovisualization tries to help highlight the 
more important issues. 

 To summarize, geovisualization is an interesting and 
useful field of research for different reasons: 

 it can reduce the time to search information, and support 
decision-making; 

 it can enhance the recognition of patterns, relations, 
trends and critical points etc.; 

 it can give a global vision of a situation, a phenomenon, 
etc.; 

 it enables the use of human visual memory and the 
capability of perceptual processing of data; 

 it permits a better interaction between user and the 
information system; 

 and it can possibly lead to the discovery of new bunches 
of knowledge. 

IV. GEOVISUALIZATION FOR REASONING 

 According to Lacoste (1976), in his provocative book, 
explained that geography was a form of strategic and political 
knowledge, central to the military strategy and the exercise of 
political power. In other works, geography help reasoning for 
war. But the role of geography is more than that since it 
permits reasoning in other domains such as urban, regional 
and environmental planning. For instance, geographic 
reasoning is useful for the following issues (Laurini 2020): 

• Where to put a new airport, a new hospital, a new stadium, 
a new recreational park, etc.? 
• Is this new construction project compliant with planning 
rules? 
• What is the best mode or the best way to get from A to B? 
• How to organize a plan for green spaces in a city? 
• How to reorganize common transportation? 
• How to transform slum sectors into more modern houses? 
• What could be the cost of a projected operation? 

A. Generalities about Geovisualization 

Anyhow, perhaps one of the first geovisualization display 
was made by Minard regarding the march of Napoleon against 
Russia as depicted in Figure 9 in which the size of the line is 
proportional to the number of soldiers, yellow when going and 
black when returning. Due to bad temperatures, he lost more 
or less 2/3 of his army when marching; during the battle few 
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soldiers died, and in the way back very few soldiers returned 
home. 

 
Fig. 9. March of Napoleon againt Russia by Minard. Source: 
https://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/minard. It is considered as a first 
geovisual representation. 

 Among geovisualization methods, let us rapidly present 
cartograms, chorems, datascapes and 3D representations. The 
first two can be seen as 2D extensions of thematic cartography 
whereas datascapes be considered as 2½ D. 

B. Cartograms 

According to Grover (2014) cartograms are a kind of maps 
which take some measurable variable: total population, age of 
inhabitants, electoral votes, GDP, etc., and then manipulate a 
place’s area to be sized accordingly. The produced cartogram 
can really look quite different from the maps of cities, states, 
countries, and the world that are more recognizable. It all 
depends on how a cartographer needs or wants to display the 
information. An example is given Figure 10 showing GDP 
wealth in 2018; look at Russia, China and Africa for 
distortions. There are various forms of cartograms (Field 
2017): 

 non-contiguous cartogram: adjacencies are compromi-
sed as areas shrink or grow; individual area shapes are 
kept but they become detached from the overall map; 

 contiguous cartogram: adjacencies are maintained but 
shape is distorted to accommodate the mapped variable 

 graphical cartogram: maintains neither shape, 
topology or location; instead using non-overlapping 
geometric shapes (e.g. circles or squares) to represent the 
mapped variable (see example Figure 11); 

 gridded cartogram: uses repeating shapes of the same 
or different size to create a tessellated representation of 
the mapped variable; 

 topology: non-metric spatial relationships that are 
preserved under continuous transformation e.g. 
adjacency. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Example of a cartogram emphasizing Gross Domestic Product 

wealth in 2018. Source https://worldmapper.org/maps/gdp-2018/ 

 Cartograms, by adapting shapes in accordance a very well-
defined variable, permit reasoning which were not possible 
with traditional. 

 
Fig. 11. Example of a cartogram presenting the U.S. Presidential election 
results as a cartogram based on squares. Source: 
https://gistbok.ucgis.org/bok-topics/cartograms. 

C. Chorems 

Chorems were created in 1980 by Pr. Roger Brunet (1980), 
a French geographer as a schematic representation of a 
territory. This word comes from the Greek χώρα which means 
space, territory. It is not a raw simplification of the reality, but 
rather aims at representing the whole complexity with simple 
geometric shapes. Even if it looks a simplification, the chorem 
tries to represent the structure and the evolution of a territory 
with a rigorous manner. The basis of a chorem is in general a 
geometric shape in which some other shapes symbolize the 
past and current mechanisms. Brunet has proposed a table of 
28 elementary chorems, each of them representing an 
elementary spatial configuration, and so allowing them to 
represent various spatial phenomena at different scales.  

According to Brunet (1980), chorems are a tool among 
other to model the reality, but it is a very precious tool not only 
as a visual system, but also as a spatial analysis too. 
Considering Mexico, Figure 12 presents both a traditional 
(physical) map and a chorematic map in which the salient 
issues are considered (Lopez et al. 2009). 

 
Fig. 12 Example of chorem; (a) A traditional map, (b) a chorematic map of 
Mexico and (c) its legend. (Lopez et al. 2009). 

 
Fig. 13 Example of animated chorem showing weather evolution at different 
dates in Algeria (Bouattou et al. (2017). 

In Bouattou et al. (2017) an experimentation of chorem 
generation in real time is presented with an application in 
meteorology in Algeria (Figure 13) in which animated 
chorems could the possible base for real time reasoning.  
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To conclude this rapid presentation about chorems, let us 
say that they can be seen as a sort of generalization, both 
geometrically and semantically. 

Those salient issues can be extracted by data mining and 
then visualized; thanks to the chorematic presentation, new 
knowledge bundles can be discovered. 

D. 3D Representations and Datascapes 

An innovative data driven graphic approach to model 
environmental, territorial and urban systems is the 
representation of natural and anthropic phenomena as 
"datascapes", literally "data landscapes". 

This approach integrates the approaches that describe the 
elements of the "physical and real" landscape systems, that 
can traditionally be represented by means of the 2D GIS 
cartography, and with the datascape representation that allows 
also the description of the "visible and invisible" phenomena 
and that spatially represents them using the third dimension, 
in a "virtual landscape of data” (datascape) in 3D. 

Nadia Amoroso (2010), expert in Data Visualization, 
defines datascapes as "a visual representation of all the 
quantifiable forces that influence a system", and also as 
"digital landscapes". See Figures 14, 15 and 16. 

 
Fig. 14. Datascape in urban area (by N. Amoroso), data elaboration with the 
software DataAppeal; presence of CO2 in Grenoble, France. Source: 
https://archinect.com 

The datascape representation is particularly suitable to 
model different kinds of territorial systems: from simple 
structural systems that only describe the physical structure of 
a system, to more complex systems such as urban systems and 
ecological networks, in which many non-structural and non- 
visible aspects are added. In fact, in the datascape approach 
can describe all the different elements and phenomena that are 
present simultaneously and in the same place that can be 
quantitatively described and that, to be described, require a 
large amount of data.  

 
Fig. 15. Datascape in urban area (by N. Amoroso), data elaboration with the 
software DataAppeal; Traffic accidents and pedestrian traffic in Toronto. 
Source: https://archinect.com 

In the example of the representation of ecological 
networks, there is a combination of the biodiversity protection 
aim combined with the aim of implementing eco-systemic 

services in the territory; therefore, new elements are taken into 
consideration and integrated, which increase the degree of 
complexity of the system-network and of the phenomena 
associated with it. Furthermore, the "datascape modeling" is 
suitable to represent variables of non-visible urban and extra-
urban phenomena (temperature, pollution, etc.). 

 
Fig. 16. Datascape in urban area (by N. Amoroso), data elaboration with the 
software DataAppeal; Population density in NY. Source: 
https://archinect.com 

Differences between cartograms, chorems and datascapes  
 The main difference between cartograms, chorems and 
datascapes is that cartograms and chorems deform the real 
cartographic representation, instead the datascape 
representation displays simultaneously the real cartographic 
representation and the virtual representation of the variable 
that we need to represent (Donolo-Laurini 2015). 

 The cartographic representations of territorial data can be 
very complex, since they present different levels of 
information at the same time and in a multi-dimensional 
context; one of the main advantages of datascape modeling is 
given by the potential of representation, for both spatial and 
temporal dimensions, of the numerous geo-spatial elements 
and associated phenomena that can be present simultaneously 
in a territory; in particular, it should be noted that:  

a) For the spatial dimension: In the territorial system, 
in addition to the physical and visible elements in the three 
dimensions of the "physical" space (x, y, z), there are 
simultaneously visible and representable phenomena (e.g. 
presence of a population of wild animals present in a specific 
area, in a given period of time) and non-visible phenomena 
(e.g. presence of atmospheric or aquatic pollutants, or 
variation of the average temperature of the habitats, etc.), 
which however can be visualized and represented using the 
three dimensions of a “metaphorical or virtual” graphic space 
(x1, y1, z1) which can be superimposed on physical space (x, y, 
z), since it can be translated along the z axis.  

b) For the temporal dimension: In the territorial 
system different phenomena occur simultaneously, and the 
"metaphorical space" helps to visualize them, both because it 
is replicable and superimposable on the physical space, and 
because it is a space in which the quantities that vary over time 
can be represented dynamically in real time.  

Advantages of the Datascape modeling 
The advantage of having an additional virtual space for 

displaying data and indicators brings with it other positive 
aspects: 

1. Since the variable z of the "metaphorical space in 3D 
(x, y, z)" can assume both positive and negative values, it is 
also possible to use the representation space underlying the 
surface identified by the values with z = 0, consequently it 
increases the space that can be used to graphically represent 
the phenomena in a single "view" of digital cartography. 
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2. As already known for the representations of 
ecological networks in 2D with GIS tools, an advantage of the 
graphic representation of datascape in 3D is the possibility to 
customize and optimize the use of graphic variables (color, 
shape, size, etc.), also called visual variables, and their 
combinations. In fact, as the number of variables available 
increases (considering that the variables of the new 
"metaphorical space" (x1, y1, z1), and the time variable t, are 
added to the spatial variables (x, y, z), of the territory under 
examination), the number of visual variables that can be 
associated to the spatial variables (x, y, z, x1, y1, z1, and t) also 
increases and therefore also increases the possible 
combinations between the visual variables and the possible 
ways of representing the same phenomenon. Visual variables 
have been defined as "a way to modify graphic signs" (Pumain 
et al., 1989). In particular, datascape modeling presents an 
additional visual variable compared to the traditional 2D GIS 
representation which is possible exactly the third additional 
dimension: "the perspective". The main visual variables 
whose most effective use was analyzed to highlight qualitative 
or quantitative differences between the graphic objects 
represented by Jacques Bertin (1967). It should be noted that 
other researchers have subsequently discussed and expanded 
the systematization of Bertin's visual variables, and their opti-
mal use based on the properties of the data to be represented. 

3. As a third positive aspect, it should be noted that the 
datascapes can be processed online with specific software that 
uses the interactive 3D map base of Google-Earth on the Web, 
which can be rotated and zoomed; with it you can therefore 
rotate and zoom all the datascape representations 
superimposed on it: so the datascape not only are dynamic,  
but also interactive and allow you to explore the map from 
different perspectives, in order to bring out relationships 
between phenomena, trends, hidden criticalities, etc. 

4.  Another advantage that we want to highlight is given 
by the fact that this datascape modeling not only allows to 
manage a large amount of data, but also different data 
configurations (datascape); in fact, through appropriate 
Dashboards it is possible the management and modification in 
real time of both single datascapes and multiple datascapes 
combined and correlated with each other: although a 
configuration of natural and anthropic phenomena can be 
temporally stabilized, at times, it is sufficient for a single 
phenomenon to undergo a modification, to modify a whole 
series of phenomena; so it will not be sufficient to analyze a 
single reality, but a set of different possible realities. Even the 
digital environments of datascapes are multiple, fluid and are 
able to represent and monitor different configurations of 
phenomena; As an example, different datascapes can be used 
to represent ecological networks belonging to different animal 
populations. 

5. It is possible to elaborate datascapes not only of the 
phenomena detected at a given moment, but also of possible 
future scenarios, which can also be compared with each other.  
could also compare datascapes of phenomena belonging to 
different categories, for example by representing all 
datascapes deriving from anthropic phenomena under the z = 
0 plan and all datascapes of natural phenomena above the z = 
0 plan. 

6. Working on datascapes on a large area scale: as the 
complexity of the ecological network increases with the 
increasing size of the territorial area concerned, with the 

datascape modeling it is possible to work at different scales, 
which can also be compared. 

7. With the datascape modelling it is possible to 
customize and optimize of the graphic symbology of the 
single datascape and therefore the management of the visual 
variables. 

8. With the datascape modelling it is possible the 
identification of hierarchies between datascapes, which can be 
highlighted. 

Critical aspects of the Datascape modeling  
Some critical aspects to consider in the analysis of 

territorial systems / networks using the datascape approach, 
are: 

1. The first aspect to consider is the tendency to abuse 
the technological potential and to represent too many 
territorial and visual variables at the same time in a single 
"view / display", decreasing the readability of the maps by 
both expert and non-expert users; there are studies in the 
psycho-cognitive literature that aim to evaluate how many 
territorial and visual variables are able to simultaneously 
process human visual and cognitive capacity. In particular, it 
emerged that some combinations of territorial variables and 
visual variables are more effective than others for representing 
certain quantities or phenomena. 

2. A second aspect to note is that, as previously 
mentioned, by having the information layers necessary to 
elaborate the ecological network of a territory, not one, but 
more datascapes will be produced, and therefore a necessary 
development of the "datascape approach" it will concern the 
modification, analysis, comparison and display of multiple 
datascapes at the same time; although this is generally possible 
through a Dashboard, which is used to manage the different 
datascapes, it remains a critical aspect, because it requires use 
by experts at least in the design phase. A Dashboard, however, 
can be made available online, and can allow even the non-
expert user to interact on the Web, and can make changes and 
views in real time shared between multiple users. Figure 17 
shows an example of the interface of the DataAppeal software 
Dashboard implemented by Nadia Amoroso. 

 
Fig. 17.  Example of datascape representation on the Web, which represents, 
with the Dashboard for customization (to make graphic and analytical 
changes, including interactive online and in real time). Source: 
https://archinect.com 

1. A third critical aspect concerns the poor readability 
of any graphic symbols / labels: also, in the case of datascapes, 
as for GIS maps in 2D, the use of graphic symbols 
superimposed on the cartography, adds information to the 
representation, but in the case of datascapes the perspective 
view in 3D could in some cases prevent them from being read. 

E. Other Examples of 3D Representations 

In Figure 18, is shown a comparison between the 
representation of the variable "diffusion of a product on the 
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market": on the left the "traditional" GIS approach in 2D, on 
the right the "datascape" approach in 3D. 

 
Fig. 18. Representation of the variable “diffusion of a product on the market” 
with two different approaches. Source: https://archinect.com 

Visual Reasoning with Datascapes 
 For territorial intelligence, datascapes can assist visual 
reasoning in several directions: 

 Detection of outliers: by observing a place where data are 
strange, a quality control action must be launched; 

 Detection of a novel problem either social or 
environmental; 

 Detection of new patterns, for instance polarization around 
the CBD or along a traffic route; 

 Detection of spatial correlation by comparing two 
datascape of the same place; 

 Confirmation of already-known information. 
 Etc. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The scope of this paper was to examine how computer-
assisted visual reasoning can help territorial intelligence. 
Starting from the evolution of painting and cartography, we 
have tried to show how geovisualization can highlight 
reasoning. Of course, other geovisualization methods may 
exist, but the general mechanisms are given Figure 19: sensors 
about a city send data to a geovisualization tools; the results 
are examined by an expert who can capture some knowledge 
chunks; those chunks added to already-known chunks are sent 
to a reasoning tool which infers suggestions; those solutions 
are studied by local decision-makers to launch actions plans 
or actions. 

 
Fig. 19.  Structure of visual reasoning for territorial intelligence. 

Anyhow, this statement raises three kinds of questions: 

a – Are they existing other methods of visualization more 
adapted to derive visual knowledge? 

b – What are the main characteristics of visual knowledge 
chunks and bundles issued from geovisualization?  

c – How to formalize them to be used in inference engines? 
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Abstract—State machine graphical animation (SMGA) is
a tool that can help humans conjecture characteristics of
protocols by observing graphical animations of state machines
formalizing the protocols. SMGA requires a state picture
template that is designed by users. Designing the state picture
template is a core task of SMGA. In the present paper, we
graphically animate an autonomous vehicle merging protocol
in which we show some aspects affecting the state picture
template, such as some properties of the protocol and Gestalt
principles. Based on our design, we conjecture some char-
acteristics of the protocol by observing graphical animations
and also confirm the characteristics with Maude. Finally, we
summarize our experiences as a procedure on how to design
a state picture template and the procedure can be used when
making a state picture template from scratch.

Keywords-autonomous vehicle merging protocol; graphical
animations; Maude; SMGA; state picture template.

I. INTRODUCTION

State Machine Graphical Animation [1] is a visualization
tool that graphically animates state machines formalizing
protocols. The main purpose of the tool is to assist humans
to conjecture characteristics of the protocol where such
characteristics can be used as lemma candidates in theorem
proving. Some studies [2], [3], [4], [5] have been conducted
to demonstrate the usefulness of SMGA. One of them [4]
has shown that the state picture template (an input of
SMGA) is a crucial part of SMGA. In the present paper, we
mainly provide some aspects that affect the design of the
state picture template by describing in detail how to make
graphical animations of a case study from scratch.

Frank et al. [6] have proposed a method to visualize
state transition systems. They aim to let users observe the
global properties of protocols by visualizing (large) state
spaces as a backbone tree with the cone tree concept. The
result shows that users can find some global properties
of protocols, such as obtaining some clusters containing
states that do not return to initial nodes after starting some
executions. Bui et al. [5] have used SMGA to graphically
animate the intersection traffic control distributed mutual
exclusion protocol or the LJPL protocol [8]. In the LJPL
protocol, there are eight lanes where vehicles in conflicted

DOI reference number: 10.18293/DMSVIVA22-009

lanes cannot enter an intersection at the same time. The
authors have made the state picture template of the LJPL
protocol and revised SMGA so that SMGA can visualize
queues formalizing lanes which elements in the queues
are visualized by other variables. Some characteristics are
conjectured via observing graphical animations based on
their state picture template.

In near future, cars could become self-driving vehicles.
Many techniques/protocols have been proposed to control
such vehicles. Intuitively, autonomous cars must work well
in many kinds of situations, such as moving in an intersec-
tion. Autonomous vehicle merging protocol [9] or the AR
protocol is one possible way to control autonomous vehicles
to avoid crashing each other at a merge point that is an
intersection of two lanes. Liu et al. [10] have revised and
formally specified the AR protocol in Maude. In the present
paper, we use the AR protocol as a candidate for SMGA.

To make graphical animations of the AR protocol, we
first need to design the state picture template. Two lanes are
important in the AR protocol and they are (partly) specified
by two queues in [10]. In the present paper, we combine the
visualization technique [5] and some existing visualization
techniques to design the queues in the AR protocol. When
making the state picture template, we use some tips [4]
to create some first drafts. When observing the drafts, we
redesign some elements using Gestalt principles [11], [12]
and point out some factors affecting the designs of the
elements in the protocol, such as colors via the similarity
law in the Gestalt principles.

We provide a state picture template that can be used in
case the number of vehicles participating in the protocol
is up to a fixed number. Therefore, users do not need to
redesign the state picture template when the number of
vehicles participating in the protocol is less or equal to
the fixed number. Some characteristics of the AR protocol
are conjectured by observing graphical animations based
on our design, and the characteristics are also confirmed
with Maude. Finally, we summarize some lessons learned
a procedure on how to design a state picture template. The
procedure can be used with useful factors (such as colors)
when starting making a state picture template.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We introduce
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the AR protocol and its specification in Sect. II. In Sect. III,
we describe ideas in detail on how to design the state picture
template of the AR protocol from scratch and give some
factors affecting the state picture template. In Sect. IV,
we guess some characteristics of the AR protocol, confirm
them with Maude and summarize our experiences as a
procedure when making the state picture templates from
scratch. Finally, we conclude the present paper in Sect. V.

We suppose that readers are familiar with state machines
and some existing techniques of SMGA.

II. AN AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE MERGING PROTOCOL

A. Description

An autonomous vehicle merging protocol (or the AR pro-
tocol) has been proposed by S. Aoki and K. Rajkumar [9].
In the protocol, there are two lanes called through and non-
through lanes. The intersection of two lanes is called a merge
point shown in Fig. 1. Vehicles on both lanes are supposed
that they can run toward the merge point and in one direction
only. At the merge point, the AR protocol controls that
vehicles never collide with each other.

Merge 
point

Figure 1. A merge point

In the protocol, there are two versions corresponding to
two traffic environments: (1) only autonomous vehicles on
the traffic (homogeneous traffic) and (2) autonomous vehi-
cles and human-driven vehicles on the traffic (heterogeneous
traffic). Liu et al. [10] have revised the first version so
that this revised version does not rely on any real-time
information, such as speed of vehicles running on both lanes.
In the present paper, we use this revised version for our
purpose. Therefore, in the rest of the paper, the AR protocol
is referred to the revised version [10]. There are two modes
in the AR protocol: prioritized and fair. In the prioritized
mode, vehicles in the non-through lane (or non-through lane
vehicles) cannot enter the merge point if some vehicles in
the through lane (or through lane vehicles) are approaching
the merge point. Basically, there are three cases:

1) If some through lane vehicles are approaching the
merge point and there is not enough space between
any of two adjacent vehicles, then non-through lane
vehicles must stop before the merge point until all
through lane vehicles have passed through the merge
point. The following figure is an example of this case:

2) If no through-lane vehicle is approaching the merge
point, non-through lane vehicles can enter the merge
point.

3) If there is enough space between any two adjacent
through lane vehicles, then non-through lane vehicles
can use the space to enter the merge point. The
following figure is an example of this case:

When the traffic of the through lane becomes congested,
the prioritized mode changes to the fair mode. In the fair
mode, through lane vehicles and non-through lane vehicles
can enter the merge point alternatively. If the traffic of the
through lane becomes less congested, the mode changes
back to the prioritized mode.

In the AR protocol, there are five statuses for each vehicle:
running , approaching , stopped , crossing , and crossed .
Those statuses are summarized as follows:

• running : when a vehicle is far away from the merge
point, its status is running .

• approaching : when a vehicle gets close to the merge
point, its status changes from running to approaching .

• stopped : when a vehicle meets some conditions to
stop before the merge point, its status changes from
approaching to stopped .

• crossing : if a vehicle can enter the merge point, its sta-
tus changes from approaching or stopped to crossing .

• crossed : when a vehicle has passed the merge point,
its status changes from crossing to crossed .

In the protocol, for through lane vehicles, there are
some situations or conditions to control their statuses. From
running to approaching , there is one case that through lane
vehicles get close to the merge point. From approaching to
stopped , there are two cases as follows:

• There is a vehicle in the merge point, then a vehicle
at the top of the through lane stops before the merge
point.

• When the protocol is in the fair mode and in the non-
through lane’s turn, then a vehicle at the top of the
through lane stops before the merge point.

From approaching to crossing , there are two cases as
follows:

• When the protocol is in prioritized mode and there is
no vehicle in the merge point, then a vehicle at the top
of the through lane enters the merge point.

• When the protocol is in fair mode, the current turn is
the through lane and there is no vehicle in the merge
point, then a vehicle at the top of the through lane enters
the merge point.

From stopped to crossing , there are three case in which two
cases are similar or the same to two cases when approaching
to crossing . The left case can be described as follows:

• When the protocol is in fair mode, the current turn is
the non-through lane’s, there is no vehicle in the merge
point and there is no non-through lane vehicle in the
queue, then a vehicle at the top of the through lane
enters the merge point.
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From crossing to crossed , there is only one case where
through vehicles have passed the merge point. For non-
through lane vehicles and others, please refer to [10] in
detail.

B. Formal Specification of the AR Protocol in Maude

As mentioned, Liu et al. [10] have formally specified the
AR protocol in Maude. First, two lanes are specified as two
queues of vehicles. In the through lane, vehicles are specified
as real vehicles and dummy vehicles (or spaces). In the non-
through lane, vehicles are specified as real vehicles only.
A space contains three kinds of statuses named unspace,
space, and yield referring to the space that is not in
the queue, is in the queue, and has just been out of the
queue, respectively. All observable components are used to
formalize the AR protocol as follows:

• (v[ID]: L,VS) - represents the ID’s vehicle that
contains the vehicle lane information L (such as the
through and the non-through lane) and the status VS
of this vehicle. ID can be v(i) or dv(i) for real vehicles
or spaces (dummy vehicles), respectively. L can be
through or nonThrough . For real vehicles, VS can be
running , approaching , stopped , crossing , or crossed ;
initially, VS is running . For dummy vehicles, VS can
be uspace, space, or yield ; initially, VS is unspace.

• (lane[L1]: Q) - represents the lane in the protocol
where L1 can be through or nonThrough corre-
sponding to the through lane or the non-through lane,
respectively. Q is a queue of vehicle IDs . If L1 is
through , the queue can contain spaces; otherwise, the
queue contains real vehicles only. Initially, Q is empq .

• (crossing?: B) - represents whether a vehicle is
in the merge point. If so, B is true; otherwise it is
false. Initially, B is false.

• (mode: M) - represents the mode in the AR pro-
tocol. M can be prioritized or fair corresponding
prioritized and fair mode, respectively. Initially, M is
prioritized .

• (turn: L2) - represents the turn when the system is
in the fair mode. L2 can be through or nonThrough
referring to the through lane vehicle turn and the non-
through lane vehicle turn. Initially, L2 is through .

• (#uvcs: N) - represents the number of vehicles that
have not yet passed to the merge point. N is a natural
number. When N is 0, all vehicles have crossed the
merge point. Initially, N is the number of the vehicles
concerned.

• (gstat: F) - indicate that all vehicles have passed
the merge point. F can be fin or nFin meaning that
all vehicles have passed or have not yet passed the
merge point, respectively Initially, F is nFin . Note, this
observable component and #uvcs are used to stop the
protocol.

When there are two vehicles participating in the non-through
lane, and four vehicles and two spaces participating in the
through lane, an initial state can be expressed as follows:

(gstat: nFin) (#ucvs: 6) (crossing?: false)
(mode: prioritized) (turn: through)
(lane[through]: empq) (lane[nonThrough]: empq)
(v[v(0)]: through,running) (v[v(1)]: through,running)
(v[v(2)]: through,running) (v[v(3)]: through,running)
(v[v(4)]: nonThrough,running) (v[dv(0)]: through,unspace)
(v[v(5)]: nonThrough,running) (v[dv(1)]: through,unspace)

There are several rewrite rules that express conditions
mentioned in the previous sub-section. Let us explain one
condition of through lane vehicles whose statuses change
from stopped to crossing based on the following rewrite
rule:

rl [enter-fairN-T] :
{(v[v(I)]: through,stopped) (lane[through]: (v(I) ; TQ))
(lane[nonThrough]: empq) (mode: fair)
(turn: nonThrough) (crossing?: false) OCs}
=> {(v[v(I)]: through,crossing) (mode: fair)
(lane[nonThrough]: empq) (turn: nonThrough)
(lane[through]: (v(I) ; TQ)) (crossing?: true) OCs} .

where v(I) and TQ are Maude variables for real vehicles
and queues, respectively. The rewrite rule says, if mode is
fair, turn is nonThrough, crossing? is false, no
vehicles in the non-through lane, and the top queue is v(I)
whose status is stopped, then v(I) changes its status to
crossing, which means v(I) is in the merge point, and
update crossing? to true. The other rewrite rules can
be specified likewise, please refer to [10] in detail.

III. DESIGNING A STATE PICTURE TEMPLATE OF THE AR
PROTOCOL

A. Idea

As written, there are many possible ways to design a state
picture template. However, if the design of state picture
template is simple, it is hard to conjecture characteristics
when observing animations produced by such state picture
template [4], [13]. Therefore, our purpose mainly focuses on
explaining how to design the state picture template. Then, we
show some factors affecting the design of the state picture
template in the next sub-section.

Firstly, some work [4], [5], [13] have pointed out the
usefulness of their state picture templates and also given
some tips to make a good state picture template. In the
present paper, we mainly use some of such tips for our
design and summarize them as follows:

• Values of observable components should be visualized
as much as possible.

• When an observable component has only two kinds of
values, it should be visually/graphically represented as
a light bulb.

• If one observable component has a value that
contains more than one component inside, this
value is called a composite value. For example,
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(v[v[i]]: laneInfo, veStat) is an observable com-
ponent that contains a composite data (laneInfo, veStat
are two components). We should carefully select ob-
servable components and component values of com-
posite data to visualize.

• If a value of an observable component does not change,
it should be expressed as a fixed label.

Based on the tips, we first carefully select some observ-
able components to visualize. #ucvs and crossing? are
not concerned to visualize because we can get them via
observing other observable components, such as observing
the merge point when some vehicle is located, we can obtain
the value of crossing?. turn, gstat, and mode are
considered to visualize as a light bulb because they contain
two kinds of values. laneInfo of vehicles (such as through
and nonThrough) is visualized as a fixed label. The re-
maining observable components are two queues and vehicle
statuses that are main parts of the protocol. One possible
way to visualize the queues is to use the visualization of the
work [4] as follows:

where brown circles represent vehicles, numbers in the
circles represent ids of vehicles, colors of each area in the
arrow present statuses of vehicles such as approaching ,
stopped , and crossing from left to right, respectively. There
is one property (or assumption) of the protocol in [5] that
is mainly different from the AR protocol as follows:

In the same lane, some vehicles can have the same
status value. For example, two vehicles may have the
same status crossing at the same time. However it is
prohibited in the AR protocol.

Therefore, they [5] need to prepare each area that can contain
enough positions for the maximum number of vehicles
participating in the lane, such as three vehicles for each
area in the above figure. In the present paper, we propose
the design of queue visualization to optimize such positions
using a similar way to the visualization technique of [5] and
analogous display (an existed technique of SMGA [1]). The
following figure describes our design of the queue:

where circles present vehicles; each square displays one
element in the queue. If no element is in the queue, no circle
is displayed. From the left to right, the first square whose
color is red presents the merge point that contains vehicles
whose statuses are crossing . The remaining squares contain
vehicles whose statuses are stopped and approaching , and
spaces whose statuses are space (for the through lane). Note,

in each square, there are at least three circles representing
three vehicles (not included their values). When some node
is in the merge point, we use analogous display for this case.
We use the visualization technique of [5] for other cases in
which there is no node in the merge point, please refer [5]
in detail.

Furthermore, by observing graphical animations based
on some drafts, we comprehend that when the mode is
prioritized, the observable component turn does not affect
vehicles entering the merge point. Therefore, we design two
observable components turn and mode following to this
attribute. The idea is that when the mode is prioritized, we
do not let the observable component turn display. In other
words, we use a trick to display some symbols and hide the
observable component turn when the mode is prioritized.
We explain this idea in detail in the next sub-section. Note,
to design the state picture template in the present paper, we
use some laws of the Gestalt principles [11], [12] (such as,
the similarity law - using same shapes, colors or sizes to
same values). It is one factor that affects the state picture
template and we will show its usefulness in the next section.
How to design all observable components are mentioned in
the next sub-section.

B. Designing a State Picture Template

Fig. 2 shows fully our state picture template. We suppose
that there are four vehicles and two spaces participating in
the through lane, and two vehicles participating in the non-
through lane. The main part of the state picture template is
two lanes represented by vertical and horizontal rectangles
that are formed by some squares. The vertical one represents
the non-through lane while the horizontal one represents
the through lane. The red square that is the intersection of
two lanes refers to the merge point. Circles with numbers
inside correspond to vehicles while blank circles correspond
to spaces in the through lane. Light-blue and light-yellow
circles are vehicles in the through and the non-through lane,
respectively. Light-pink circles are vehicles whose statuses
are stopped . The following figure shows two lanes when
the value of the observable component lane[through]
is v(0);dv(0);dv(1);v(1) and the value of the ob-
servable component lane[nonThrough] is v(5).

where the status of v(5) is stopped ; two vehicles v(0) and
v(1) whose statuses are approaching ; two spaces dv(0)
and dv(1) whose statuses are space.

There are some arrows that close to two lanes representing
two main parts: (i) the directions and (ii) the turns of two
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Figure 2. A state picture template for the AR protocol (1)

lanes. Intuitively, the shapes of the arrows refer to (i) while
the colors of the arrows refer to (ii). Note, the arrow that
nears to the through lane includes light-blue and white
arrows while the arrow that nears to the non-through lane
consists of light-yellow and white arrows. The light-blue and
the light-yellow arrows indicate the turn of through lane and
non-through lane vehicles, respectively. The white arrows
are used as a trick to hide the turn. In the prioritized mode,
the light-blue arrow (nearing the through lane) and the white
arrow (nearing the non-through lane) are displayed. In the
fair mode, the text “congested!” is displayed and the arrows
are displayed following the observable component turn.
All arrows and the text are visualized using the analogous
display.

The rectangle in the left-side of Fig. 2 contains the
vehicles and the spaces whose statues are crossed and yield ,
respectively. The rectangle in the right-side of Fig. 2 contains
the vehicles and the spaces whose statues are running and
unspace, respectively. The ellipse with the text “Finished”
inside refers to the observable component gStat. When the
value of gStat is fin , the ellipse is displayed; otherwise, it
is not displayed. Observable components in this paragraph
are visualized using the analogous display.

Finally, to extend the state picture template for more cases
(such as there are five vehicles and four spaces in the through
lane), it is not difficult to redesign the state picture template
with our proposal. Users can prepare more squares such
that the number of squares reaches the worst case that may
occur. For example, there are five vehicles and five spaces
participating in the through lane, we need to prepare 11
positions (including the merge point) in case all of them
are put into the queue. We design the state picture template
shown in Fig. 3 for a case in which there are five vehicles
and five spaces in the through lane and five vehicles in the
non-through lane. Users can utilize it in case the number of
vehicles is up to five. Note that we fix the id of vehicles
in the through and the non-through lane from 0 to 4 and 5
to 9, respectively. Therefore, users need to config the initial
state for such a restriction. Note also that five (vehicles and
spaces) is an enough number (not wait so long) to use Maude
to confirm characteristics [10].

IV. CONFIRMATION OF GUESSED CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE AR PROTOCOL AND SOME LESSONS LEARNED

A. Guessing Some Characteristics

Let us repeat that observing graphical animations based
on some drafts helps us comprehend one attribute of the
AR protocol. Observing graphical animations based on our
proposal also helps us understand another attribute shown
in Fig. 4. Note, in Fig. 4, two state pictures in the top
and two state pictures in the bottom of the figure are from
two different state sequences. Two attributes are described
as follows:

• Characteristic 0: The turn is not concerned when the
protocol is in the prioritized mode.

• Characteristic 0’: There exists a case such that there is
one vehicle whose status is approaching in the non-
through lane, but this status changes to stopped even
no vehicle is in the through lane.

Both characteristics are the intention of the AR protocol,
however, observing graphical animations helps us better
comprehend the protocol by obtaining these attributes.

To conjecture some other characteristics, we use some
tips [4]. These tips say that focusing on one or two observ-
able components can help us guess its relations. We focus
on two lanes and conjecture some characteristics as follows:

• Characteristic 1: There is at most one vehicle whose
status is stopped in each lane.

• Characteristic 2: When two vehicles whose statuses are
stopped in both lanes, no vehicle is in the merge point.

• Characteristic 3: There are at most two vehicles whose
statuses are stopped in the protocol.

To conjecture the characteristics above, color is a main
factor. Based on the colors designed by the similariry law of
the Gestalt principle, we can observe that at most one light-
pink color in each lane shown in Fig. 5. The characteristic
3 can be conjectured by two characteristics 1 and 2. The
following characteristics are conjectured by focusing on a
vehicle whose status is stopped .

• Characteristic 4.1: There is one vehicle whose status is
stopped in the non-through lane and if some vehicle is
in the merge point, then this vehicle is in the through
lane or the through lane is not empty.

• Characteristic 4.2: There is one vehicle whose status is
stopped in the through lane and if some vehicle is in
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Figure 3. A state picture template for the AR protocol (2)

Figure 4. Some state pictures (1)

the merge point, then this vehicle is in the non-through
lane or the non-through lane is not empty.

B. Confirmation of Guessed Characteristics

By using the search command of Maude, we can confirm
the characteristic 1 by the command as follows:
search [1] in AVMP : init =>*
{(v[X:Vid]: l1:Lane, stopped)
(v[Y:Vid]: l1:Lane, stopped) OCs:Soup{OComp}} .

where AVMP is the name of Maude module; X:Vid
and Y are vehicle IDs; l1:Lane is sort of lane; and
OCs:Soup{OComp} refers to other observable compo-
nents. The search command tries to find a reachable state
that satisfies the pattern. It does not return any solution so
that the characteristic is confirmed.

To confirm the characteristic 2 and 3, we use two com-
mands as follows:
search [1] in AVMP :
init =>* {(v[X:Vid]: through, stopped) (crossing?: true)
(v[Y:Vid]: nonThrough, stopped) OCs:Soup{OComp}} .

search [1] in AVMP :
init =>* {(v[X:Vid]: L1:Lane, stopped)
(v[Y:Vid]: L2:Lane, stopped)
(v[Z:Vid]: L3:Lane, stopped)

Figure 5. Some state pictures (2)

OCs:Soup{OComp}} .

Each search command tries to find a reachable state that
satisfies the pattern. They do not return any solution so that
two characteristics are confirmed.

To confirm the characteristics 4.1 and 4.2, we use the
following commands:
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search [1] in AVMP :
init =>* {(v[X:Vid]: L:Lane, crossing)
(lane[through]: Q:Queue{Vid})
(crossing?: true)
(v[Y:Vid]: nonThrough, stopped) OCs:Soup{OComp}}
such that L:Lane =/= through or Q:Queue{Vid} == empq .

search [1] in AVMP :
init =>* {(v[X:Vid]: through, stopped) (crossing?: true)
(v[Y:Vid]: nonThrough, stopped) OCs:Soup{OComp}} .

Those commands above also do not return any solution so
that the characteristics 4.1 and 4.2 are confirmed.

Note that we need to confirm all guessed characteristics
even though we intuitively know that they are correct. One
flawed characteristic we have conjectured is that there is a
non-through lane vehicle whose status is approaching , the
status always changes to stopped after that. However, when
we use Maude LTL model checking to confirm it, the model
checker returns a counterexample. The counterexample says
that the status of non-through lane vehicles can change to
crossing from approaching when the mode is fair and the
turn is nonThrough .

C. Lessons Learned

As discussed, designing state picture templates is not a
straightforward task for SMGA. When starting to design a
state picture template, some tips from some previous work
can be used as guidelines but the use of tips still mainly
depends on the properties or assumptions of protocols.
Therefore, we need to carefully select some existing tips as
guidelines to make some first drafts. Then, we redesign some
drafts based on properties via observing graphical anima-
tions or understanding the protocols. Note that the better we
understand the protocol, the more we can design effectively
the state picture template. To this end, we summarize our
experiences as a procedure on how to design the state picture
template. The procedure is as follows:

1. Consulting or selecting some previous tips as guide-
lines to design some first drafts of the state picture
template.
2. Using some laws of the Gestalt principle, especially
the similarity law to design values of observable com-
ponents, such as we color statuses of vehicles in both
lanes.
3. Combining some existing visualization techniques
to design some observable components in case one
visualization technique is not enough. For example,
we use the analogous display and queue visualization
technique of [5] to design queue data structure.
4. If possible, observing graphical animations of some
draft versions to understand some properties or assump-
tions of the protocols and then updating the drafts.

All state picture templates and inputs used in the paper
are available at the website 1.

1https://bddang.bitbucket.io

V. CONCLUSION

We have graphically animated the AR protocol by using
SMGA in which we describe in detail how to make a
state picture template from scratch. To design the state
picture templates, we have combined kinds of visualization
supported by SMGA, and used the tip [4] and Gestalt
principles [11], [12]. Observing graphical animations help us
comprehend some properties or assumptions of the AR pro-
tocol and guess some characteristics of the protocol. Those
characteristics are also confirmed with the searfch command
of Maude. We have also summarized our experiences as a
practical procedure that can be used to make a state picture
template from scratch. One piece of our future work is
to prove guessed characteristics by writing proof scores in
CafeOBJ [14].
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Abstract

The detection of brain tumors through the analysis of im-
ages is becoming increasingly common for promptly treat-
ing patients. Among the different types of imaging tech-
niques, Magnetic Resonances Imaging (MRI) is probably
the most popular one in the pre- and post-treatment to es-
timate the structure of tumors. Thus, they also represent
a useful means for supporting intelligent techniques in the
identification of brain tumors, enabling machine learning
models to completely automate the classification task. In
this paper, we propose a new methodology for classifying
brain tumors through the analysis of MRI images. In par-
ticular, our approach relies on a feature extraction tech-
nique to obtain representative data, which are used as in-
put for two predictive models, a Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) and a Residual Neural Network (ResNet). We
discuss experimental evaluation performed over a ground-
truth dataset and show a comparative analysis between pro-
posed models in the classification of tumors according to
their type.

Index terms— Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Brain Tu-
mor, Convolutional Neural Networks, AI Healthcare.

1 Introduction

The brain is the largest and the most complex organ of
the human body, where more than ten billion brain cells
work synergistically. Unfortunately, some of these cells
could form an abnormal group, compromising the usual
brain functionalities and also damaging the remaining cells.

DOI reference number: 10.18293/DMSVIVA22-010

Such a group of cells (or nodule) represents a tumor.
According to a study published in 2017, the overall inci-

dence rate of malignant brain tumors is somewhat worrying
[16]. In fact, statistical data show that the incidence rate of
brain tumors in Central Europe is 2.37% for children ag-
ing from 0 to 14 years, 2.73% in the range 15-39 years old,
and 15.06% for adults aging over 40 years, on a sample of
100, 000 people. This data highlights the necessity to sup-
port clinicians in the identification of such disease, and in
its characterization. In particular, the automatic identifica-
tion of the tumor type not only permits to assist radiolo-
gists, but also to have insights before applying histological
biopsies [9]. To this end, the Magnetic Resonance Imag-
ing (MRI) appears to be one of the most efficient imag-
ing techniques for the detection of brain tumors. Thanks
to the high resolution provided by these images, they can
provide a lot of information on both the structure of the
brain and the presence of abnormalities in the brain tissues.
By exploiting the potential of the output images provided
by MRI, many machine learning models for the classifica-
tion of brain tumors have been proposed in the literature.
Techniques used in classification models include Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT), Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), and Gray Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) for
the feature extraction [7]. Techniques for the segmentation
of tumor masses in MRI images include Fuzzy C-Means
(FCM), K-Means, DBSCAN, U-Net, and image manipula-
tion techniques [30, 10]. Finally, techniques for the classi-
fication include Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision
Tree, and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP). However, in the
last decade, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and
Residual Neural Networks (ResNets) obtained considerable
consensus for the image classification tasks [12].

In this paper, we propose a new methodology for the
classification of brain tumors, by also performing a com-
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parative evaluation on two of the models for image clas-
sification, i.e., CNN and ResNet, evaluating their perfor-
mances in terms of Precision, Recall, and F1-Score. In par-
ticular, traditional CNNs represent the most employed kind
of network for the brain tumor classification task. Instead,
although ResNets have been widely applied for image clas-
sification, they are quite novel for this task [29]. Thus, we
defined both a CNN and a ResNet model, and trained them
on an open-source dataset of MRI images labeled according
to three classes of tumor types. Moreover, images have been
passed through a pre-processing phase aimed at highlight-
ing the tumor cells with respect to other tissues represented
within an MRI image. This process is particularly impor-
tant since classification algorithms cannot work well if the
tumor is not accurately extracted and isolated.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
present related works proposed in the literature. Then, in
Section 3 we provide details of the considered dataset and
the MRI images on which the classification task is per-
formed. In Section 4 we present the architectures of the
defined models, whereas in Section 5 we describe the clas-
sification methodology. Finally, conclusions and future re-
search directions are discussed in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The realization of powerful machine learning models
for classifying brain tumors is receiving particular atten-
tion in the scientific community. Thus, several techniques
and methodologies have been proposed in the literature to
improve the state of the art of current classifiers. Sanjeec
Kumarl et al. have proposed a hybrid approach for the clas-
sification of brain tumors starting from MRI images [15].
The methodology involves the Discrete Wavelet Transfor-
mation (DWT) as a feature extraction technique, genetic al-
gorithms to reduce the number of features, and the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) model for classifying the type of
brain tumor. SVM model has also been used in [27].

Rajeshwar Nalbalwar et al. proposed a methodology
that involves several pre-processing techniques, such as
equalization of the histogram, image segmentation, and the
GLCM to collect features that are employed for training
an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [21]. Similar pre-
processing phases are used in conjunction with the Neuro-
Fuzzy [13], Naive Bayes, and Decision Tree classifiers [20].

In general, many types of ANN models have been ap-
plied for the classification of brain tumors, such as Prob-
abilistic Neural Networks [8, 23], Pulse-Coupled Neural
Networks [14], and Back-Propagation Neural Networks
[28, 24]. Instead, a Deep Learning-based method has been
proposed in [18], where the DWT has been used as a feature
extraction technique.

Recently, the CNN model represents the most popular

(a) Oligodendroglioma (b) Astrocytoma (c) Glioblastoma

Figure 1: The Analyzed Tumors.

technique for classifying brain tumors from MRI images
[2, 22]. In fact, the convolutional layers involved in CNN
models provide an effective feature extraction process. The
CNN designed by Chang et al. predicts the molecular ge-
netic mutation status in gliomas using the PCA for the ex-
traction of the classification features [6]. In the survey con-
ducted at Stanford University [26], a CNN has been applied
for the classification of the glioma types from MRI images,
which uses a pre-trained Neural Network model dealing
with the sub-division of tumor/non-tumor parts.

In this paper, we propose a process to improve the seg-
mentation of tumors within images in order to infer sig-
nificant features for training a CNN and a ResNet model.
Thus, this work is aimed not only at the definition of high-
performing models, but also at a comparative evaluation
that can reveal in which cases the models outperform each
other.

3 Processing Tumor Images

In order to evaluate the proposed solution, we have em-
ployed the Repository for Molecular Brain Neoplasia Data
(REMBRANDT) of the Cancer Imaging Archive [11]. Cur-
rently, it is the only open-source dataset with a large num-
ber of images equipped with patient metadata. The REM-
BRANDT dataset has been developed by the National Can-
cer Institute (NCI) at the request of the National Institutes
of Healths and the National Institute of Neurological Dis-
orders and Stroke. In particular, it consists of images in
DICOM format (a standard format for MRI images) labeled
with four different classes: Oligodendroglioma (Figure 1a),
Astrocytoma (Figure 1b), Glioblastoma (Figure 1c), and
unidentified tumors.

The dataset labels refer to types of tumors identified from
the clinical records of 130 patients. The data collection
projects the anatomy of the brain in i) transversal (or com-
monly called axial or horizontal), ii) sagittal (also known
as anteroposterior), and iii) coronal (also known as frontal
or lateral). Moreover, it considers different types of im-
ages among the most used MRI sequences, such as T1-
Weighted, T2-Weighted, FLAIR, and PERFUSION.
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Projection type Axial
Sequence type T1-Weighted

T2-Weighted
FLAIR
PERFUSION

Metadata yes

Classes Training images Test images
Astrocytoma 1400 100
Glioblastoma 1400 100
Oligodendroglioma 1400 100

Table 1: An overview of the structure of the dataset.

In this work, we do not consider images of unidentified
tumors and those for which we have encountered the pres-
ence of noise. Moreover, to avoid the overfitting problem
of the proposed models, we have applied an undersampling
approach by randomly selecting a fair number of samples
for each class of brain tumors. Thus, we have considered
1500 MRI images for each category, resulting in a dataset
of 4500 images. Finally, we have divided the dataset into
training and test sets. In particular, the test set is composed
of 300 randomly sampled images, i.e., 100 images for each
type of tumor. Details of the dataset and experimental setup
are shown in Table 1.

4 The Proposed Neural Networks

Neural Networks represent one of the most used predic-
tive approaches in computer vision for processing images
and multimedia data. It has been proved that they represent
an extremely useful tool in different scenarios, ranging from
the autonomous driving of cars and drones [19, 25] and

financial forecasting [3], to the detection of medical diag-
noses for supporting and promptly treating patients [5, 17].
The architecture of neural networks for a classification task
is composed of one or multiple layers of neurons that per-
mits to efficiently obtain final predictions. In this paper, we
adopt two different neural networks to identify brain tumors
from MRI images, a Convolutional Neural Network and a
Residual Neural Network, respectively.

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The architec-
ture of the CNN that we have designed for the classification
of cerebral tumors is shown in Figure 2.

Images are resized to 32 × 32 pixels before being sent
in input to the first convolutional layer. The latter uses 12
filters to extract features from images. In particular, in or-
der to search the entire matrix, the applied filters employ
a kernel of size 5 × 5. Moreover, it uses the Leaky ReLU
activation function with a parameter set to 0.1.

The output of the first convolution layer is represented
by a tensor of size 28×28×12. This is sent to a Max Pool-
ing layer, through which it is possible to reduce the matrix
dimensions, and obtain summarized values for sub-regions
of dimension 4× 4.

The output of the Max Pooling function is supplied as
input to the second convolutional layer having 12 filters, a
kernel of size 3 × 3, and again a Leaky Relu function. The
result is a tensor of size 5 × 5 × 12. The Max Pooling
function associated with the second convolutional layer has
a 2× 2 kernel size, providing in output a tensor of size 3×
3 × 12. The output is further reduced by using the Global
MaxPooling function with a tensor of size 12.

At this point, the first Fully connected layer is activated
(also called Dense layer), which is a hidden layer where
each node is completely connected only to the nodes con-
tained in the next hidden layer. In the first Fully connected

CNN
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Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).
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Figure 3: Architecture of the proposed Residual Neural Network (ResNet).

Layer, the model uses 128 neurons, the LeakyRelu activa-
tion function, and a DropOut function with a rate of 0.5.
The second Fully connected Layer analyses the results of
the previous layer by means of 256 assigned neurons, the
LeakyRelu activation function, and the DropOut function
with a rate of 0.25. Finally, the output is sent to a third
Fully connected Layer with 512 neurons, a LeakyRelu acti-
vation function, and a DropOut function with a rate of 0.25.
In order to categorize each result in one of the predefined
classes, the network uses the Softmax activation function.
Moreover, the Adam optimizer has been adopted, by setting
a learning rate to 0.0001. Finally, to calculate the degree
of error in the training between the computed outputs and
the expected ones, the categorical-cross-entropy loss func-
tion has been used, since it allows to calculate the error in a
multi-class classification task.

Residual Neural Network (ResNet). The second neural
network designed for our study is a ResNet.

The architecture of the ResNet is shown in Figure 3. It is
composed of a Convolutional block, two Identity blocks, an
AveragePooling layer, and several Fully connected layers.
The Convolutional block is the first block of the ResNet,
which receives images with dimensions 128× 128 as input.

As shown in Figure 3, the convolutional block receives
an image as input and processes it by means of three dif-
ferent components. The first component includes a Convo-
lutional layer that uses a kernel 1 × 1 and 8 feature maps,
a batch normalization layer, and the ReLu activation func-
tion. The output of the first component is read from the
second component that includes a Zero Padding layer, with

filter 1 × 1, a convolutional layer that uses a kernel 3 × 3
and 16 feature Maps, a batch normalization layer, and the
ReLu activation function. Instead, the third component is
divided into two parts. Both parts include a Convolutional
layer that uses a kernel 1 × 1 and 24 features Maps, and a
Batch normalization layer. The first part processes the out-
put of the second component, while the second part works
with original input images. Finally, the Convolutional block
uses ReLu activation function for returning the processed
image.

After the Convolutional block, the proposed ResNet is
composed of two Identity blocks, which have a similar
structure to the Convolutional blocks, except for the third
component. In fact, this component includes a Convolu-
tional layer that uses kernel 1 × 1 and 24 features Maps,
and a Batch normalization layer. Finally, each Identity
block uses the ReLu activation function for returning the
processed image.

The output of the Identity block is read from an Average
Pooling layer that uses a filter 3×3 for processing the image.
After the pooling step, a Flatten layer prepares the data for
the Fully connected layer, which will then produce three
outputs evaluated by the SoftMax activation function.

For this network, the learning rate has been set to 0.001
with Adam optimizer, while the clipnorm has been set to
1. Similar to the CNN designed for brain tumor detection,
the ResNet uses categorical cross-entropy as a loss func-
tion. Moreover, in order to reduce the overfitting problem,
it was used the L2 regularizer (Ridge Regression) with the
parameter λ set to 0.005.
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(a) Original (b) Binary (c) Largest Area

(d) Mask (e) Result

Figure 4: Skull Stripping.

5 The Complete Classification Process

In this Section, we describe the process performed for
classifying brain tumors. In particular, we first describe
image pre-processing steps performed for identifying the
sections of the images containing brain tumors (Section
5.1). Then, we discuss the evaluation step of the CNN and
ResNet, and analyze their experimental results (Section 5.3
and 5.4).

5.1 Brain Tumor Extraction

The first step has concerned the isolation of the brain
by removing non-cerebral tissues (i.e., the skull stripping),
and the detection of the tumor (i.e., the tumor segmenta-
tion). In general, these operations play a fundamental role
in the classification process, since a good segmentation con-
tributes to achieving better classification results.

Skull Stripping. This operation allows the removal of
non-cerebral tissues, such as the skull and the scalp, from
the MRI images (i.e., the red contours in Figure 4a). In fact,
their presence can negatively affect tumor detection, since
non-cerebral tissues usually have high-intensity colors.

The image is first converted from a gray to a binary rep-
resentation (Figure 4b). Then, the two largest blobs, which
refer to the skull and the brain, are extracted from the im-
age, so as to isolate them from small blobs, which repre-
sent noise. Successively, the image is expanded, aiming to
stretch the objects within the image. Thus, the largest area
(Figure 4c) is extracted from the image (it corresponds to
the brain), becoming the used cerebral mask (Figure 4d).

(a) Pre Fuzzy C-Means (b) Post Fuzzy C-Means (c) Binarization

Figure 5: Tumor Segmentation.

Finally, the extraction of the brain (Figure 4e) is accom-
plished by overlapping the mask with the original image.

Tumor Segmentation. The extraction of the tumor from
the brain is one of the most important operations. In order
to make a suitable segmentation of the tumor, in our classi-
fication process, we applied the Fuzzy C-Means clustering
algorithm, by using 5 clusters, and deriving the tumor area
(outlined with a red border in Figure 5b) by considering the
pixels with the highest degree of intensity. The number of
the optimal clusters to adopt for the Fuzzy C-Means was
derived by using the Elbow method [4] and the results are
shown in Figure 6. The isolation of the tumor was accom-
plished by converting the image into a binary format, by as-
signing 1 (white color) to the pixels belonging to the cluster
with the highest intensity, and 0 (black color) to the remain-
ing ones.
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Figure 6: The Elbow method showing the optimal C.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics

The performances of CNN and ResNet have been eval-
uated in terms of Precision, Recall, Accuracy, and F1-
Measure. In particular, let TP, TN, FP, and FN be the values
of True Positive, True Negative, False Positive, and False
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Negative, respectively, then we can define the evaluation
metrics as follow:

• Precision represents the number of positives that are
correct, over all identified positives: Prec = TP

TP+FP

• Recall represents the proportion of positives that are
correctly identified: Rec = TP

TP+FN

• Accuracy represents the number of positives and nega-
tives correctly identified over the total number of tested
elements: Acc = TP+TN

TP+TN+FP+FN

• F1-score represents the armonic mean of precision and
recall: F1 = 2× Prec×Rec

Prec+Rec

5.3 Evaluating CNN Performances

The first technique adopted for validating the CNN archi-
tecture described above is the K-Fold Cross Validation [1],
which permits the estimation of the effectiveness of a pre-
dictive model by also highlighting possible overfitting. In
particular, we have divided the dataset into 6 folds with 700
images, each considered one time as a validation set. Table
2 shows the classification accuracy achieved in each itera-
tion, the standard deviation, and the average of the values.
It is possible to notice that in all the folds, we have achieved
accuracy values higher than 92%, with a maximum value
equal to 95.04%.

After cross-validation, we have analyzed the learning
and the information loss curves of the proposed CNN over
the entire training set. The learning curve showed no ir-
regularities, hence no overfitting. Similar results have been
achieved for the loss of information curve, which follows a
decreasing trend. During the evaluation, the CNN achieved
an accuracy of 96%.
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Figure 7: Confusion Matrix of CNN.

Accuracy (%)
Fold 1 95.04
Fold 2 92.98
Fold 3 93.11
Fold 4 92.84
Fold 5 94.05
Fold 6 93.22
Standard Deviation 0.77
Average 93.54

Table 2: Overview of the results achieved from the K-Fold
Cross Validation.

Figure 7 shows the confusion matrix of CNN. As we can
see, the CNN reached maximum score values for the identi-
fication of Astrocytoma and Glioblastoma tumors, whereas
for Oligodendroglioma, it wrongly classifies 12 of the 100
images involved in the evaluation.

5.4 Evaluating ResNet Performances

The ResNet involved in our study has been trained con-
sidering 1120 images for each type of tumor, 100 images for
the testing, and 280 images for the validation step. More-
over, this neural network has been trained for 100 epochs,
with a batch size equal to 64.

The validation phase has provided an average accuracy
score of 95% with a peak of 97%, across the epochs.

Figure 8 shows the confusion matrix of the proposed
ResNet. As we can see, ResNet is able to correctly classify
most images, especially those representing the Astrocytoma
tumor. However, although the results for Glioblastoma and
Oligodendroglioma are still high, ResNet has more diffi-
culty in identifying these types of tumors.
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Figure 8: Confusion Matrix of ResNet.
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Precision (%)
Models ASTR GBM OLI
CNN 0.91 0.98 1.00
ResNet 0.93 0.96 0.96

Table 3: Precision of the classifica-
tion models.

Recall (%)
Models ASTR GBM OLI
CNN 1.00 1.00 0.88
ResNet 0.98 0.94 0.93

Table 4: Recall of the classification
models.

F1 - Score (%)
Models ASTR GBM OLI
CNN 0.95 0.99 0.94
ResNet 0.96 0.95 0.94

Table 5: F1-Score of the classifica-
tion models.

5.5 Comparative Evaluation

Performances obtained by the designed neural networks
have been compared by computing the accuracy, precision,
recall, and F1-score metrics (see Section 5.2). In particular,
after the evaluation step, the accuracy achieved by the CNN
is equal to 96%, whereas 95% by the ResNet.

Tables 3 and 4 show the precision and recall values for
both neural networks. As we can see from Table 4, the CNN
correctly classifies all images of Astrocytoma and Glioblas-
toma tumors, while with Oligodendroglioma, it achieves a
recall of 88% compared to 93% obtained with the ResNet.
In fact, CNN outputs more frequently the class Astrocy-
toma in case of uncertainty with respect to the Oligoden-
droglioma tumors (see Figure 7). Consequently, the pre-
cision value for the Astrocytoma class decreases, as high-
lighted in Table 3. Thus, the ResNet outperforms the CNN
in terms of precision with Astrocytoma tumor, while with
the other types of tumors, the CNN outperforms ResNet.

Finally, the results of F1-score metrics are shown in Ta-
ble 5. As we can see, the ResNet outperforms the CNN with
Astrocytoma tumor, and achieves similar results to CNN
with Oligodendroglioma tumor.

6 Conclusion

MRI-based brain tumor classification is an important
and interesting problem considering its relevance for health
care. To this end, in this paper, we have proposed a clas-
sification methodology relying on an automated image pre-
processing step. Moreover, we proposed two artificial neu-
ral networks, a traditional CNN and a ResNet, which have
been then considered to perform a comparative evaluation.
Results demonstrated that both models achieved high per-
formances, even though with different results. In fact, the
CNN model performed particularly well on the classifica-
tion of Astrocystoma and Glioblastoma classes. On the
other hand, although the ResNet model accuracy is slightly
lower than the CNN one, the model resulted more consistent
over all the classes, as proved by the F1-score values.

In the future, we would like to test the proposed model
on a broader class of brain tumors. A further future devel-
opment concerns the construction of models that are able to
classify MRI images by also including coronal and sagittal

projections. Finally, we would like to define a feature selec-
tion method that permits the improvement of models’ per-
formances according to correlations of data resulting from
several layers of an artificial neural network.
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Abstract

We present DrawSE2, a new web application that allows
the definition of visual languages in a more visual way (ac-
cording to the local context-based visual language specifi-
cation). The tool allows the user to create visual language
elements, define their attaching areas (the hotspots through
which language elements can be connected), and define how
they can be linked together to form admissible language
sentences. The tool also allows semantic attributes to be
defined and enables semantic translation (e.g., to a textual
representation). The visual language thus defined can then
be used in a diagram editor that allows to draw visual sen-
tences of the language, check their correctness and get their
semantic translation.

Keywords: visual languages, local contex, webapp.

1. Introduction

Visual languages have been used as part of systems that
use visual representations to facilitate communication. Vi-
sual sentences include diagrams, maps, images, and pic-
tures, which are used to communicate mental concepts that
require spatial settings to be described appropriately. Their
purpose is to make it easier for people to communicate,
since, when done correctly, visual communication is more
direct and instantaneous than spoken or text communica-
tion.

This is why visual languages can be found in a variety
of contexts, from art to engineering. However, if they are
badly designed, they can be difficult to interpret and com-
pose, defeating their purpose. This, for example, may oc-
cur when a language has many syntactic rules that bind el-
ements that can be far apart in a sentence. For example,
in textual programming languages, one might consider the
matching parenthesis in languages such as C or Java.

DOI reference number: 10.18293/DMSVIVA22-014

One way to overcome the problem of syntax dependen-
cies between far language elements is to add shape infor-
mation to each element, like in the Scratch block visual lan-
guage. This reduces the composition of a visual sentence
(a program in this case) to the creation of a puzzle, with a
very simple syntactic rule: “a visual program is syntacti-
cally correct if and only if each block (tile) well interlocks
with its neighbors”. The local shape constraints on each
block in this case guarantee the correctness of the whole vi-
sual program, regardless of how many elements it is made
of.

This is also why block languages are now very popular
for teaching introductory programming to non-experts, as
well as for prototyping and scripting purposes [23].

We have previously shown [5–10] that many well-known
and widely used visual languages (such as unstructured
flowcharts, data flow languages, and entity-relationship di-
agrams) can be syntactically specified mostly using local
constraints, rather than complex grammars. This simplifies
the design of visual programming languages from a syntac-
tic perspective.

Our methodology, known as local context-based visual
language specification, only requires the language designer
to define the local context of each symbol of the language.
The local context of a symbol is the set of attributes that
define the local constraints that need to be considered for
the correct use of the symbol and are the interface that a
symbol exposes to the rest of the sentence.

We also defined a way to do a semantic translation of a
visual language based on the local context. In particular,
we use XPath-like expressions to define the semantic trans-
lation rules for the language. These expressions allow us to
specify rules for each single language element, rather than
defining semantic rules for complete phrases. For a given
node in the abstract syntax graph returned by the syntactic
phase, we can use these expressions to gather values from
its neighbors to be used in the translation. The translation
is then expressed by writing simple source code that prints
these values.
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Although defining a visual language using the local
context methodology does not require writing a grammar
(which can be quite complex even for the most experienced
users), defining the language can still be time-consuming
and identifying at first glance the relationships between the
various components of the visual language can be difficult.

For this reason in this paper we propose a new tool, a web
application called DrawSE2, that allows the definition of vi-
sual languages in an almost visual way. The user can cre-
ate the visual elements of the language (symbols and con-
nectors) by putting together predefined shapes, then define
their attaching areas (the hot spots on which symbols and
connectors can be attached). The so prepared language el-
ement can be positioned on a canvas and visually related
by adding placeholders on their attaching areas. This al-
lows the user to define in a simple way and with immediate
visual feedback which symbols can be linked together and
which cannot.

The tool also offers the possibility to specify attributes
such as the number of admissible occurrences of a symbol
or how many times an attaching area can be used through
contextual menus or panels. If a semantic translation is re-
quired (e.g. to a text representation), the tool also offers the
possibility of defining the semantic specification by using a
tabular interface.

The visual language so defined can then be used to in-
stantiate a diagram editor that allows one to draw sentences
of the language, verify their correctness, and get the seman-
tic translation.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
previous work in this field; Section 3 describes the local
context-based visual language specification; Sections 4 and
5 describe our design and DrawSE2, respectively. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper with a discussion on future
work.

2. Related Work

In the past years significant research has been done re-
garding visual languages and their applications to different
scenarios [4,11–13]. Moreover, several strategies have been
developed to model diagrams as visual languages sentences.
A diagram has been represented either as a set of attributed
symbols with typed attributes representing the “position” of
the symbol in the sentence (attribute-based approach) [17],
or a set of relations on symbols (relation-based approach)
[25]. The two approaches may look different, but both con-
sider a diagram as a set of symbols and relationships be-
tween them, that is, a spatial-relationship graph [2] built by
adding a node for each graphical symbol and an edge for
each spatial relationship between them.

In contrast to the relationship-based approach, where
relationships are explicitly represented, the attribute-based

approach requires the relationships to be derived from the
attribute (equal) values.

Based on these representations, various formalisms have
been proposed to represent the syntax of a visual language,
each associated with custom scanning and parsing tech-
niques, e.g. (Extended) Positional Grammars [16], Re-
served Graph Grammars [30], Constrained Set Grammars
[21], Relational Grammars [27] (for other approaches and
details see [14] and [22]). In general, such visual grammars
are defined by specifying an alphabet of graphical symbols
together with their “visual” appearance, a set of spatial rela-
tionships generally defined on symbol position and attach-
ing points/areas, and a set of grammar rules, usually in a
context-free like format even though their descriptive power
is mostly context sensitive.

A large number of tools exist for prototyping visual lan-
guages. These are based on different types of visual gram-
mar formalisms and include, among others, VLDesk [15],
DiaGen [24], GenGed [1], Penguin [3], VisPro [31], AToM3
[20], VL-Eli [19] and its improvement DEViL [26], and
tools dedicated to 3D visual languages such as [28, 29].
However, our local context-based visual language specifi-
cation [10] goes a step further by completely removing the
grammar specification.

Despite the fact that context-free rules are well known,
it is not easy to define and read visual grammars. This may
explain why these technologies have failed to move from
laboratories to real-world applications. Many visual lan-
guages used today are syntactically simple languages that
focus on basic graphic elements and their expressiveness,
so there is no need to specify complex grammatical rules.

3. Local Context Specification of Visual Lan-
guages

The local context-based visual language specification al-
lows the definition of a visual language both syntactically
and semantically, and also enables the definition of a se-
mantic translation of the visual language sentences (e.g., in
text format). Its main feature is that it does not make use
of grammars in order to allow easier specification of lan-
guages. It has been successfully applied to the definition of
various visual real word languages, showing that often there
is no need for a grammar definition.

A full description of the methodology can be found in
[10]. For reasons of space, it is not possible to describe it
here in detail, so we will only indicate here its main fea-
tures while referring to [10] for a complete definition and
examples.

According to the local context specification, a visual lan-
guage is a set of visual sentences on an alphabet of symbols
and connectors (i.e. language elements). Each of them is
characterized by the following attributes:
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• a unique name;
• a graphical appearance;
• the minimum and/or maximum numbers of admissible

occurrences in any sentence of the language;
• one or more attaching areas. Each area is characterized

by a unique name, its shape and location on the sym-
bol or connector, a set of local constraints, such as the
number of possible connections to the area (referred to
as connectNum), and a type used to force legal connec-
tions among symbol and connector attaching areas. In
fact, a connector area can be attached to a symbol area
only if they have the same type.

• a number of symbol level constraints involving more
than one attaching area;

Moreover, in order to allow a meaningful visual lan-
guage translation, textual attaching areas are possible, i.e.
attaching areas that are designed to only contain text. In this
case, the local constraints define instead the set of admissi-
ble values for the text (e.g. through a regular expression).

The syntactic analysis uses this information (local to the
symbol/connector) to check the correctness of the language
and produce a graph called abstract sentence graph. This
contains a node for each symbol/connector and an edge be-
tween all the symbol-connector pairs that are connected.

The Local Context-based Semantic Definition (LCSD)
allows the semantic translation of a visual language. The
LCSD consists of a sequence of semantic rules for each ele-
ment of the language. Each rule either calculates a property
or executes an action. The properties are calculated through
procedures making use of XPath-like expressions and pos-
sibly validated through a post-condition. An action depends
on properties and attributes.

Through the post-conditions, an LCSD may better refine
the syntactic structure of the language sentences; through
the actions, it provides a translation of the sentences. The
semantic analysis algorithm uses a data flow model of exe-
cution in order to run the semantic translation rules specified
for each language element (as opposed to defining seman-
tic rules for complete phrases). In particular, the XPath-
like expressions are exploited to gather values from the ele-
ment neighbors (and use them in the translation). The new
methodology was in part implemented as part of the LoCo-
MoTiVe tool [7]. In contrast to DrawSE2, it is a desktop
application that allows the definition of the visual language
only partially through the GUI. It also does not allow a vi-
sual representation of how language elements can be linked.
In designing DrasSE2, we, therefore, sought to overcome
these limitations.

4. Designing a visual representation of visual
languages

In designing DrawSE2 we had not only the goal of creat-
ing a tool that would allow defining (through the local con-
text technique) a visual language in a simple way, but that
would also make the created definition easy to understand.
To achieve this we decided that the best way was for the
definition to be as much as possible a visual language itself.

To this end, we decided that the visual elements compris-
ing the visual language should simply be placed in the lan-
guage definition (in the x/y position that the author deems
most appropriate). Having shown the language elements,
the next most important thing is how the elements of the lan-
guage can be related to each other in an admissible way. The
local context definition uses types (designer-defined names)
associated with attaching areas to indicate that a connection
is permissible between areas with the same type.

This type of information can be trivially visually dis-
played by a hyperedge (as it connects two or more attack
areas together). In our early designs, we tried some of the
typical ways to visually represent a hyperedge, but we no-
ticed that, for example in Euler-style visualization, as the
number of language elements increases it becomes increas-
ingly visually heavy and difficult to understand (and diffi-
cult for the user to draw). For this reason, we decided to
use numbered placeholders (colored circles with a number
inside them) to indicate that attaching areas with the same
placeholder represent allowable connections, as shown in
Figure 1.

Although it would be easy to show other information in
this type of visualization, such as the number of permissi-
ble occurrences for a language element or the number of
permissible connections for an attaching area (simply by
showing the related text next to the relevant element), we
decided to exclude such information from the immediately
accessible visual representation because it made it too vi-
sually heavy, and decided that such information should be
visible only after selecting a specific language element.

These design decisions were then included in DrawSE2.

5. DrawSE2

DrawSE2 is an application that allows visual language
definition according to the local context specification in a
visual/GUI way, making it easy to define how symbols can
be linked together and minimizing the amount of code to
be written. This is expected to make the definition of a vi-
sual language easier and more understandable even for users
with minimal knowledge of grammars and programming.
DrawSE2 is based on diagrams.net [18], a web application
that allows diagrams to be composed using predefined sym-
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Figure 1: DrawSE2 in shape mode.

bols and connectors, but does not include syntactic/seman-
tic analysis capabilities.

DrawSE2 has two modes: the shape mode in which one
can define visual language elements (symbols and connec-
tors, including the composition of predefined elements),
element attributes, and semantic rules; and the constraint
mode in which one can define the attaching areas for the
language elements and the admissible connections between
them. It is also possible to export the created language, i.e.,
to run an instance of an editor (also based on diagrams.net)
in which it is possible to draw diagrams of the newly defined
language and use the syntactic/semantic analysis functions
to check for correctness and obtain the semantic translation
(e.g., into text) of the drawn diagram.

Figure 1 shows a screenshot of DrawSE2 in shape mode.
It is possible to switch to constraint mode and vice versa us-
ing the corresponding switch (highlighted in the red box):
this changes the display of the canvas contents and the
side menu. There are also menus and buttons offering fea-
tures typical of graphic editors (and already included a di-
agrams.net) such as zoom, undo/redo, for changing prop-
erties and styles of graphic elements, etc., which are then
available both in shape mode and in constrain mode. Fi-
nally, it is possible to export the language using the “Export
to TiVe” menu (highlighted in the blue box): this causes the
editor to open in a new browser tab. In the next sections, we
will describe each mode in detail.

Figure 2: Defining the attributes of an element.

5.1. Shape Mode

The Shape mode allows one to define the symbols and
connectors used in the language. For a symbol or connec-
tor to become part of the language, it is sufficient for it to
be placed on the canvas by dragging it from the panel on
the left, which contains a set of predefined symbols and
connectors. One can also create their own custom sym-
bols by putting together several predefined elements. Such
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Figure 3: Table for defining semantic rules.

predefined elements also include lines and curves so there
is considerable flexibility, considering also that it is possi-
ble to import graphic elements in png format. This is ac-
complished by selecting individual elements and using the
group function found in the context menu (accessible by
right-clicking).

By selecting a symbol it is also possible to define the
following attributes (from the local context methodology)
thanks to the panel on the right: name; number of permis-
sible occurrences in a language sentence; expanded name
(shown to language users), local constraints involving mul-
tiple attaching areas (more on this in the next section). An
example is shown in Figure 2.

Also in this mode, semantic rules can be defined. To per-
form this action there is a “Define semantic rules” option in
the context menu accessible for each element. In this case,
an editable table will be shown that will allow these rules to
be defined congruently with the local context methodology.

In particular, the table, as shown in Figure 3, allows
defining the list of symbol properties and how these are to
be computed. There is also a text area in which the code to
produce the semantic translation of that language element
can be entered. For convenience, there is the listing of the
textual attaching areas of the symbol, if any (since they are
likely to be referenced in the code that produces the seman-
tic translation, since they may contain user-written text). Fi-
nally, there are buttons to save, close, or remove the table
altogether.

The “Define visit table” button at the top of the GUI al-
lows one to define the visit table, which is used to define
the order in which language elements will be visited during
semantic analysis/translation. In particular, it is possible to
define the order and priority of each element, and the paths
associated with them. Again, there are buttons to save and
close, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Example of a visit table definition.

Figure 5: Example of using “New Attack Types”.

Figure 6: Defining the properties of an attaching area on a
symbol.
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Figure 7: Example of editor created for the tree language. The button highlighted in the red box launches the correctness
check and semantic translation. The semantic translation (a preorder visit) is shown on the right panel.

5.2. Constraint Mode

The Constraint Mode allows one to define the attaching
areas for each symbol or connector in a visual way. When
switching to constraint mode, the language elements remain
visible but become uneditable, and the side panel on the left
instead shows the set of attaching areas (“Attachment” panel
in Figure 5) that one can drag onto the language elements in
the canvas in order to add them.

It is also possible to define how language elements can be
connected to each other. This can be done by creating place-
holders (through the “New Attack Types” button). They are
represented graphically by circles of different colors and
containing numbers. Placeholders with the same number
can be placed on the attaching areas of language elements
in order to indicate that these elements can be connected
together in a valid visual sentence, as shown in Figure 5.

It is also possible to define properties (from the local con-
text methodology) for each attack type, including: name
(optional: useful if one needs to reference it in the semantic
specification); maximum number of elements that can be
attached to it; limits on self-loops (connector leaving and
arriving on the same area), as shown in Figure 6.

5.3. Visual language editor: TiVe

The TiVe editor uses the visual language definition and
is also based on diagrams.net. It differs from it in that it
shows in the left panel only the symbols and connectors that
are part of the language, and that it adds a button that allows
the user to perform the correctness check of what has been

drawn. If successful, the semantic translation (if defined)
or a message confirming correctness will be shown, or an
error message otherwise. Figure 7 shows an example of this
editor.

6. Conclusions and further works

We presented DrawSE2, a new tool for defining visual
languages in a more visual way (according to local context
methodology). The user can create the visual elements of
the language, define their attaching areas, and define how
they may connect with each other by placing placeholders
on their attaching areas. The tool also allows the user to
define the semantic attributes and the semantic translation
through tabular GUI.

Future work will involve empirical evaluation of the soft-
ware by performing user studies involving both experts in
visual languages and users with no experience in the field.
Regarding the latter users, it is planned to involve computer
science students studying compilers (of textual program-
ming languages). After this evaluation, the software will
be further refined according to the received feedback and
by correcting any remaining bugs.
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Abstract

As a key element of user experience; communicating
expectations to a user through visual elements instead
of natural language can produce a more intuitive inter-
face as users interact with a system. While such visual
languages are developed by domain experts for specific
purposes, these languages can also grow, change, and
evolve within a community of users. Video games are
one area where communication with the user directly
affects the enjoyability, usability, and accessibility of
the system. While work has been done to create and
leverage visual languages in order to gamify learning
or improve accessibility, this research focuses on the
creation of these visual languages by external experts.
This exploration of a “crowd-sourced” context-aware
visual language examines a system of indicators that
has evolved over time, created by the very users of the
language, to communicate the expectations and neces-
sary actions to complete a task with other members of
the community. Investigating such a language, how its
changed and used, can teach designers of visual lan-
guages ways to more effectively use them in their own
work.

Index terms— Visual Languages, Video Games,
Usability and Accessibility

1 Introduction

Video games have long motivated progress in many
aspects of Computer Science; algorithms (e.g. The Fast
Inverse Square Root [2], often attributed to John Car-
mack in the implementation of Quake), hardware, and
even education and pedagogy [1, 8] are but some areas
of Computer Science that have been improved through
video games. Games fulfill a particular need in enter-

tainment; they can cater to a diverse audience while
providing an interactive, not passive, entertainment
that can be consumed by one or more players. Unlike
storytelling, art, or video content alone, video games
allow the player to interact with a tactile environment
while processing audio and visual information, creating
a multisensory experience. While these multisensory
experiences need to abide by normative assumptions,
as consumer products, increased awareness of the need
for accessibility has motivated developers to accommo-
date sensory, learning, and affective differences.

Video games that present the player with a goal and
expect them to reach it provide a challenge for devel-
opers: how do they communicate to the player the ac-
tions required to complete the posed goal? Often these
games are presented as a series of levels (like the Su-
per Mario series), though some use a more open world
(ranging from gated progression “Metroidvania” games
to fully open world games like Skyrim). In level-based
games, each level must essentially act as an indepen-
dent implementation of a visual language, providing
cues for the player to determine the necessary series of
actions to reach goal.

Initially, professional level designers carefully
crafted these levels. The progression of technology and
the availability of tools and knowledge has allowed am-
ateur designers to create levels within the confines of
a given game’s mechanics to challenge their friends,
create unique puzzles, or randomize the elements of a
game to allow players a unique experience in the game
every time they play.

Indeed, anyone with the desire to learn the appro-
priate flavor of assembly can modify games like Super
Mario World and create fully-fledged “ROM hacks”;
collections of custom levels, and sometimes custom me-
chanics, that can be played by others. One particular
type of ROM hack, often called a Kaizo ROM hack

DOI reference number: 10.18293/DMSVIVA22-003
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(or Kaizo game, named for one of the earliest hacks
in this category: Kaizo Mario), focuses on tricks and
mechanics that require near perfect execution that can
be achieved through immense of skill and/or practice.
These ROM hacks afford a sufficiently skilled creator
an incredible amount of flexibility with mechanics and
game assets; almost anything can be accomplished or
communicated given the right assembly code.

In 2015, Nintendo released Super Mario Maker for
the Wii U, which simplified the creation of new Mario
levels. This was followed on the Nintendo Switch based
Super Mario Maker 2 in 2019. These games allowed
anyone with an internet connection to create levels us-
ing a predefined palette of sprites, enemies, powerups,
and game themes and make them available for anyone
else with a copy of the game to play. It did not take
long for players of Kaizo hacks to begin to create their
own levels, and over time they developed a body of
incredibly challenging levels with creative setups using
the limited palette of tools available in the Mario Maker
games. These creators (also players of these games) en-
countered the same question professional level design-
ers do for games developed by game studios: “how do
I tell the player what they need to do?”

In ROM hacks, players can insert arbitrary text and
assets, allowing near limitless ways to communicate in-
tent and requirements; however, this flexibility is not
afforded to level creators in the Mario Maker games.
There is a limited ability to create letters using combi-
nations of sprites and objects in the game, and a brief
description can be attached to each level, but this often
doesn’t provide enough space to convey the necessary
information.

Instead the creators developed a simple, semi
context-aware visual language using the simple prim-
itives provided by the game itself. This language has
no glossary or dictionary, or even perhaps a written de-
scription; it instead relies on the skill of the player to
understand the actions available to them to determine
what should be done next. Interestingly, it may be
almost impossible to track down the first use of these
indicators; levels sometimes get removed for a variety
of reasons and as such the genesis of some of these in-
dicators and any textual description they might have
had may be lost.

Over time the language has even evolved to account
for updates to the game that have added new abili-
ties and graphical elements. This evolution does not
seem to be communicated explicitly between creators;
instead a creator sees and understands the use of an
indicator in a level, and then uses it in their own (per-
haps in a slightly different manner). This language
develops similarly to oral tradition; players “hear” a

story (see the use of an indicator) and incorporate it
into their own levels, as an allusion, homage, or even
outright theft! The understanding of these visual lex-
emes is left to the level “reader”. This language has
essentially been crowd-sourced, leading to a common
understanding (and indeed at times to setups in levels
that are so common they no longer require indicators
to be understood).

The primary purpose of this paper is to investigate
elements of this language of indicators using subset
of Green’s Cognitive Dimensions of Notations [6] as
a starting point and the lessons that can be learned
from analyzing a visual language where the creators
and consumers are the same group. Some language el-
ements are particularly interesting with respect to the
Cognitive Dimensions. A deeper investigation of this
and similar languages, perhaps involving other anal-
ysis tools such as Moody’s Physics of Notations [9]
and drawing connections to linguistics, is left for fu-
ture work.

To accomplish this task, we will provide an intro-
duction to the relevant limitations in the level creator
in Mario Maker 2. After analyzing some individual
elements of the language of indicators this paper will
proceed into a few full screen examples demonstrating
how the language can be read in the context of a level.
Definitions of relevant player abilities will be provided
as necessary. Finally an analysis of some of the lessons
visual language developers can take from such a lan-
guage that has naturally evolved will be presented.

2 Related Work and Background

2.1 Visual Language and Level Design in Mario
Games

In an interview [3], Shigeru Miyamoto discusses the
design of the classic Level 1-1 of the original Super
Mario Brothers (SMB1). In this interview he discusses
not only how the level was designed last, but also how
it trains the player to play the game through a pro-
cess of rewards and punishments. On the first screen
alone, if the player just walks (or doesn’t move at all)
the Goomba walking across the screen will cause the
player’s death. If the player moves, avoids the Goomba,
and jumps into the classic question mark block, they
are rewarded with a coin. By putting the player in sit-
uations where they can escape danger or be rewarded
by experimenting, the design team trains the player to
perform certain actions simply by introducing basic el-
ements that will be multiplied and complicated as the
player progresses. In this way, the player learns that
question mark blocks are positive, and that they must
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jump on certain enemies to defeat them. However deep
pits should be avoided, as should being touched by en-
emies as these will lead to Mario’s demise (or at least
a loss of a powerup). The careful training of players
over time into the “official” Mario game-level language
is a foundational part of the language of indicators that
has evolved over time. The following assumptions will
be made about the language that Mario level designers
have trained players to understand since SMB1:

• Coins are rewards, and they should be collected
(motivating the player to move Mario to collect
them)

• Question mark blocks, disguised question mark
blocks, and turn blocks can be struck from be-
low by the player (or from the side using a thrown
item which is introduced), which often rewards the
player with a power-up or some other form of level
progression

• Enemies can be safely jumped on unless they have
some form of protection (like spikes or fire); later
games gave Mario the ability to safely jump on
these enemies using a spin jump move.

The core mechanics of the game are exposed to the
player through low-stakes experimentation in the first
few moments of the first level, not explicitly through
text. This is truly a marvel of game design principles.
The mechanics and visual elements from Mario games
are the foundation for level creation in the Super Mario
Maker games.

2.2 Limitations in Mario Maker 2

The way Mario Maker 2 conveys information has
two major limitations. First each screen of the level
is a grid that is 24 “blocks” wide by 13 or 14 blocks
tall. This space limitation limits what knowledge can
be conveyed through simple “pixel art”. Additionally,
the only free-form text that can be distributed with lev-
els comes from the level description which has a limited
character count. Players can leave small comments in
the level, but they may not always be trustworthy or
helpful (as they do not come from the level creator).

3 A Language of Indicators

Building on the previous assumptions (and refer-
encing them), this paper will focus on three exten-
sions to the visual language: the P-Block, a C-shaped
track, and a curved track. These indicators communi-
cate modifications to position, action, and movement,

respectively. All images below were captured from
the author’s console using the screenshot feature and
edited as necessary

3.1 Character “Target”: The P-Block

In Super Mario Maker 1 and earlier updates for Su-
per Mario Maker 2, creators were limited to using the
coin to indicate to players where they should attempt
to send their character. Due to the limited palette, the
coin was a multi-purpose reward indicator, promising
progression if the player performs the correct action
at that location. Level creators were afforded a new
option with a later update to the game: the P-Block
(Figure 1), which occupies a single grid space on the
screen.

Figure 1: The P-Block

Mechanically, when this block is in the state shown
in Figure 1 it behaves like a background object the
character can pass through. If the character hits a
P-Switch, the block becomes a solid object. The back-
ground state of these blocks makes it useful as an indi-
cator, but particularly clever creators can use it as an
indicator in the background state and as a platform or
wall in its activated state.

This indicator then acts as a general “aim here” mes-
sage to the player, and is used in many of the situa-
tions the coin was in earlier levels (allowing the coin
to be used as a different kind of indicator). It is es-
pecially useful when the item or enemy player will be
landing on is not yet apparent but will be by the time
Mario reaches that location, assuming all preconditions
have been met. Interestingly, this indicator’s intended
meaning can change based not only on how it is used
but also the style used to create the level.

When a creator chooses a level style based on Super
Mario World, New Super Mario Bros. U, or Super
Mario 3D World, Mario has access to his Spin Jump
move; the interaction between Mario and objects he
lands on often changes based which jump was used.
This requires the player to be aware of both what they
will be landing on and the skills available in the chosen
game style.

Visually, the negative space in this indicator in its
inactive state somewhat resembles a cross-hair or tar-
get, which evokes the real world idea of aiming for a
particular location (an example of Green’s Closeness of
Mapping). While the color cannot be changed by the
level creator, extra meaning can be conveyed through
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placement or number of indicators (which is related to
Green’s Secondary Notation and Escape from Formal-
ism). For example placing one P-Block directly above
another often indicates that the player should land in
that location twice. An additional example is provided
in the partial level read in Section 4.

This indicator can be confusing if there are multi-
ple reachable from the player’s current location, mak-
ing Premature Commitment particularly a concern at
times, though often after one or two mistakes it be-
comes more clear as to which location should be the
player’s next target.

3.2 Throw an Item: Shaped Tracks

In all level styles except SMB1, the player has the
ability to pick up, carry, and throw objects. These
sprites can interact with the world, triggering switches,
breaking blocks, or just providing an object the player
can land on later. Kaizo levels often require objects
to be thrown precisely to allow the player to proceed.
As quite flexible game-objects, tracks can be placed in
relatively arbitrary shapes, but must either be a closed
loop or a simple path. Often, a closed square loop in
a 3x3 grid is used to indicate to the player that they
should wait at a location (or something will appear
there). Alternately, Tracks can be placed in the shape
of a “Z” to indicate that the player should press the Z
button on the controller (this is a fairly explicit use of
indicators to communicate intent to the player). While
arrows pointing in various directions can be placed in
levels, creators often rely on a <, = or ⊔ shaped set of
tracks (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Tracks shaped to indicate the direction to
throw a held item

When one side of the closed square loop is omit-
ted, it tells the player to throw or drop the item they
are currently holding in the direction of the missing
edge when they are inside the square. Usually if the
player releases or throws the correct held object in the
direction indicated by the opening while Mario is in
the outlined box the item will end up exactly where it
needs to be for the next required steps in the level to
“just work”.

This indicator is interesting with respect to the Cog-
nitive Dimensions of Notation. The size of the symbol
is larger than the corresponding arrow (3x3 instead of
roughly 1x3), but provides additional context of the

player’s location when the object should be thrown.
Choosing to trade terseness for additional information
may depend on the available space. Arrows are also fre-
quently used to indicate a direction the player should
go if it’s not immediately clear; this may be a reason
why the shaped track was chosen.

Additionally, this particular indicator has a hidden
dependency: the player must be holding an object for
it to have meaning, and if there are multiple objects
available they need to be holding the correct item. If a
player reaches this indicator without an object, it may
be a hint that a previous part of the notation has been
misinterpreted or the player just did not execute the
previous parts of the level perfectly.

Also, there is nothing obvious about this particular
indicator that indicates throwing. The closest it comes
is indicating a position and a direction. Closeness of
Mapping may be this indicator’s weakest Cognitive Di-
mension, though there is not a particular symbol avail-
able that would necessarily directly communicate the
idea of “throw” to the player.

One Cognitive Dimension this notation rates partic-
ularly well at is Consistency. The orientation of the
notation (which side is open) indicates the direction
the player should send the held object. Once a player
has learned that the < shaped track means “throw the
held object right”, the player can then infer that ⊔
shape means throw the object up (in game styles that
support that) and a = shaped track indicates that the
object should be thrown backwards.

3.3 Twirl Jump: Curved Track

Super Mario Maker 2 allows an additional trick with
Tracks: a Track placed diagonally can curve instead
of going in a straight line (as in Figure 3). Unlike
the track configuration in Figure 2 that encodes its
meaning in the empty space contained within the track
and its missing side, the path this indicator expresses
its meaning in its shape.

Figure 3: Tracks curved to indicate when to twirl

In the New Super Mario Bros. U. and Super Mario
3D World level styles the player can perform a maneu-
ver called an air twirl. This briefly stalls the character’s
downward momentum; when performed during a jump
this effectively extends the reach of the jump slightly
as in Figure 4.
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(a) Jump without twirl (b) Jump with twirl

Figure 4: A comparison of Mario’s jumps with and
without an air twirl

Note the curve in the path at the end of the jump
in Figure 4b.Mario’s path is almost exactly the shape
of the curved Track, an excellent example of Closeness
of Mapping. Treating the grid as a standard Euclidean
graph, Mario begins the air twirl at (6, 2) which stalls
his downward momentum as he travels to (7, 1); those
are exactly the grid spaces the track would occupy; be-
ginning an air twirl at the top square of the track will
cause Mario to follow the path indicated by the track
very closely. A player who understands the mechan-
ics afforded by the level style can read this indicator
and map that to the necessary controls to make the
character follow the path shown by the notation.

4 Reading the Level: An Example

Figure 5 contains an annotated representation of
the first few screens of the level Mechanical Manacles
by creator Donkeymint (Level Code 8QH-JRX-GLG).
This image was created by splicing live game play im-
ages captured directly on the Nintendo Switch, and
annotated to explain how a player who knows the me-
chanics of both the game and level style can complete
the level with enough skill or practice.

The player begins on the left side of the screen. The
actions that must be taken do have a strong ordering,
and it is not immediately obvious how to get from the
starting location to the first safe platform (the coins at
indicator I3). Because the timing of the actions is also
critical, skilled level creators will sometimes add “re-
set doors” as seen at the beginning of the level to give
players time to analyze the situation or retry a par-
ticularly difficult trick, which helps avoid premature
commitment. The indicators themselves do not neces-
sarily have a way to indicate order of actions, often the
only way to determine what action to take next is to
look at what the only reachable indicator is.

While there is no immediately clear path forward,
the indicator I1 tells the player that they should land
there. Because this level is in the style of Super Mario

World there are two choices of how to get there: a
regular jump or a spin jump; one of these jumps will
lead to success while the other will cause the player
to fall into the Piranha Plant (the bottom enemy in
the stack) or the saw blades below where they will die.
Since there are only two options and this is the first
jump in the level, failure is not too punishing; however
a player who understands the mechanics of the game
can glean more information from the indicator.

I1 is placed to the left of the top enemy, called a
Mechakoopa, and if the player was simply using it as a
way to bounce higher, then the player would land di-
rectly on top of the enemy. However, not every enemy
reacts to jumps in the same way; the player needs ei-
ther learn through experience or research how enemies
interact with different player actions. The placement
of I1 indicates some directionality in the desired end
result. With a regular jump, the Mechakoopa would
collapse and fall straight down (or be knocked slightly
to the side), but a spin jump will send this particular
enemy in a direction opposite to the side they were hit
from (if they were hit from the left, they would move
right, and vice versa) [4].

By using a spin jump on the Mechakoopa at I1, the
enemy will be stunned and sent to the right, landing
on or near the indicator at I2 (depending on the exact
timing of the jump). Because the character continues
spinning they can land on the stunned Mechakoopa
and safely make it to the coins at I3. At this point,
the next indicator (I4) tells the player that they should
throw something to the right, but currently has nothing
in hand to throw. Depending on the exact timing of
these first two jumps, one of two things will happen. If
the player landed again on the left side of the stunned
Mechakoopa it will be knocked to the right where it
will land on the note block and bounced up to the
top of the icicles (directly next to the player). But
if the player doesn’t knock the enemy to the right, it
will eventually recover and begin walking around, turn
around at the one way gate to the left of I2, and then
walk to the note block and bounce up to the player
waiting at I3. At this point the Mechakoopa can be
picked up (or re-stunned and then picked up), giving
the player something to throw.

After jumping and throwing the enemy to the right
at I4, there is only one safe place to land: the check-
ered platform below the indicator. However, this plat-
form will start to fall quickly, so the player will need
to quickly decide what to do. The next indicator (I5)
tells the player to jump there, but at this point there
is nothing to land on. However, when the Mechakoopa
is thrown from I4, it lands on top of the note block
to its right, which spawns a flying enemy directly at
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Figure 5: A partial level with indicators. Footage of a player reading and completing this level can be found at [5]

I5. The player can then bounce off of this enemy and
land on the checkered platform that is in the middle of
indicator I6.

Once again, the player is told to throw an ob-
ject from a location but isn’t holding anything. The
mechanism above the note block above I5 causes the
Mechakoopa (which was thrown at I4) to bounce up
and then over, landing on the checkered platform. This
enemy should then be thrown at I6; there are P-Block
indicators behind the tall yellow enemy (a Pokey) that
can be seen as the enemy moves. The Mechakoopa de-
stroys the Pokey and falls to land on the spike at the
bottom of the screen. A spin jump will allow the player
to jump off of the stunned Mechakoopa and land on
the right most checkered platform, which then begins
to move up and down.

At this point the creator forgoes the use of custom
indicators and relies on the visual language established
over time by the developers of the Super Mario Broth-
ers series. After landing on the right most platform
(which begins to move), the player has exactly one
choice left: hit the turn block B1. This triggers the
mechanism above the turn block, which sends another
stunned Mechakoopa to land on the right side of the
checkered platform. At this point the player again
has exactly one choice to live: pick up the stunned
Mechakoopa and throw it up into the On/Off blocks
which are hidden by the timer in the upper right cor-
ner of Figure 5. Hitting these blocks will cause blue
blocks to become solid and red blocks to become back-
ground objects, allowing the player to progress further
in the level.

An important consideration for this level and the
spliced image is illustrated in Figure 5. The images
were captured by a player who has not devoted hours of
practice to develop the skill that professionals will hone
over time. In fact, the amount of skill required to beat
the level is independent of the knowledge and ability
to translate the language; despite being a mediocre (at
best) player, I was able to progress as far in the level
as I was through repetition and practice; the intended

action was always clear, even if my muscle memory
and skill was not developed enough to allow successful
execution of every required move.

5 Conclusion

Language designers can take multiple lessons, or re-
minders perhaps, from investigating such as the one
we’ve shown here. Visual languages are often used
to lower the barrier of entry for individuals com-
pleting a new task. But experts create mechanisms
for communicating succinctly that require a learning
curve. For example experts can use shorthand, a glyph-
based method of shortening written communication,
to increase the speed with which information can be
recorded. Quickly decoding shorthand requires prac-
tice and knowledge of which system encoded the infor-
mation. While useful, such methods for communica-
tion have a purpose but are not explicitly designed for
simplicity or guiding novice users through completing
a task.

This language of indicators serves much the same
purpose as shorthand: meaning must be conveyed us-
ing limited resources in a constrained space. A visual
language is used because unrestricted words and letter-
ing are mostly unavailable to level creators. By remov-
ing the expectation that the language be immediately
accessible to novice players and their knowledge of the
game mechanics, the language can be concise and still
convey varied meanings with a single indicator based
on the context in which it is used.

This is not to say that accessibility is not impor-
tant; in fact visual languages should continue to be
an important part of aiding in accessible design goals.
The role of visual languages in wider accessibility is
beyond the scope of this paper. This language of indi-
cators enables communication within an audience that
shares common knowledge and skills. Understanding
the target audience is important when devising any
form of communication. Domain specific visual lan-
guages should be designed with a specific audience in
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mind; the intended audience needing certain domain
specific knowledge to comprehend the visual language
should not be a barrier to the design of the language.

The language of indicators is a prime example of
“designing” a language with a specific target audi-
ence in mind. How often is the user experience and
functionality of a deployed system designed and devel-
oped seemingly without consideration for the intended
users? Updates resulting in removal of used features
or strange UX choices often result in members of the
user base reaching out to each other and the developers
of the system as in [7]. To quote one reply from that
particular thread: “Any time we need to tell instruc-
tors ’you have to redesign your course / assessment to
fit into the software constraints’ you know there is a
poor software design.” Any visual language must be
designed and implemented with the target audience in
mind.

However the most intriguing aspect of this language
is that it was designed by players for players. Unlike
the Hmong Script or the Sequoyah Syllabary, with a
single author, many people have built the language over
the life cycle of two different Mario Maker games. This
language has evolved as updates have changed elements
used to indicate meaning. But tracing the origins of
specific indicators, like “throw” are impossible because
the online services for the original game have been shut
down, and levels can (and could) be deleted by both
Nintendo and the creator. There was no meeting where
a group sat down and decided how that configuration of
lines should mean “throw the thing”. Perhaps the origi-
nator of the indicator put a note in the level description
as to what it meant; over time though that indicator
has become widespread. A player would play a level,
determine the meaning of an indicator, and then use it
in their own creations. If that creator’s understanding
of the indicator was slightly different, they might use it
in a different way. As such, the meaning and usage of
this language has evolved in much the same way stories
and history are passed down in oral tradition.

Language and communication evolve; the meanings
of words and images take on new meaning over time
as the concepts that are being represented change and
grow. The role of visual languages in enabling accessi-
ble and intuitive experiences for all users has been in-
creasing, and will continue to evolve with language as a
whole. As visual language designers it is important to
keep the intended audience firmly in mind when build-
ing an experience and a mechanism for guiding users
through completing a task. However, the intended au-
dience might be a collection of skilled experts who’ve
developed ways to communicate succinctly with each
other. This language of indicators serves as a fun re-

minder couched in a video game that intention can
be communicated using limited tools if the audience’s
knowledge and skill is leveraged. It can serve as a
reminder to UI and UX designers that perhaps they
should look at how members of the target audience
are already conveying information to each other and
common knowledge within the intended users. That
may give the language designer a starting point to pro-
vide an experience that is familiar,more intuitive, and
more comfortable to the user while leveraging their ex-
perience and knowledge to enhance how information is
communicated. This can also ease the burden on the
designer, as much of the design work may already have
been completed as the users allowed their communica-
tion to change, allowing more time for implementation,
testing, and refinement.
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Abstract—SMGA is a visualization tool that focuses on
helping human users to conjecture characteristics of a protocol.
Those characteristics can be lemma candidates to prove that
the protocol enjoys its desired properties in theorem proving.
In previous work, interaction has been indirectly shown as
one promising approach. Hence, it is worth focusing on
interaction in SMGA. In the present paper, we revise SMGA
to provide interactive features that can assist human users in
conjecturing characteristics. Furthermore, we integrate SMGA
and Maude, a high-performance reflective language and system
so that the revised version of SMGA can use some powerful
features of Maude, such as parsing, reachability analysis, and
model checking. We conduct a case study to demonstrate the
usefulness of these features by showing in detail the use of each
feature in conjecturing characteristics.

Keywords-graphical animations; Maude; SMGA; state ma-
chine; interactive features

I. INTRODUCTION

State Machine Graphical Animation (SMGA) [1] is a tool
to visualize protocols based on state machines formalizing
the protocols. The main purpose of SMGA is to make
humans able to conjecture characteristics of the protocols
that can be used as lemma candidates to prove that the
protocols enjoy some desired properties in theorem proving.
The tool uses visual information because visual perception
is one of the human strength [2]. Interaction is a substantial
aspect of visualization tools from which humans can get
insights via interacting [3]. Some case studies of SMGA [4],
[5], [6] indirectly showed that interaction was one promising
factor to find non-trivial characteristics. Therefore, in the
present paper, we aim to revise SMGA to provide new and
revised interactive features for human users to conjecture
characteristics. In the paper, the revised version of SMGA
is called as r-SMGA for short.

The input of SMGA is a state picture template and a state
sequence. The state picture template is designed by human
users and it is an important part in SMGA [5]. The output of
SMGA is graphical animations of the state sequence based
on the state picture template. By observing such animations,
human users can conjecture some characteristics. In SMGA,
there are two features: control and pattern matching. Human

DOI reference number: 10.18293/DMSVIVA22-006

users can use some functions of the control feature, such
as play and run step, to control animations. Given a state
sequence, the pattern matching feature can help users to find
states satisfying some conditions via regular expressions.
In r-SMGA, we integrate SMGA and Maude [7], a high-
performance reflective language and system so that r-SMGA
can use some powerful features of Maude, such as parsing,
reachability analysis, and model checking. Then, the pattern
matching feature is revised to be able to handle associative-
commutative pattern matching that cannot be handled by
using regular expressions. Moreover, while observing the
animations, users can use some interactive features to focus
or hide elements in which users are interested or less
interested, respectively. We also provide some visualization
for commonly used data structures, such as queue and array.

We conduct a case study in which the Suzuki-Kasami
distributed mutual exclusion protocol is used to demon-
strate the usefulness of the new and revised features for
conjecturing characteristics. In r-SMGA, we first design a
state picture template and use a new feature to visualize
queue and array data structures. Based on the animations,
some characteristics of the Suzuki-Kasami protocol are
conjectured by using our new and revised features, and some
tips proposed by Bui and Ogata [5]. Those characteristics are
then confirmed by the search command of Maude by using
r-SMGA.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. II
mentions some preliminaries such as state machines, Maude,
and SMGA. Sect. III introduces the Suzuki-Kasami protocol
and its specification. In Sect. IV, we describe the ideas of
the new and revised features in r-SMGA. To demonstrate the
usefulness of r-SMGA, some characteristics of the Suzuki-
Kasami protocol are guessed and confirmed by using the
new and revised features in Sect. V. Sect. VI discusses
some related work. Finally, we conclude the present paper
in Sect. VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. State Machines and Maude

A state machine M , 〈S, I, T 〉 consists of a set S of
states, a set I ⊆ S of initial states, and a binary relation
T ⊆ S×S over states. (s, s′) ∈ T is called a state transition
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and may be written as s→M s′. The set R ⊆ S of reachable
states with respect to M is inductively defined as follows:
(1) for each s ∈ I , s ∈ R and (2) for each (s, s′) ∈ T ,
if s ∈ R, then s′ ∈ R. A state predicate p is an invariant
property w.r.t. M if and only if p(s) holds for all s ∈ R.
A finite sequence s0, . . . , si, si+1, . . . , sn of states is called
a finite computation of M if s0 ∈ I and (si, si+1) ∈ T for
each i = 0, . . . , n− 1.

In this paper, to express a state of S, we use a braced
associative-commutative collection of name-value pairs.
Associative-commutative collections are called soups, and
name-value pairs are called observable components. That is,
a state is expressed as a braced soup of observable compo-
nents. The juxtaposition operator is used as the constructor
of soups. Suppose oc1, oc2, oc3 are observable components,
and then oc1 oc2 oc3 is the soup of those three observable
components. A state can be expressed as {oc1 oc2 oc3}.
There are many possible ways to specify state transitions. In
the present paper, Maude [7], a programming/specification
language based on rewriting logic is used as one candidate
to specify state transitions as rewrite rules. Maude can
specify complex systems flexibly and is also equipped with
several formal analysis techiniques, such as reachability
analysis and LTL model checking. A rewrite rule starts with
the keyword rl, followed by a label enclosed by square
brackets and a colon, two patterns (terms that may contain
variables) connected with =>, and ends with a full stop.
A conditional one starts with the keyword crl and has a
condition following the keyword if before a full stop. The
following is the form of a conditional rewrite rule:
crl [lb] : l => r if . . . /\ ci /\ . . .

where lb is a label and ci is a part of the condition, which
may be an equation lci = rci. The negation of lci = rci
could be written as (lci =/= rci) = true, where = true
could be omitted. If the condition . . . /\ ci /\ . . . holds
under some substitution σ, σ(l) can be replaced with σ(r).

Maude provides the search command that allows users
to find a reachable state from t such that the state matches
the pattern p and satisfies the condition c:

search [n,m] in MOD : t =>* p such that c .

where MOD is the name of the Maude module specifying
the state machine, n and m are optional arguments stating a
bound on the number of desired solutions and the maximum
depth of the search, respectively. n typically is 1 and t
typically represents an initial state of the state machine.

Maude provides LTL model checking so that we can
check whether a system satisfies a desired property, which is
expressed as an LTL formula. Maude can check the system
that starts from init satisfies ϕ by the following command:

reduce modelCheck(init, ϕ) .

Maude returns true if the system satisfies ϕ. Otherwise, a
counterexample is returned.

B. State Machine Graphical Animation (SMGA)

State Machine Graphical Animation (SMGA) was orig-
inally developed by Nguyen and Ogata [1]. The main
purpose of SMGA is to make humans able to conjecture
characteristics of protocols. Such characteristics can be used
as lemma candidates to prove that the protocols hold some
properties in theorem proving. We divide SMGA into two
phases: preparation and control as shown in Fig. 1. In the
preparation phase, SMGA requires a state picture template
(called a state picture design in [5]) and a state sequence as
the input. The state picture template is designed by users
while the state sequence is generated by Maude from a
formal specification of a protocol. Designing the state picture
template is an important part of SMGA [5] because if the
state picture template is simple, such as it contains texts
only, then, it is boring and hard to observe characteristics of
protocols [4]. Based on the input, SMGA produces graphical
animations as the output. Observing such animations allows
human users to conjecture characteristics. In the control
phase, users can control the animations, such as changing the
speed of the animations (for running automatically), running
step by step in which each step can be regarded as a state
transition. In addition, given a state sequence input, SMGA
allows us to search for some states in the state sequence
such that such states satisfy some conditions. This feature
uses regular expressions to conduct the search, and is called
Find Patterns in [4], [5].

SMGA basically provides two kinds of visualization for
an observable component: (1) text display and (2) analogous
display. (1) presents a value of an observable component as
text while (2) presents a value of an observable component
followed by what users expect, such as visual elements. For
example, an observable component simulates a traffic light
that contains one of three values: Red, Yellow, and Green.
The following figure displays a state picture template (on
the left-hand side) and a state picture when the value of the
traffic light is Green (on the right-hand side). In the figure,
the text on the top is displayed as (1) while three circles are
displayed as (2).

III. SUZUKI-KASAMI DISTRIBUTED MUTUAL
EXCLUSION PROTOCOL

A. Description

The Suzuki-Kasami distributed mutual exclusion protocol
(also known as the Suzuki-Kasami protocol) was proposed
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by Suzuki and Kasami [8]. In the protocol, if a node owns
a privilege, then the node can enter the critical section. The
privilege can be transferred to other nodes in the network.
In the protocol, there are N nodes participate and 1, . . . ,N
are used for their identifiers. Node is defined as a set of
all node’s ids {1, . . . ,N}. Each node can communicate with
each other by exchanging messages in the network. In the
protocol, there are two kinds of messages named request
and privilege. A request message is defined as request(j,n),
where j is the id of a node that sends the message and n is a
number of request - a natural number. A privilege message
is defined as privilege(q, a), where q is a queue of node’s
ids and a is an array of natural numbers whose size is N. In
the protocol, there are two procedures P1 and P2 used for
each node i ∈ Node and the two procedures are described
in Fig.3.

requesting and have privilege are two Boolean variables.
requesting is true if node i wants to enter the critical section,
otherwise it is false. have privilege is true if node i owns
the privilege, otherwise it is false. queue is a queue of Node
containing node’s ids that are requesting to enter the critical
section. ln and rn are arrays of natural numbers whose size
is N. ln[j] for each node j ∈ Node is the number of node j’s

request grant most recently. rn records the largest request
number received from each of the other nodes. For each
node i, its rn is always meaningful while its queue and
ln are meaningful when node i owns the privilege. For each
node i ∈ Node, initially, requesting is false, have privilege
is true if i = 1, otherwise it is false, queue is empty and
each element of ln, and rn is 0.

Procedure P1 is used for node i if it wants to enter
the critical section. First, the node sets requesting to true.
If node i owns the privilege, it moves to the critical
section. Otherwise, it increments rn[i] and transfers the
request message request(i, rn[i]) to other nodes. Then, node
i waits to receive the privilege and set have privilege to
true if it receives the privilege. It moves to the critical
section after that. Once node i enters the critical section,
it updates ln[i] by rn[i]. queue is updated by checking
queue and i’s ln with identifiers of other nodes. After that,
if queue is empty, it means that node i still keeps the
privilege, sets requesting to false and leaves P1. Other-
wise, have privilege is set to false and node i transfers
the privilege message privilege(deq(queue), ln) to a node
which is the top of the queue.

Whenever the request message request(j,n) is trans-
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procedure P1
requesting := true;
if ¬have_privilege then

rn[i] := rn[i] + 1;
for all j ∈ {1, …, N} – {i} do
send request(i, rn[i]) to node j;

endfor
wait until privilege(queue, ln) is received;
have_privilege := true;

endif
Critical Section;
ln[i] := rn[i];
for all j ∈ {1, …, N} – {i} do
if (j ∉ queue)	∧ (rn[j] = ln[j] + 1) then

queue := enq(queue, j);
endif

endfor
if queue ≠ empty then

have_privilege := false;
send privilege(deq(queue), ln) to node top(queue);

endif
request := false;

endproc

// request(j, n) is received; P2 is indivisible. 
procedure P2

rn[j] := max(rn[j], n);
if have_privilege ∧ ¬requesting ∧ (rn[j] = ln[j] + 1) 
then have_privilege := false;

send privilege(queue, ln) to node j;
endif

endproc

try(i)
setReq(i)
chkPrv(i)
incRN(i)

sndReq(i)

wtPrv(i)

exit(i)
cmpReq(i)

updQ(i)

chkQ(i)

trsPrv(i)

rstReq(i)

recReq(i)

rem
l1
l2
l3

l4

l5

cs
l6

l7

l8

l9

l10

Figure 3. An Algol-like language of the Suzuki-Kasami protocol

ferred to node i, node i runs procedure P2. However,
procedure P2 must be atomically executed. First, rn[j]
is updated if it is greater than n. Then, by checking
have privilege, requesting, and rn[j] of node i, node i sets
its have privilege to false and sends the privilege message
privilege(queue, ln) to node j.

B. A Specification of the Suzuki-Kasami Protocol

We can formalize the Suzuki-Kasami protocol as a state
machine in Maude. Nat, Bool, Loc, Queue, and Array are
defined as a set of all natural numbers, a set of Boolean
values, a set of all locations (e.g., l1 and cs), a set of
all queues of Node, and a set of all arrays of natural
numbers whose size are N, respectively. The form of a
request message is msg(i, req(j, k)), where i ∈ Node is the
receiver, j ∈ Node is the sender, k ∈ Nat is a request
number, msg is the constructor of messages, and req is
the constructor of request. The form of a privilege message
is msg(i,priv(q, a)), where i ∈ Node is the receiver,
q ∈ Queue is a queue of nodes, a ∈ Array is an array of
natural numbers, and priv is the constructor of privileges.
The network is formalized as a soup of messages, consisting
of request and privilege messages. Let Message be a set of
all soups of messages, void ∈ Message denotes an empty
network.

To formalize the Suzuki-Kasami protocol, some observ-
able components are used as follows::
• (nw: ms) indicates that the network is ms where ms ∈

Message. Initially, ms is void.
• (queue: q) says that the meaningful queue is q ∈

Queue. Initially, q is empty.
• (ln: a) says that the meaningful ln is a ∈ Array

Initially, a is initArray(N) that denotes an array of size
N such that each element is 0.

We add two new observable components queue and ln
because they are meaningful when some node holds the
privilege. Therefore, we use them as a part of each state
to visualize the protocol in the next section. Each node i
contains the following observable components:
• (pc[i]: l) says that node i is located at l where l
∈ Loc. Initially, l is rem.

• (have_privilege[i]: b) says whether a node
owns the privilege. If so b is true; otherwise, it is false.
Initially, if i is 1, b is true; otherwise, b is false.

• (requesting[i]: b1) says whether a node wants to
enter the critical section. If so, b1 is true; otherwise, it
is false. Initially, b1 is false.

• (queue[i] : q1) says that queue[i] is q1 where
q1 ∈ Queue. Initially, q1 is empty.

• (rn[i]: a1) says that rn[i] is a1 where a1 ∈
Array. Initially, a1 is initArray(N).

• (ln[i]: a2) says that ln[i] is a2 where a2 ∈
Array. Initially, a2 is initArray(N).

• (idx[i]: j) says that idx[i] is j where j is a
natural number used as a loop variable. Initially, j is
1.

To specify the Suzuki-Kasami protocol in Maude, we first
divide the protocol into 13 regions as shown in Fig. 3. The
name of each region is put on the left side, such as try(i),
and exit(i). We suppose that each node is located at one of
12 regions in P1. We require 13 transition rules to specify
the 13 regions. Let us explain the rule updQ(i) as follows:
rl [updateQueue] :

(pc[I]: l7) (idx[I]: K) (rn[I]: RN) (ln[I]: LN)
(queue[I]: Q) (queue: Q)
=> (pc[I]: if K == N then l8 else l7 fi)

(idx[I]: if K == N then 1 else K + 1 fi)
(rn[I]: RN) (ln[I]: LN)
(queue[I]: if K =/= I and not(K \in Q)

and (RN[K] == (LN[K]) + 1)
then put(Q,K) else Q fi)

(queue: if K =/= I and not(K \in Q)
and (RN[K] == (LN[K]) + 1)

then put(Q,K) else Q fi) .

where I, K, RN, LN, and Q are Maude variables that belong
to Node, Nat, Array, Array, and Queue, respectively. The
node I changes to l8 if the index K is equal to N. Otherwise
it stays at l7. If K is not equal to I, K does not belong to
Q, and RN[K] is equal to LN[K]+1, then K is added to
queue[I] and queue. Let us repeat that queue is the
same as queue[I] if queue[I] is meaningful and is
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updated as queue[I] is. The other rules work similarly.

IV. FEATURES IN R-SMGA

A. Intuitive Idea

The main goal of the present paper is to provide interac-
tive features for helping users to conjecture properties. In r-
SMGA, users can interact with the tool by playing elements
of the state picture template and get insights by searching
some information from the state sequence input. We have
integrated r-SMGA and Maude so that r-SMGA can use
powerful features of Maude, such as reachability analysis,
parsing, and LTL model checking. Moreover, Maude has a
rich pattern matching feature constructed by rich grammars,
such as context free grammar so that users can search more
various information as they want than regular expressions in
the previous version. To do that, we use a server as a bridge
to communicate between r-SMGA and Maude. The server
uses Maude bindings [9] to communicate with Maude via
APIs while the server uses sockets to communicate with r-
SMGA via message passing. New features are mentioned in
the rest of the section.

B. New Features

Fig. 2 displays an overview of r-SMGA in which light-
blue texts refer to the new and revised features. In r-SMGA,
we divide the tool into three phases: preparation, control,
and search. The main purpose of the preparation and control
phases is to produce an input and an output while the
search phase focuses on analyzing data by searching. In the
preparation phase, we use a state picture template and a
formal specification of a protocol as the input that is fed
into r-SMGA. Note that users do not need to prepare a state
sequence as in the previous version. Moreover, we provide a
feature called Special display to help users to visualize some
specific data structures, such as array and queue. Some other
visualization features, such as displaying network containing
huge messages in [6] can be reused in r-SMGA.

In the control phase, we implement two new features
called Sequence generation and Interactive. The Sequence
generation feature aims to automatically generate a state
sequence based on the formal specification of a protocol
on the fly. It consists of five functions:
• Default generation: The function automatically gener-

ates a random sequence (by selecting randomly one of
the successor states for a next state) whose length is
up to a fixed number (100 by default). This function
guarantees that two consecutive states are different in
the sequence. Once a new state sequence is generated,
it will be added to a list where its index denotes the
state sequence. Users can select any state sequence in
the list by an index to reuse without generating it again.

• Update: The function uses a selected state sequence
from the list, then generates a new random state se-
quence and replaces the selected state sequence by the

new one. Users can adjust the length of a state sequence
before producing a new state sequence.

• Add: The function works similar as Default generation
except that users can set a length of a new state
sequence before generating.

• Clear: The function erases a selected state sequence in
the list.

• Reset list: The function erases all state sequences in
the list.

Users can utilize the Interactive feature to interact with a
state picture template or a state picture while observing the
animations. There are two functions in the feature as follows:
• Focus: This function allows users to focus on selected

elements in a state picture template or a state picture
by displaying only those elements and not displaying
the rest of the elements.

• Hide: Users can select elements in a state picture
template or a state picture that they want to hide. Then,
the selected elements are not displayed on the screen.

We also provide three more functions for each function
above: undo, redo, and reset. Undo allows users to go to
the previous action, while redo allows users to go to the
next action that users already did before. Reset allows users
to go back to the original state picture template. Note that
the function reset is different to reset list in the sequence
generation feature. In addition, users can use the Interactive
feature while running some other features.

In the search phase, there are two features named Maude
and Pattern matching. In the Maude feature, we provide two
functions called search command (reachability analyzer) and
model checking as follows:
• Search command: The input of this function is a spec-

ification and a command including parameters men-
tioned in Sect. II. Given the corresponding parameters,
such as an initial state, a target state, and a number
of solutions, the function calls to the Maude search
command. If the number of solutions in the parameters
is one, the function returns a path leading to the
target state from the initial state. When the number is
greater than one, the function returns a list of paths
where indices in the list denote the paths. In the list,
users can select a number as an index to observe the
corresponding path. If there is no solution, an alert
message is returned.

• Model checking: Given a specification of a protocol, an
LTL formula, and an initial state, we can conduct model
checking with r-SMGA. If the protocol does not satisfy
the formula with the initial state, a counterexample
is returned that has the form of a state sequence
with a loop. Note that if the reachable state space of
the protocol is huge, Search command and Model
checking can stuck or take a long time to return results.

In the Pattern matching feature, the purpose is to find states
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Figure 4. A state picture template of the Suzuki-Kasami protocol.

Figure 5. A state picture template of three observable components: pc,
privilege, and requesting.

satisfying some conditions from the sequence input. In r-
SMGA, the Pattern matching feature is implemented based
on some features in Maude so that it can work on various
cases, such as finding some specific messages in the network
that we cannot do with the previous version. This feature
uses sequences in the list and a pattern with conditions
written in Maude as the input. The pattern and the conditions
are defined in a similar way to the target state and the
conditions in Search command. The output is a list of states
that match the pattern with the conditions, or a message “no
solution” if no state is matched. Three functions are provided
as follows:
• Pattern matching on a sequence: Users select a

sequence from the list and fill a pattern with conditions.
Then, the function returns a list of matched states from

the selected sequence.
• Pattern matching on some sequences: Users can

select some sequences from the list and fill a pattern
with conditions. If it is successful, the function returns
a list of the selected sequences. Users can select one
sequence in the list to observe matched states in such
sequence.

• Pattern matching on all sequences: The function
works in a similar way to Pattern matching on some
sequences but in this case it is applied to all sequences
in the list.

In the search phase, we provide two ways to display the
output: (i) a still picture that includes all matched states
and (ii) animations. Displaying the output as animations can
help human users to recognize the difference between the
matched states that may be useful to conjecture character-
istics. We will show its usefulness in the next section. The
following figure shows functions of the displaying the output
as animations.

where buttons on the left side are similar to the functions in
the control feature; a list on the right top side is a list of solu-
tions found by Maude feature and Pattern matching feature;
0 in the list is the index of the first solution of the function
Search command, or the first sequence in the list found by
functions of the Pattern matching feature; the button on the
right-bottom side is to load all matched states from Maude
and Pattern matching features. We summarize the new and
revised features with their purposes and functions in Table. I.
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Table I
SUMMARY OF NEW AND REVISED FEATURES.

Name of feature Purpose Functions
Special display Visualizing some specific data structures Array and queue
Sequence generation Generating a state sequence on the fly and

keeping state sequences in a list
Default generation, add, update, clear and
reset list

Interactive feature Interacting with elements from a state pic-
ture template or a state picture

Focusing and hiding

Maude feature Using Maude features that Maude supports Search command and model checking
Pattern matching feature Searching states by matching a pattern with

conditions
Pattern matching on a sequence, some se-
quences, all sequences in the list

Displaying the output of
the search phase

Displaying the output in the search phase as
animations

Control functions for animations and show-
ing all matched states

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Applying the New and Revised Features to the Suzuki-
Kasami Protocol

To introduce how to use the new and revised features
of r-SMGA and demonstrate its usefulness, we use the
Suzuki-Kasami protocol as a case study. Let us suppose that
three nodes participate in the protocol. Each node contains
some observable components, such as have_privilege,
requesting, and the array rn. In the preparation phase,
we prepare the state picture template shown in Fig. 4
and the protocol specification. We borrow some visualized
techniques in [4] and redesign some observable components
such as have_privilege, requesting, queue, rn,
and ln. Based on some tips [5], observable components
should be visual as much as possible. Then, in the new
state picture template, we redesign have_privilege and
requesting using analogous display. We use the Special
display feature to visualize queue, rn, and ln. For other
observable components, please refer to the work [4]. The
following figure shows the revised design:

where three blue rectangles and three exclamation marks
on the right side represent the have_privilege and
the requesting of the three nodes, respectively. Three
circles with different colors inside blue rectangles represent
the labels of the three nodes. From top to down, three
light-pink rectangles with three numbers inside represent
the array rn of three nodes 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The
numbers 1, 2, and 3 on the top figure represent indices of
arrays starting from 1. Light-orange rectangle with three
numbers inside and light-orange arrow with circles inside
represent the array ln and the queue, respectively. A blue

rectangle and an exclamation mark inside will be displayed
if the have_privilege and the requesting of a node
are true. The following figure shows a case in which the
have_privilege of node 1 is true, nodes 2 and 3 are
false; and the requesting of nodes 1,2, and 3 are false,
true, and true, respectively:

In the previous version, a queue was used with text display
only. In r-SMGA, we can make it usable with the analogous
display. r-SMGA requires users to design values for each
position in a queue. Therefore, for displaying queue, there
are nine circles in which each position contains three circles
representing three nodes. The circles of each position rep-
resent the value of the queue and so if the queue is empty,
nothing is display. The following figure shows a case in
which the queue is 2 | 3 | empty:

In the previous version, an array was used with text
display only. In r-SMGA, users can make an array dis-
play as the array structure in conventional program-
ming language. For example, the array ln denoted
(1 : 0),(2 : 1),(3 : 0) is displayed in the follow-
ing figure. Three arrays rn are displayed similarly.

In the control phase, users can generate a state sequence
based on the sequence generation feature. This action can be
repeated to create a list of state sequences. Users can modify
or change the specification to generate a new state sequence.
Note that, when users modify or change the specification, the
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old state sequences in the list are still available. Those state
sequences should be updated; users can use Reset list to
erase those state sequences; users can keep them to compare
with new state sequences. Interactive features and features in
the search phase will be discussed in the next sub-sections.

B. Guessing Characteristics Based on the New Features

Bui and Ogata [5] have proposed some tips for guessing
characteristics. We summarize the tips and show the useful-
ness of our new and revised features based on them.
• CC-T1: Concentrating on one observable component,

users can find some specific values on it from which
users can conjecture some characteristics.

• CC-T2: Concentrating on two different observable
components, users can find a relation between them.

• CC-T3: Searching states in which some observable
components have some specific values, and concentrat-
ing on other observable components on those states,
users can find some relations on those observable
components.

• CC-T4: Investigating conjectured characteristics, users
can find some other characteristics.

where CC-T stands for Characteristic Conjecture Tip. For
CC-T1 and CC-T2, the Interactive feature helps us to
focus on two or more observable components without being
distracted by the other observable components. For example,
we focus on pc, have_privilege, and requesting
of nodes by using the focus function as shown in Fig. 5.
Based on the tip CC-T1, we use the hide function to focus
on one of the three observable components. By observing
graphical animations, we conjecture some characteristics as
follows:

Characteristic 1: There is at most one node that is
located at cs, l6, l7, l8, or l9.
Characteristic 2.1: There exists a case such that three
nodes do not own the privilege.
Characteristic 2.2: If a node owns the privilege, there
is no other nodes that owns the privilege.

Based on CC-T2, we focus on two of the three observable
components shown in the Fig. 5. By observing graphical
animations, some characteristics are conjectured as follows:

Characteristic 3.1: If a node is located at cs, l6, l7,
l8, or l9, then the node owns the privilege.
Characteristic 3.2: If a node is located at l3, l4, or
l5, the node does not own the privilege.
Characteristic 4.1: If requesting of a node is false,
the node is located at rem or l1.
Characteristic 4.2: if a node is located at rem or l1,
requesting of the node is false.

In the search phase, the pattern matching feature is a
candidate for CC-T3. We use this feature to find states in
which there exists a privilege message in the network. The
following figure shows a command that is used for this case.

where the top of the figure shows information of the
feature, such as the Pattern matching on all sequences
function and a number of sequences on a list. A com-
mand in the top rectangle and a command in the bot-
tom rectangle are the pattern and the conditions, respec-
tively. In the bottom rectangle, hasPrivilege in the
command hasPrivilege(NW:Network) represents a
function that checks whether the privilege is in the network
written in the specification. Using CC-T2 and observing the
animations of such states shown in Fig. 6, we conjecture
some characteristics as follows:

Characteristic 5: There is only one privilege message
in the network.
Characteristic 6.1: If there is a privilege message in the
network, no node owns the privilege.
Characteristic 6.2: If a node owns the privilege, there
is no privilege message in the network.
Characteristic 7: If there is a privilege message in the
network, no node is located at cs, l6, l7, l8, and
l9.
Characteristic 8: If there is a privilege message in the
network, requesting of a receiver of the privilege
message is true.
Characteristic 9: If there is a privilege message in the
network, a receiver of the privilege message is located
at l4 or l5.

Note that we can conjecture the characteristics 6.1 and 6.2
by observing states satisfying the characteristic 2.1. The
characteristic 7 can be guessed by the characteristics 6.1
and 3.1. To this end, by using the Special display feature
for queue, ln, and rn observable components, we can
conjecture some characteristics that are relevant to those
observable components. First, using CC-T3, we use the
Pattern matching feature to search states where queue is
not equal to empty. Using CC-T2, and observing animations
of the output, such as in Fig. 6 we can conjecture some
characteristics as follows:

Characteristic 10: Assume that I and J are a node that
owns the privilege and a node that is the top of the
queue of node I, respectively. The element at index J of
the array ln of node I is less than the element at index
J of the array rn of node J by one. The following figure
shows an example of the characteristic where node J is
N1 and index J is 1.
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Figure 6. Some state pictures are returned from pattern matching feature

Characteristic 11: Each element in a queue of a node
that owns the privilege is located at l4 or l5.

Note that we just list some of characteristics as examples
for new and revised features to show the usefulness of those
features.

C. Confirmation of Guessed Characteristics Based on the
New Features

In the previous version, users can confirm guessed charac-
teristics by using the Maude search command. In r-SMGA,
users can also confirm the guessed characteristics by using
the function Search command. For example, the command
to confirm the characteristic 2.1 is as follows:
search [1] in SKP : init =>* (have_privilege[I]: true)
(have_privilege[J]: true) OCs:Config .

where SKP is a module, init is an initial state, I and
J belong to sort NodeID, and OCs:Config represents
other observable components. The command can be used
in Search command of r-SMGA as follows:

The function tries to find a state in the state space in
which two privileges occur. The function does not return

any counterexample and hence the guessed characteristic
is confirmed. The following figure shows the command for
confirming the characteristic 9:

where hasPrivilege and getRecfromPrivMes are
two operations in the specification to check whether the net-
work contains a privilege message and to get a receiver from
the privilege message, respectively. For the other guessed
characteristics, we also confirm them by using Search com-
mand. Note that users need to check guessed characteristics
because they may not be correct. For example, we have
conjectured that if one node sends the request message, this
node will receive the privilege message from other nodes.
We use Model checking to confirm the characteristic by
following formula:
((reqMsgInNw(1) |-> privMsgInNw(1))) /\
((reqMsgInNw(2) |-> privMsgInNw(2))) /\
((reqMsgInNw(3) |-> privMsgInNw(3))) .

where reqMsgInNw(I) is a proposition denoting that
if the network contains the request message sent by
node I, the proposition is true; otherwise, it is false,
privMsgInNw(I) is a proposition denoting that if the
network contains the privilege message sent to node I, the
proposition is true; otherwise it is false, _|->_ and _/\_
are Maude operators that express leads-to and conjunction,
respectively. Model checking returns a counterexample
showing that the characteristic is not correct. When observ-
ing the counterexample by animations, we can clearly under-
stand the situation. Therefore, r-SMGA can be considered
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as a visualization tool for understanding a counterexample
better.

A video introduces r-SMGA and shows the usefulness of
r-SMGA in conjecturing characteristics, which can be seen
at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvyG6nmpOXs

VI. RELATED WORK

Some previous work [4], [5], [6] have indirectly shown
the potential of interaction in conjecture characteristics via
SMGA. First, Bui and Ogata have introduced the Find Pat-
terns feature [4]. Then, they have used the feature with their
tips to conjecture non-trivial characteristics [5]. Moreover,
interacting with elements in SMGA has been also mentioned
in the work [6]. Particularly, it is difficult to visualize some
information at the same time in SMGA, such as conflict and
concurrent lanes in the autonomous vehicle protocol [10].
Therefore, the authors in the work [6] have shown that users
can get those information by clicking on some elements.
While observing animations and clicking on some elements,
they have conjectured some non-trivial characteristics.

Tree graphs are a common kind of diagram to visualize
some information that link together. A. Hernando et al. [11]
have proposed a novel method using a tree graph to visualize
huge information from related documents, such as news.
Keywords or sentences are nodes where each node can be
shown as raw texts or related images. There is one main
node that is displayed as a picture containing related texts
and images. The other nodes are displayed as raw texts
or displayed same as the main node in which the main
node is displayed more largely than the others. Users can
observe nodes and navigate the graph to understand the
relations of such nodes. When users navigate the graph,
the main node is updated to let users easier to observe.
ABETS [12] is a prototype for checking the correctness
of Maude programs. The main purpose of the work is to
improve the diagnosis of erroneous Maude programs. It uses
tree graphs to visualize state sequences when nodes and
edges correspond to states and rules, respectively. If an error
occurs, the tool generates a tree graph that contain states
which lead to the error. To understand the error, users can
observe paths and click on states to expand the information
of such states displayed as raw texts. One direction of our
future work is to combine both approaches above to r-SMGA
where state sequences can be used similarly to the work [12],
be displayed similarly to the work [11], and be graphically
animated by our approach when users select one concrete
state sequence.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have integrated SMGA and Maude so that the revise
version of SMGA (r-SMGA) can use some powerful features
of Maude to support in conjecturing characteristics. By
using Maude, the pattern matching feature of SMGA is
revised to be able to handle associative-commutative pattern

matching, such as searching some specific messages in the
network, which cannot be dealt with regular expressions in
the previous version. Some more interactive features have
been provided to help users to concentrate on some elements
in which users are interested. By graphically animating
the Suzuki-Kasami distributed mutual exclusion protocol,
we have demonstrated the usefulness of new and revised
features in conjecture characteristics using the tips in [5]
as guidelines. It is necessary to have a methodology to
use the r-SMGA in reality and so one future direction is
to find such methodology. Another future direction is to
use the characteristics found by r-SMGA to prove that the
Suzuki-Kasami protocol enjoys the mutual property using
CafeoOBJ [13].
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Abstract—The existing step detection algorithms have rarely been 

designed for walking in complex scenes. This paper presents a 

precise method for detecting steps wcouldith multiple walking 

gaits in scenes that involves a variety of terrains. The method 

consists of three phases. First, the Kalman filter is adopted to 

denoise the raw data. Then, a continuous wavelet transform is 

applied to the filtered data to attain the obvious gait pattern in the 

time spectrum. Finally, a robust detection algorithm is proposed 

to implement step counting and single stride segmentation. The 

dataset is established from the experiments where 14 adults of 

diverse heights and weights continuously walked with multiple 

gaits on a variety of terrains. The raw data is generated by the 

Inertial Measurement Unit bonded on participants’ calves. The 

experimental results show that the average accuracies of step 

counting achieved by our method for level-walking, up and 

downstairs, and mixed complex situations are 99.0%, 98.2%, and 

99.1%, respectively, and effective results of single stride 

segmentation are also suggested. 

Keywords-step detection; wavelet transform; pedestrian dead 

reckoning; inertial measurement unit 

I. INTRODUCTION

As the prerequisite of step analysis, the step detection 
process in wearable devices has always been a research focus, 
which means accurate step cycle segmentation and step 
counting will serve step analysis well [1]. Step detection is also 
an important requirement in many other fields, and accurate 
step counting in most scenes of daily life is an indispensable 
demand to ensure the accuracy of some systems. In indoor 
positioning [2], step counting is an essential element for 
Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR). In the medical field, the 
result of step counting is utilized as a measure of the 
rehabilitation situation of patients, and accurate step counting 
results obtained from any walking paths would help further 
optimize the rehabilitation plans for patients [3]. Furthermore, 
the result of step counting is often used as a reference standard 
for the training arrangement of athletes [4]. However, accuracy 
step counting has always been a challenge as it is not 
independent of changes in pedestrians’ gaits in walking and 
scenes in which they walk. 

At present, most step counting algorithms are designed 
based on thresholds [5-7]. In this way, it is impossible to take 
gait changes and walking scenes into account, as doing so may 
result in possible structural step losses [8]. Therefore, this kind 
of method cannot be directly generalized to tasks of different 
people walking in complex scenes. In addition, these algorithms 

often require a time-consuming process of dynamic threshold 
setting [9]. Threshold detection is a classical implementation of 
the gait detection method based on standing detection, which is 
carried out to detect the moment when a foot is placed on the 
ground during walking [10]. It could be influenced by the 
additional factors associated with the deformation and elasticity 
of the shoes being worn, making it difficult to conduct an 
appropriate threshold setting. In the experimental stage, the 
accuracy of the algorithms is mostly derived in terms of a 
specified number of steps in a laboratory scenario. Hence, these 
methods cannot fully capture step features of ordinary people's 
daily walking [11-12].  

To overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings, a robust 
step detection method is presented in the paper to tackle 
ordinary people’s steps with multiple gaits in complex scenes. 
First, since the sampled signal contains random noise, we use 
the Kalman filter to estimate a more realistic current state by 
using an equation concerning the previously measured value 
and a current state value. Then, through a comprehensive 
analysis and comparison of experimental results, a specific 
wavelet basis function is chosen, which can attain a robust stride 
representation in the frequency domain. Then the level-walking 
is taken as an example to analyze the data of gaits and 
representative characteristics of a single gait are obtained 
accordingly. Finally, based on the frequency-domain 
characteristics of wavelet transform with respect to the specific 
wavelet basis function, an efficient and accurate step detection 
algorithm is proposed. 

In our experiments, we consider two categories of scenes 
that people may encounter during daily life, one is an office 
building and the other is a hill that includes an incline with 
various slopes, undulating grasslands with stairs, gravel 
pavements, and straight asphalt pavements. Participants of the 
experiments would walk in a variety of gaits on the preset paths 
including alternating multiple terrains. Experimental results 
show that the proposed algorithm can achieve accurate step 
counting results and suggest reliable outcomes for single stride 
segmentation in both ordinary and complex scenes. 

The technical contributions of this paper are as follows: 

·A general selection criteria of wavelet basis functions is
presented to enhance the spectral cluster features of the
cohesiveness and independence of a single step signal,
experimentally.

·A fast and accurate gait detection algorithm is proposed
based on the spectral cluster features with O(n) time/space
complexity.
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·A walking dataset is constructed that contains complex
terrains and it is verified through experiments that complex
terrains can bring about more complicated state changes in
walking and consequently cause detection algorithms less
effective.

·The experimental results show that the average accuracies of
step counting achieved by our method for level-walking, up
and downstairs, and mixed complex situations are 99.0%,
98.2%, and 99.1%, respectively, and an effective single stride
segmentation is also suggested.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the system architecture, including the hardware, 
placement of sensors, and data collection; Section 3 proposes 
the algorithm for step detection; Section 4 conducts the 
experiments; Section 5 analyzes the results; and finally Section 
6 concludes the paper. 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. System Overview

Data 

Collection

Kalman 

Filter

Continuous 

Wavelet 

Transform

Amplitude  

Filtering

FDED

Algorithm
Merging

Figure 1. The architecture of the step detection method. 

The architecture of the proposed step detection method is 
displayed in Fig. 1 The raw data is collected from the sensor 
mounted on the participants’ calves. It will be put into the 
Kalman Filter and then be merged to filter out the noises and 
kept the features simultaneously. Next, the merged data will be 

transformed from the time domain into the frequency-domain 
by a continuous wavelet. In the frequency domain, an adaptive 
amplitude filtering procedure is designed dynamically which 
could separate the cluster that represents a continuous stride. 
Finally, a step detection algorithm is proposed based on the 
human walking transition features in the frequency domain that 
could count precisely no matter the complex walking 
environment or mixed gait processing. 

B. Hardware

We use the WT901SD board created by WIT-MOTION as
the basic hardware of the sensor. It involves a motion 
processing unit, a data storage unit, and the main control unit. 
The motion processing unit encapsulates a 3-axis accelerometer, 
a 3-axis angular velocity meter, a 3-axis magnetic field, and a 
3-dimensional angle on a cuboid with a length, width, and
height of 27mm, 19.5mm, and 7.2mm respectively. This board
utilizes an SD card for long-term storage and requires a battery
with a voltage of 3.3V~5V, and a current <40mA to keep the
board running for a long time. The main control module of the
board is e230, which is responsible for providing control
requirements during sensor sampling. The range of the
accelerometer is ±2g, ±4g, ±8g, ±16g (optional), the angular
velocity of the gyroscope is ±250/500/1000/2000°/s (optional),
and the sampling frequency of each component of the sensor
can be selected in the range of 0.1Hz~200Hz. In the process of
our experiments, we compared and analyzed the influence of
sampling frequencies and found that maintaining a larger
sampling frequency would be more convenient to implement
our algorithm.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. The images (a)-(d) are the characteristics in the frequency domain that corresponds to the situations in which the seniors are placed on the thigh, left- arm, 

waist, and calf, respectively. 
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C. Sensor Placement and Data Collection 

To keep the balance between the participants' comfort in 
walking and the representativeness of the collected data, we 
chose to place the sensor on the calf being close to the knee, as 
shown in Fig. 2 only one sensor is used throughout the 
experiments. The complete walking processes of all the 
participants are filmed by video equipment for later comparison 
between the actual walking steps and the detection results. 

 

Figure 2. the placement that the sensor bonded on the calf near the knee. 

The step detection method proposed only relies on the 
output of the 3-axis accelerometer, and the sampling data is 
temporarily stored in the SD card. The board is placed 
horizontally, the sampling frequency is set to 200Hz, and the 
corresponding bandwidth is set to 188hz. Throughout the 
experiments, all the participants were required to walk freely 
with the sensor bonded on their right calf near the knee. 
Although the sensor was placed on the calf in the experiments, 
we verified that accurate counting results could also be attained 
by the proposed algorithm when it was placed on the human 
torso or lower limbs. However, through comparison of 
experimental results, we found that the more obvious the 
characteristics of collected walking signals in the frequency 
domain are, the more burdened the sensor placed on the human 
muscle group during the walking process is. Fig. 3 shows the 
characteristics in the frequency domain corresponding to the 
four parts: thigh, left arm, waist, and calf, on which the sensor 
is worn in horizontal mode. It can be seen that the 
characteristics in the frequency domain of the pedometer 
signals are mixed when the sensor is worn on the left arm, 
whereas they are clearer when the sensor is placed on other parts. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The method for step detection is composed of three phases. 
First, the wavelet basis function is determined in terms of the 
characteristics of independence and completeness in the 
frequency domain of gaits. Then, the sampled signals are 
preprocessed to enhance the feature patterns of strides. Finally, 
a gait detection algorithm is proposed to implement step 
counting and suggest stride segmentation according to these 
patterns. 

A. Continuous Wavelet Transform 

Suppose the Fourier transformation of ψ(t) is ψ(ω) 
satisfying the permissibility relation, then we call ψ(t) as the 

wavelet basis function or basic wavelet function. Most wavelet 
basis functions could be defined by (1), where φ is a predefined 
scaling function that constitutes the integer translation 
orthogonal basis of a wavelet function, and hψ(k) is the wavelet 
coefficients which are an ordered set.  

( ) ( ) 2 (2 )
k

x h k x k = −                     (1) 

Wavelet transforms defined in (2) allow us to transform the 
analysis of one-dimensional signals into the processing of pole 
numbers. The wavelet transformation procedure is expressed in 
the form of dimension increase, but its analysis relies on the 
specific finite numbers that simplify the process. Under the 
condition of reversibility of wavelet transforms, analysis of the 
spectrum after wavelet transform will be equivalent to the 
processing of the original signal. However, the self-adaptive 
observable window’s width of wavelet transform also brings 
about the characteristic of multi-resolution, which causes the 
low-time resolution and high-frequency resolution of slow-
changing signals and the high-time resolution and low-
frequency resolution of rapidly changing signals [13]. 

( , )W ( , ) ( ) (t)  f a ba b f t dt
+

−
=                     (2) 

With the development of wavelet function, there are many 
choices of wavelet basis function. Here we choose the wavelet 
basis function in terms of the clustering effects of stride signals 
in the frequency domain. Fig. 4 (a)-(f) show the images of the 
frequency domain after the wavelet transforms with ‘cgauP’, 
‘cmor’, ‘fbsp’, ‘gausP’, ‘mexh’, ‘morl’ as basic wavelet 
functions respectively, were made to a certain stride’s signals. 
We took the characteristics of independence and completeness 
of the clustering phenomenon (cluster) of strides’ signals in the 
frequency domain as the basis for the selection of the wavelet 
basis function. The former characteristic indicates that signals 
in the frequency domain of adjacent strides are less correlated, 
whereas the latter indicates that signals in the frequency domain 
representing one stride are sufficient to distinguish. By 
analyzing the experimental results, we chose cgau1 as the 
continuous wavelet basis function. With the redundancy caused 
by a continuous sampling of scale parameters by the continuous 
wavelet transform in (2), the spectrogram of the signals would 
be more readable. The formula of cgau1 is expressed as (3), 
where 1 means to take one derivative of this function. 

( )
2 2

( ) 2t it t itt c ie te − − − −= − −                     (3) 

B. Signal preprocessing 

As shown in Fig. 1, before step detection, a series of signal 
preprocessing needs to be carried out on the raw data to obtain 
more effective frequency domain features. 

1) Kalman filter: The signal data sampled in each time slice 

is filtered by the Kalman filter to obtain the relative truth value 

for the preliminary processing of random noise. Kalman filter 

maintains a set of state equations and measurement equations to 

estimate a more real current state according to the past 

measured values and the current state values. This task will be 

implemented directly in the hardware system. 
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(d) 

 
(e) 

 
(f) 

Figure 4. The images of the frequency domain of a stride’s signals after wavelet transforms are made with basic wavelet functions ‘cgauP’, ‘cmor’, ‘fbsp’, ‘gausP’, 

‘mexh’, and ‘morl’, respectively. 

2) Continuous Wavelet Transform: To ensure that the 

walking signal has a higher energy aggregation state on the 

spectrogram and facilitate the design of the next algorithm, we 

select Cgau1 as the wavelet basis function. With the aid of the 

reversibility feature and redundant representation of continuous 

wavelet transform, we directly perform the step detection 
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process in the frequency domain. The feature of multiresolution 

of continuous wavelet transform can be utilized to design the 

step detection algorithm in the non-threshold form. 

3) Amplitude Filtering: Considering that the proposed 

algorithm for step detection relies on an independent clustering 

structure of a stride, we perform spectral value filtering on 

spectral information for each time slice. To ensure the 

independence of each stride’s signals, we need to set the lower 

spectral values of a small part of the data to 0 in combination 

with the spectral value distribution of the current time slice, 

without affecting the overall clustering structure. Most of the 

information with lower spectral values appears in gaps of 

strides’ signals due to random noise, and that with high spectral 

values are also affected to some extent. 

C. Algorithm 

The step detection process is mainly completed in the 
frequency domain and relies on the coefficient representation of 
continuous wavelet transform. According to the upper-
frequency limit of the walking process, we set the value of 
parameter totalscale, which determines the continuous scale 
parameter change, to 256. The step detection algorithm 
proposed is named as frequency domain extension detection 
algorithm (FDED), and the process of step counting does not 
depend on the threshold setting.  

 

The main purpose of the algorithm is to obtain temporal 
region proposals for the frequency domain "cluster" generated 
by the walking process. From the reversibility of the wavelet 
transform, the regional proposals of the "cluster" in the 
frequency domain can be exploited as the recommended 
walking time interval for a stride. Algorithm FDED for step 
detection is shown above and the procedures involved are 
elaborated as follows: 

• Select all the time points with valid high spectrum 
values exceeding the scale parameter value ε in the 
current time slice to form a set P1. At this point, P1 

mainly contains the third part of the "cluster" of walking 
steps and random high-frequency noise. 

• Preprocess the set P1, and filter, merge and mean the 
adjacent time points. 

• Perform low-frequency threshold judgment on all 
suggested points in P1 at this time to reduce random 
high-frequency noise, which is mainly based on the third 
part of the “cluster” of walking steps. The filtered set is 
named P2.  

• Carry out Algorithm FDED to all the proposed points in 
P2 at this time and add the areas that meet the extension 
conditions to the area set P3. 

• Match all suggested points in the set P3 to the threshold 
β for comparison, where the threshold β indicates the 
recommended period under normal walking conditions. 
And the time domain signal after the last complete 
region recommendation time is returned to the merging 
part for slice detection for the next time. 

The two thresholds proposed in the algorithm, ε, and β, are 
set only to exclude impossible points, which mainly include the 
alternative points without low-frequency support and too small 
a segmentation period suggested that often comes from the 
truncated edge mapping of continuous wavelet transform.  

Note that the procedure Multiline_Extension in Algorithm 1 
can execute parallelly. The time and space complexities of 
Algorithm 1 are both O(n) where n relies on the sampling 
frequency of the sensor, even if not performing in parallel mode. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

In light of the category of scenes, the experiment dataset can 
be divided into two parts, one is used to investigate different 
walking states in an ordinary environment, called Env1; the 
other is used to investigate step detection under the condition of 
mixed walking in a complex environment, called Env2. Env1 is 
set in a general building, which is composed of cement floors 
and stairs. It is suitable for detecting the participants’ level-
walking and going up and downstairs in a relatively short 
distance. Env2 is set on a hill Diecui on the campus. As can be 
seen from the marks in Fig. 5, the sightseeing routes of Diecui 
include a variety of paths, such as inclined planes with various 
slopes, stairs, and rolling lawn with gullies, gravel pavement, 
and straight asphalt pavement, which is suitable for long-
distance free walking, as required by the experiments. All the 
data constituting the dataset come from the sensor, and 
sampling signals are generated from the walking processes of 
the participants in these two kinds of experimental 
environments. 

 

         Figure 5. Top view of Diecui hill. 
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As can be seen from Fig. 5, the terrains comprising env2 are 
relatively complex, and seven experimental routes are designed 
according to the distribution of terrains and existing sightseeing, 
as shown in Fig. 6. Aiming to investigate the step detection 
tasks in different combinations of terrains, each of the routes is 
devised to cover 3 different terrains and the combination of 
terrains in each route is shown in Table I: 

Table I. The combination of terrains for each route. 

Items Terrain elements of each route 

1 stairs of 30°/45°, a slope of 5°, flagstone of 30° 

2 stairs of 30°/45°, a slope of 5°, gravel road of 10°, flagstone of 30° 

3 stairs of 10°/45°, flagstone of 30°, a slope of 5° 

4 stairs of 65°/30°, flagstone of 10°/30°, a slope of 5° 

5 stairs of 30°/45°, lawn, a slope of 5°, flagstone of 10° 

6 stairs of 30°/45°, flagstone of 10°/15°, gravel road of 5° 

7 stairs of 30°/45°, flagstone of 5°/10°/15°, a slope of 5°, gravel road 
of 5° 

Table Ⅱ. Participants’ characteristics 

Participant Height(cm) Mass(kg) Gender 

1 171 55 female 

2 168 70 male 

3 158 50 female 

4 180 80 male 

5 175 90 male 

6 176 70 male 

7 177 60 male 

8 161 43 female 

9 180 64 male 

10 178 66 male 

11 178 66 male 

12 173 60 female 

13 176 72 male 

14 182 75 male 

Mean 173.7 65.7  

Standard Derivation 7.1 12.1  

 
Participants are 14 adults, including 10 men and 4 women. 

As shown in Table Ⅱ, their heights range from 158cm to 182cm 
and their weights range from 40kg to 80kg, and the mean and 
standard deviation of their heights and weights are 173.7cm, 
7.1cm, 65.7kg, and 12.1kg, respectively. The dataset is 
composed of the data from 14 individuals walking with diverse 
gaits on various routes, including going up or downstairs, level-
walking, and non-level walking, jumping, hopping, and various 
mixed walking procedures. 

In experiments, it is not appropriate to require participants 
to walk in a constant number of steps, because high-frequency 
dimming will always appear in the corresponding spectrum 
obtained in this way, and low-frequency aggregation will 
decline when it finally approaches the specified number of steps. 
The occurrence of this phenomenon is easy to understand. As 
the participants are responsible for counting steps, when they 
approach the specified number of steps, they always 
deliberately reduce the pace and take a more cautious way of 
walking. Therefore, our experiments are designed based on free 
walking, which aims at the predefined destination, and the 
participants can choose to stop walking when they are near the 
destination. This is more in line with real situations in normal 
walking. we record all the step videos, which could be used to 
not only analyze the walking process but also to provide 
accurate values of step counting. 

 

Figure 6. There are seven walking routes designed on Diecui, and each route is 

a mix of a variety of terrains. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

According to the category of scenes, the experimental tasks 
are partitioned into two sets. One is the step counting task in a 
general building. This stage mainly examines the relatively 
single walking status, such as the step counting and step cycle 
segmentation effects of level-walking, going upstairs and 
downstairs. In this scene, the change of gaits performed by the 
participants is slow walking, regular walking, fast walking, and 
variable-speed mixed walking. Since variable-speed mixed 
walking is a challenge for most pedometer algorithms, 
especially when the participant's switching from fast walking to 
slow walking frequently causes missed counts. So, the walking 
task with variable speed is treated as a column of level-walking 
steps. To ensure that the experimental data can generally reflect 
the effectiveness of the proposed step detection algorithm, each 
participant in Env1 was required to complete the same walking 
state three times under the same conditions. The accuracies of 
step counting and suggestion of stride segmentation are all 
taken on average. 

Table Ⅲ gives the experimental results of all participants in 
Env1, and all the results keep two decimal places. We use two 
classical evaluation metrics for algorithm validation. One is 
step counting accuracy (Ac), which is the ratio of the number of 
steps counted by the algorithm to the true walking steps. The 
other is the scale in single stride segmentation (Pc), which is the 
ratio of the period calculated by the algorithm to the true period 
of a stride. The calculation formulas are defined as follows: 
where Ntrue is the real number of steps, Ncount is the number of 
steps detected by the algorithm, Ptrue is the real step duration, 
and Pseg is the suggested period for the stride segmentation 
given by the algorithm. 

true cout 

true 

 Ac 1 100%
N N

N

 − 
= −  
 

                    (4) 

true seg 

true 

 Pc 1 100%
P

P

P −
 = − 
 
 

                      (5) 
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Table Ⅲ. The experiment results in Env1 where the level-walking is divided into four categories, slow speed, regular speed, fast speed, and variable speed, and 
stair walking is divided into two categories, ascending and descending. 

Participant 
Level walking Stair walking 

slow speed regular speed fast speed variable speed ascending descending 

Ac Pc Ac Pc Ac Pc Ac Pc Ac Pc Ac Pc 

1 99 95 99 92 99 82 99 84 99 95 96 88 

2 98 92 99 95 100 74 99 90 100 92 97 90 

3 100 96 99 92 99 81 98 83 98 87 98 91 

4 100 93 98 93 99 75 98 79 100 94 97 86 

5 99 96 100 92 100 76 99 91 98 89 95 91 

6 99 95 100 94 98 81 99 86 97 96 97 92 

7 100 91 99 88 99 79 99 84 100 91 98 88 

8 100 92 99 94 99 82 98 92 99 93 100 90 

9 98 95 100 92 98 77 99 84 98 88 98 88 

10 99 87 99 84 99 83 99 78 99 95 97 87 

11 100 92 98 87 100 79 98 87 100 94 100 88 

12 99 95 99 90 99 72 100 86 100 96 98 86 

13 99 94 99 91 98 78 99 85 98 89 97 85 

14 99 92 99 88 99 82 98 82 99 93 97 87 

Average 99.2 93.2 99 90.9 99 78.6 98.5 85.1 98.9 92.2 97.5 88.2 

Maximal error 2 13 2 16 1 28 1 22 3 13 5 15 

Table Ⅳ. Experimental results in complex environment Env2 where the 
second column contains all the routes that each participant chooses.  

Participant Routes AM AD FDED 

1 1,2,6 94.4 82.7 99.6 

2 3,4,7 93.1 84.1 99.5 

3 4,5,6 98.2 94.1 99.1 

4 1,2,7 98.9 83.3 99.4 

5 1,5,6 97.5 90.1 98.6 

6 2,4,6 95.9 83.8 99.2 

7 3,5,7 97.4 86.6 99.4 

8 1,3,7 98.4 86.5 98.4 

9 2,4,6 91.5 91.2 99.5 

10 2,4,7 84.1 85.3 99.3 

11 2,4,6 87.7 86.1 99.4 

12 1,3,4 95.2 81.8 98.8 

13 1,5,7 97.3 92.5 99.4 

14 2,3,4 97.1 85.9 98.7 

Average 94.7 86.7 99.1 

Maximal error 15.9 18.2 1.6 

From the figures of Average and Maximal error in the table, 
it can be seen that the average accuracies of level-walking at 
various single speeds are not much different from each other, 
and they are at a relatively high level of counting accuracy. 
However, from the proportion of suggested single stride 
segmentation, the average of Pc is lower than that of Ac, 
because during a normal walking cycle the frequency domain 
walking "cluster" can only be described by the forward 
movement of the center of gravity caused by walking with 
unbound legs. The counting accuracy of going upstairs and 
downstairs are 98.9% and 97.5% respectively, but the Pc are all 
lower than level-walking, which are 92.2% and 88.2% 
respectively. This is mainly because, in the process of going 
upstairs and downstairs, the alternating motion frequency of 
legs is higher than that of normal level-walking, which 
corresponds to a less complete representation of a stride 
described by the walking "cluster" in the frequency domain. 
This phenomenon happens at a fast speed of level-walking as 
well, because in those situations there is a contradiction 
between Ac and Pc. According to Table II, in the process of 
mixed variable-speed walking, we can see that the counting 
accuracy of variable-speed walking has no obvious difference 
with the changes of various factors of the participants, which 

shows that the representation of the walking feature is effective 
and the proposed algorithm is robust. 

Table Ⅴ. Experimental results in the complex environment Env2 
according to the breakdown by route. 

Route AM AD FDED 

1 96.4 84.1 98.9 

2 92.5 84.1 99.4 

3 96.4 84 99.1 

4 92.1 87 98.7 

5 98.9 92.5 99.5 

6 94.5 91.1 99.5 

7 95.3 83.3 99.6 

Average 95.1 86.5 99.2 

Maximal error 7.9 16.7 1.3 

Table Ⅳ and Table Ⅴ show the results of experiments 
separately completed by all participants in Env2. In Table Ⅳ, 
all the participants were asked to randomly select three of the 
seven paths and complete the walk in a free manner. The step 
counting results based on the breakdown by route are given in 
Table Ⅴ. The complete walking process of each participant was 
recorded by the camera for later walking counting. Two typical 
algorithms will be used for comparison, one is a rule-based 
detection algorithm [9], abbreviated as AM, and the other is 
based on dynamic step jerk settings which constitutes a gait 
detection software on Android devices, abbreviated as AD. As 
can be seen from the table, under the switching of complex row 
paths, the AM algorithm fails to maintain good stability, and it’s 
step counting accuracy is poor in routes 2 and 4. This may be 
due to that the threshold-based gait detection algorithms often 
leads to structural gait loss. Specifically, the threshold setting 
methods based on the detection of a walking period frequently 
causes lost steps because the dynamic change of the threshold 
during a shifting process from slow to rapid walking cannot be 
responded in time. Moreover, since AD algorithm relies on step 
jerk, and Env2 contains a lot of slopes, the walker will behave 
more cautiously at the end of each step when the heel touches 
the ground, which is not conducive to the detecting process of 
AD.  
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However, in the proposed algorithm, the delay caused by 
indirect response of the unbound leg provides enough time for 
the FDED algorithm to accurately capture the true walking 
process, which is also reflected in the walking experiment with 
variable speeds. In addition, it is experimentally verified that 
tying the sensor to the participant's torso and thighs can produce 
stable frequency domain "clusters" while maintaining a certain 
sampling frequency and these features can also be recognized 
by the FDED algorithm as gaits.  

Finally, even when applied to the situations of walking on 
combined routes with complex terrains, FDED achieves a 
considerably high accuracy of step counting, with an average 
accuracy of 99.1% and a maximum error of 1.6%, which is 
much higher than AM and AD. The detection speed of FDED 
is similar to AD and faster than AM in running time. Therefore, 
the proposed algorithm has strong adaptability in complex 
environments. 

VI. CONCLUSION

 This paper has proposed an efficient step detecting method 
that can detect walking with multiple gaits in complex scenes 
with a variety of terrains. First, through experiment comparison, 
a specific wavelet basis function is selected to map the walking 
signals sampled by the sensor to the frequency domain. Then, 
based on the feature patterns achieved by preprocessing in the 
frequency domain, an algorithm FDED is proposed to 
implement step counting and single stride segmentation. 
Experimental results have shown that FDED can attain 
considerably accurate step counting results and suggest 
effective single stride duration in both ordinary and complex 
scenes. Different from other detection methods, FDED does not 
depend on the threshold setting and thus can be effortlessly 
generalized to different people and scenes.  
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Abstract—In GitHub, users star interesting repositories, and
the number of stars is viewed as the significant measure of
repository popularity. Some repositories obtain fake stars by
unjustified means, which ruin efforts that communities have
made stars a valuable indicator, and bring negative impacts
in GitHub. Therefore, it is important to stop abusing GitHub
stars and detect abnormal users who provide fake stars. In
this paper, we first define features from the user dimension
and repository dimension. Then we perform differential analysis
and find that most of the features show a significant difference
between abnormal users and normal users. Next, we propose
a method AUDetec for Abnormal User Detection. The method
AUDetec uses the decision tree to detect the abnormal users based
on two features, including the sum of repositories starred by the
user and the median value of the number of days since creation
for repositories starred by the user. We evaluate the effectiveness
of AUDetec on the data set which contains 120 abnormal users
and 240 normal users. The experiment results show that AUDetec
has a high performance by achieving an accuracy of 99.86% on
average.

Index Terms—Abnormal user detection, Fake star, Open source
software, GitHub, Repository popularity

I. INTRODUCTION

GitHub is a famous social coding site for open source
software and allows developers to follow interesting users
to receive their activity updates. Besides relationships be-
tween developers, GitHub also supports relationships between
developers and repositories. Inspired by the like button of
modern social networks, developers star their interesting repos-
itories for the purpose of showing appreciation to repositories,
keeping track of updates, and discovering related context in
news feed1. According to the previous work [1], three out of
four developers consider the number of stars before using or
contributing to repositories, and the number of stars is viewed
as the significant measure of repository popularity in GitHub.
Furthermore, some researchers select the GitHub repositories
for their study base on the number of stars of repositories
[2]. Therefore, the number of stars in a repository becomes a
critical metric reflecting the repository’s quality and popularity.

Due to the importance of stars, some repositories obtain
fake stars by unjustified means. An open-source project is

This work is supported by the National Key Research and Development
Program of China No. 2018AAA0102304, and the National Natural Science
Foundation of China under Grant No. 62177003. (Corresponding author: Li
Zhang.)

DOI reference number: 10.18293/DMSVIVA22-005
1https://help.github.com/en/github/getting-started-with-github/saving-

repositories-with-stars

promoted via a free drink in return for a star2. Participants
in this promotion get a chance of free Starbuck drink by
starring this repository, which obtains nearly 2,500 stars. As
the open-source community receives increasing recognition in
companies, developers who have repositories with many stars
are welcomed in the job market. A mutual star community
GitStar emerges where developers star repositories for users
who then provide fake stars in return. Some developers obtain
a large number of fake stars in GitStar and successfully
receive offers from big internet companies such as Alibaba3.
Fake stars ruin efforts that communities have made stars a
valuable indicator, and bring negative impacts in GitHub.
Repositories with fake stars are overvalued, which affects the
recognition of GitHub stars in the job market. Furthermore,
fake stars may mislead developers into contributing to poor-
quality repositories with fake stars. Therefore, it is important
to stop abusing GitHub stars and detect abnormal users who
provide fake stars.

There are literature about abnormal user detection [3],
[4]. Thomas et al. detected abnormal users based on user
behavior features [3]. However, these works are based on
other platforms (e.g. Facebook) for other malicious activities,
such as spam, phishing, or malware. Besides, Borges et al.
understood repository starring practices in GitHub [1]. The
number of stars is a vital metric for researchers to select
popular repositories [2]. However, these works consider that
repositories are starred by normal users, and ignore fake stars
which are provided by abnormal users.

In this paper, we propose to detect abnormal users with
fake stars in GitHub. According to previous work [1], we first
define features from user dimension and repository dimension.
Then we perform differential analysis and find that most of the
features show a significant difference between abnormal users
and normal users. Next, we propose an approach AUDetec
for Abnormal User Detection. Based on experiment results,
two features are enough to distinguish abnormal users and
normal users, including starring repository number(the sum
of repositories starred by the user) and repository age (the
median value of the number of weeks since creation for
repositories starred by the user). Based on the above two
features, AUDetec uses the decision tree to make classification
and detect abnormal users.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of AUDetec, we obtain
120 abnormal users by purchasing the service of fake stars

2https://www.theregister.co.uk/2019/07/30
/would you star a github project for a free drink/

3https://www.jianshu.com/p/4820cbace5c1
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from an online shop, and manually select and check 240 nor-
mal users whose star repositories are owned by authoritative
owners. The experimental results show that AUDetec has a
high performance by achieving an accuracy of 99.86% on
average.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We proposed an abnormal user detection model AUDetec,

which uses the decision tree to analyze features star-
ring repository number and repository age.

• Experiment results show that AUDetec has a high perfor-
mance by achieving an accuracy of 99.86% on average.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces the background of our study and data collection.
Section 3 introduces how we extract features. Section 4
introduces the method AUDetec for detecting abnormal suers.
Section 5 presents the results of the evaluation for the method
AUDetec. Section 6 presents the related work. Finally, Section
7 concludes our work.

II. BACKGROUND AND DATA COLLECTION

In this section, we illustrate the background for users in
GitHub to perform starring activity on repositories and the
emergence of fake stars. Then, we introduce how we build the
dataset.

A. Background

GitHub is a distributed version control system, providing
services for individuals and teams to manage repositories via
Git [5]. In GitHub, each repository has a star button for
users to click. Users perform starring activity on repositories
mainly to show appreciation to repositories, bookmark repos-
itories for later retrieval and keep track of updates in news
feed [1]. According to the previous work [1], three out of
four developers consider the number of stars before using or
contributing to repositories, and the number of repositories’
stars are viewed as the most useful measure of popularity
in GitHub. Furthermore, some researchers select the GitHub
repositories for their study base on the number of stars of
repositories [2]. Therefore, the number of stars in a repository
becomes a critical metric reflecting the repository’s quality and
popularity.

Due to the importance of stars, and as the open-source
community receives increasing recognition in companies, de-
velopers who have repositories with many stars are welcomed
in the job market. Some developers use fake stars to increase
the success rate of job hunting. For example, some devel-
opers obtain a large number of fake stars in a mutual star
community GitStar, and successfully receive offers from big
internet companies such as Alibaba. In the community GitStar,
developers star repositories for other users, who then star
developers’ repositories in return. This community provides
professional scripts for conveniently performing the starring
activity, managing starring records, and reminding members to
star repositories in return4. If a developer only receives stars

4https://gitstar.com.cn/

from other users but does not give stars to others’ repositories,
this developer is forbidden by the community.

Fake stars ruin efforts that communities have made stars
a valuable indicator, and bring several negative impacts in
GitHub. First of all, developers often consider the number
of stars before using or contributing to repositories [1]. Fake
stars may mislead developers into contributing to poor-quality
repositories that have many fake stars.Second, repositories
with fake stars are overvalued, and developers with these
repositories give interviewers false impressions, which finally
affects the recognition of GitHub stars in the job market. Fake
stars are also unfair for developers who work hard and well
on their own repositories. Therefore, it is important to stop
abusing GitHub stars and detect abnormal users who provide
fake stars.

B. Data collection

The dataset is used for designing the detection method for
abnormal users. In this dataset, we need to know who are
actually abnormal users and normal users.

This dataset includes information of abnormal users and
normal users, which is used for designing the detection
method. We first need to determine a list of users who are
actually abnormal and normal. and then collect their informa-
tion.

Though GitHub monitors malicious activities and bans
corresponding users, the list of users forbidden by GitHub
is not public, and we can not directly obtain abnormal users
from GitHub. Instead, we collect abnormal users by purchasing
the service from a online shop which provides fake stars
for repositories5. This shop claims that it helps users find
good jobs by increasing stars of their repositories. The shop
writes that accounts are manually maintained with different IP
addresses, and they are used to add fake stars of repositories
with the speed determined by artificial intelligence technology.
In order to obtain abnormal users, we create a phishing reposi-
tory named shizheng0510/apiCrawler. We purchased 120 fake
stars for our phishing repository from the shop in April 2019.
These 120 users who starred our phishing repository constitute
abnormal user set.

We obtain 120 abnormal users by purchasing the service of
fake stars from a online shop. In order to make comparison,
we need to obtain some normal users. We find 2 reposito-
riesgit/git.github.io and elastic/apm-agent-nodejs. We manu-
ally determine that these repositories do not have fake stars
for following reasons. First, these repositories are owned by
authoritative owners git6 and elastic7, who are unlikely to buy
fake stars. Second, we manually check changes of their stars
and find they are reasonable. The repositorygit/git.github.io
was created in February 2014, and it had 132 stars. The
repository elastic/apm-agent-nodejs was created in August
2017, and it had 287 stars. We randomly collect 120 users
who star each repository, and obtain 240 users to construct the

5https://item.taobao.com/item.htm?spm=a1z02.1.1997525049.3.7d
e3782dQlNweb&id=583515543354

6https://git-scm.com/
7https://www.elastic.co/cn/
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normal users set. The third author manually checks these 240
users, and make sure that they do not have abnormal activities.
GitHub provides APIs for researchers to download data. We
use APIs provided by GitHub to collect information of above
abnormal users and normal users.

III. FEATURE ANALYSIS

In order to identify abnormal users who provide fake stars,
we need to know differences between abnormal users and
normal users. In this section, we first define features, and then
perform differential analysis to compare abnormal users and
normal users.

A. Features

Hudson et al. studies three dimensions of features poten-
tially affecting the star growth of a repository, including owner
dimension, repository dimension, and activity dimension [1].
According to owner dimension in the previous work [1], we
consider the user dimension to describe features related to a
user. In the previous work [1], the repository dimension in-
cludes features that are accessible to users on the repositories’
page, and the activity dimension includes features related to
recent development activity in the repository. In this paper, we
combine repository dimension and activity dimension together
to describe features of repositories which are starred by a user.
We introduce the user dimension and repository dimension as
follow.

The user dimension describes features related to a user.
Features account type, belong organization and has email in-
clude basic information of the user. The follower number and
the following number features are used to reflect the user’s
social status. Features owning repository number and to-
tal obtain stars are considered to measure repositories owned
by the user. Normal users and abnormal users may behave
differently and have various user features. For example, ab-
normal users may be inactive and have fewer followings who
follow them [6].

Besides user’s features, repositories that users star may
reveal evidence for detecting abnormal users. Normal users
may star some good repositories which reach certain qual-
ity. However, abnormal users may star some repositories of
poor quality for special purposes, such as earning money.
Therefore, we consider some features of repositories which
are starred by a user. All repository features are used to
measure repositories starred by a user, rather than repositories
owned by a user. First, we consider how users are active in
starring repositories. The feature starring time interval means
the median value of the time interval between consecutive star-
ring activities. The feature starring repository number means
the sum of repositories starred by the user. Second, features
repository star number, fork number, network number, and
subscriber number are considered to measure the popularity
of repositories which are stared by the user. fork number only
measures direct forks, while network number measures all
forks, such as forks of forks. Third, repository age, is fork,
repository size, has wiki, has page, and description length
provides basic information of repositories which are stared

by the user. Finally, we measure development activities in
repositories by considering their commits, contributors, git
tags, releases, issues, pull requests and updates. For example,
higher number of commits might indicate that the project is in
constant evolution and the number of contributors, issues, and
pull requests might indicate the engagement of the repository
community.

In comparison with the previous work [1], we add 2 new
features and delete 4 features. Previous work [1] analyzed
stars from the perspective of repositories, and this paper
studies stars from the perspective of abnormal users. In or-
der to measure users’ activeness in starring repositories, we
add 2 features starring time and starring repository number.
GitHub’s API does not directly return repositories’ domains,
README files or the information about whether they are
mirrors, and thus we do not consider these features in this
paper. Some repositories are written by different programming
languages [7]. GitHub only provides the main programming
languages of repositories, and does not provide other program-
ming languages which are also used in repositories. Therefore,
we do not consider the feature about programming language.

B. Differential analysis
In this subsection, we compare features of normal users and

abnormal users. We use the Mann-Whitney U Test to assess
statistically significant difference with α = 0.05. If the feature
value shows a significant difference between normal users
and abnormal users, we reserve this feature for the detection
method. Otherwise, we remove this feature from the detection
method of abnormal users.

We describe data collection in the subsection II-B. We
compute feature values for normal users and abnormal users.
and then compare their values. Table I shows average values
of normal users, average values of abnormal users, and their
significance difference.

As we can see from Table I, account type and star-
ring time interval appear no significant difference. All sam-
ples that we choose belong to individual types and average
values of account type for normal users and abnormal users
are both 0. Therefore, account type appears no significant
difference between normal users and abnormal users, and
we delete the feature account type for the detection method.
We also delete the feature starring time interval for the de-
tection method, because this feature shows no significant
difference between normal users and abnormal users. In Table
I, other features have significant difference with α = 0.05,
and we remain them for designing the detection method of
abnormal users. For example, in comparison with normal
users, abnormal users star repositories which have fewer
development activities, and have fewer commit number, con-
tributor number, tag number, release number, issue number,
pull request number.

IV. DETECTION METHOD FOR ABNORMAL USERS

Since a user is normal or abnormal, the detection can be
considered as the user classification. In this section, we intro-
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TABLE I
FEATURES VALUES OF NORMAL USERS AND ABNORMAL USERS

Dimension Feature Average value of Average value of Significance difference
abnormal users normal users

User account type 0.000 0.000 1.000
belong organization 0.175 0.421 <0.001
has email 0.000 0.492 <0.001
owning repository number 6.892 126.100 <0.001
gist number 0.875 12.850 <0.001
follower number 1.417 82.567 <0.001
following number 2.825 344.333 <0.001
account age 190.833 1979.917 <0.001
total obtained star 1.158 272.421 <0.001

Repository starring time interval 78580.483 125588.713 0.293
starring repository number 19.967 70.271 <0.001
repository star number 166.625 434.988 <0.001
fork number 18.217 62.346 <0.001
network number 18.217 65.746 <0.001
subscriber number 1.892 26.521 <0.001
repository age 90.958 777.721 <0.001
last push time interval 20.092 18.513 <0.001
is fork 0.000 0.026 <0.001
repository size 1716.992 2448.175 <0.001
has wiki 0.787 0.770 0.017
has page 0.077 0.198 <0.001
has homepage 0.222 0.437 <0.001
description length 46.083 49.525 <0.001
commit number 25.808 184.713 <0.001
contributor number 1.125 8.525 <0.001
tag number 0.008 2.492 <0.001
release number 0.000 0.083 0.004
issue number 1.658 7.996 <0.001
pull request number 0.000 0.596 <0.001

Fig. 1. Overall framework

duce our detection method AUDetec, which detects Abnormal
User by the decision tree algorithm. The overall framework is
presented as Figure 1. There are two phases during the whole
process, namely training phase, and detection phase.

A. The sum of repositories starred by the user(Step 1)

The feature starring repository number is the sum of repos-
itories starred by the user. Normal users perform starring
activity on repositories that they are interested in. The number
of repositories starred by the normal users results from the
accumulation of their starring behavior. In contrast, abnormal
users are created to accomplish their starring mission, and

abnormal users do not have to star unrelated repositories. The
sum of repositories starred by abnormal users may be smaller
and similar because they are controlled by the same attacker.
Therefore, we use the feature starring repository number to
detect the abnormal users.

B. Repository age since its creation(Step 2)

The feature repository age is the median value of the num-
ber of days since creation for repositories starred by the user.
As shown on Table I, there is a difference in repository age
between normal users and abnormal users. The normal users
tend to perform the starring activity on repositories with high-
quality. These repositories generally have been created for a
long time, which guarantees the numbers of contributors for
maintaining the repositories. However, repositories starred by
the abnormal users are generally newly created and may be
urgent for a great many of stars to ”improve” the repositories’
recognition. Therefore, we consider using the repository age
to detect the abnormal users.

C. decision tree classifier(Step 3)

In this subsection, we build a decision tree classi-
fier based on the training dataset. We obtain the star-
ring repository number and repository age, and generate a
two-dimensional feature vector for each user. We build a
label for each vector using the value 0 or 1 to describe the
user’s class, in which 0 represents the normal user and 1
represents the abnormal user. The detection of abnormal users
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is converted to the classification of users. Then, we analyze
feature vectors and build the classifier based on the decision
tree. We choose the decision tree since the decision tree
achieves the best performance in the detection, and it clearly
provides feature weights which allows us to choose necessary
features. More details are described in subsections V-C and
V-D.

D. Detection phase(Step 4 to Step 6)

The detection phase is similar to the training phase. Given
a user set in GitHub, we calculate values of features the
starring repository number and repository age (step 4). Then,
we use the decision tree classifier built in the training phase to
compute category probabilities (Step 5). Finally, the decision
tree classifier outputs the classification result, and users in the
abnormal category are identified as providing fake stars on
special purpose (Step 6).

V. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we present the results of our evaluation
for the proposed approach. The aim of this study is to
investigate the effectiveness of AUDetec approach in detecting
abnormal users. We first present the evaluation procedure and
research questions. We then present our experimental results
that answer these research questions.

A. Evaluation Procedure

As introduced in the subsection II-B, we collect the dataset
of abnormal users and normal users. In each round, we
randomly split the dataset into the training set and the test
set. The training set includes 80% of users, and the test set
includes other 20% of users. In order to reduce the impacts of
user selection, we evaluate the performance of 10 rounds and
compute average results.

A user is correctly recognized if a real normal user is
identified as normal, or a real abnormal user is identified as
abnormal. We use the accuracy to measure the performance in
detecting abnormal users. We use N to represent the number
of users in the test set, and use Np to represent the number
of users who are correctly recognized. Then the accuracy P
is defined as NP

N .

B. Research questions

We perform a study to answer the following three research
questions.

RQ1: What is the benefit of the decision tree in detecting
abnormal users?

AUDetec uses the decision tree to detect abnormal users.
We would like to investigate whether random forest achieves
better performance than some other machine learning
algorithms. We detect abnormal users based on SVM,
Naive Bayes, and KNN, respectively. Then we compare the
performance of different algorithms in detecting abnormal
users.

RQ2: What are the weights of features in abnormal user
detection?

As shown in Table I, abnormal users are much different
from normal users. We wonder whether a few features are
enough to distinguish normal users and abnormal users.
The decision tree provides weight for each input feature. It
reflects how important a feature in the classification model.
Moreover, the analysis of feature weight can help to delete
redundant features. Therefore, we calculate the weights of
features and describe why AUDetec only chooses features
starring repository number and repository age.

C. RQ1: Benefits of decision tree

TABLE II
ACCURACY WITH DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

Round Decision tree SVM Naive bayes KNN

1 98.61% 100% 98.61% 98.61%
2 100% 98.61% 98.61% 100%
3 100% 100% 98.61% 98.61%
4 100% 95.83% 98.61% 97.22%
5 100% 100% 100% 100%
6 100% 98.61% 98.61% 100%
7 100% 98.61% 98.61% 98.61%
8 100% 98.61% 98.61% 98.61%
9 100% 97.22% 98.61% 97.22%
10 100% 98.61% 97.22% 98.61%

Average 99.86% 98.61% 98.61% 98.75%

AUDetec uses the decision tree to detect abnormal users.
In this subsection, we investigate the performance of different
machine learning algorithms, including decision tree, SVM,
Naive bayes, and KNN. The SVM classifier is a supervised
classification algorithm that finds a decision surface that
maximally separates the classes of interest. Naive bayes is a
probabilistic machine learning algorithm based on the Bayes
Theorem. KNN (K-Nearest-Neighbors) categorizes an input
by using its k nearest neighbors.

Table II shows the performance of different algorithms in
detecting abnormal users. Results show that all algorithms
achieve high accuracy because there exists a significant differ-
ence between abnormal users and normal users. The average
accuracy of detection based on the decision tree is slightly
larger than the average accuracy of detection based on other
machine learning algorithms. Therefore, we choose the deci-
sion tree as the classification algorithm in AUDetec.

D. RQ2: Feature weights

Table I shows that abnormal users are much different from
normal users. We wonder whether a few features are enough
to distinguish normal users and abnormal users. The decision
tree provides weight for each input feature. It reflects how
important a feature in the classification model. According to
steps described in subsection IV-C, we calculate the informa-
tion gain for features and then build the decision tree. For the
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TABLE III
FEATURE WEIGHTS

Round starring repository repository age

1 86.06% 6.78%
2 86.66% 6.81%
3 81.20% 9.92%
4 84.06% 8.45%
5 84.06% 8.45%
6 82.05% 8.33%
7 80.16% 9.84%
8 80.94% 8.26%
9 82.49% 10.02%

10 80.86% 9.89%
Average 82.85% 8.68%

decision tree built in each round in Table II, we also compute
weights of features, and describe results in Table III. Results
show that the decision tree only has two features, including
starring repository number and repository age. Those two
features are enough to detect abnormal users. Therefore, we
delete redundant features and only choose these two features
in the detection method AUDetec.

VI. RELATED WORK

Related work of this study could be divided into the
following two parts.

A. Staring behavior

Borges et al. revealed the motivation why users perform
a starring activity on a repository in GitHub and proposed
a growth pattern characterization of the GitHub star based on
machine learning [1]. Begel et al. showed stars are the primary
consideration for whether a repository is trending or not [5].

What is more, the number of stars is a vital metric for
researchers to select GitHub repositories. Ray et al. and Borges
et al. used the number of stars as the metric of a project’s
popularity [2], [8].

Nevertheless, the above-mentioned work did not study how
to detect abnormal users with fake stars in GitHub.

B. Methods to detect abnormal users

Aiming at the threats brought by abnormal users, researchers
proposed various strategies to detect abnormal users with
different malicious activities.

Detection based on user behave features Initial studies
[3], [9] designed approaches to detect fraudulent accounts and
Sybil accounts, who perpetrated scams, phishing, and mal-
ware. These algorithms depend barely on the users’ behavior.
Therefore, these algorithms may not work when the behavior
changes due to the fraudulent accounts and Sybil accounts
users alternate their actions.

Detection based on relationship graph Some studies [9],
[10] detected potential Sybils accounts, which are used to
introduce spam or manipulate online voting, based on the rela-
tionship graph. However, many outcomes show that detection
based on a relationship graph manifests moderate accuracy,
which makes it better for researchers to use this strategy as a
supplementary method.

Detection based on unsupervised learning Viswanath et
al. selected user behavior, and leveraged PCA to model the
behavior of normal users and identify significant deviations
from it as anomalous [4]. They successfully detected diverse
attacker strategies which varied from fake, compromised, to
colluding Facebook identities. However, this strategy con-
sumes abundant time and memory resources since it needs
vast data to train the model.

All the technics proposed above are based on other plat-
forms such as Renren, Facebook. Our research study an ap-
proach using the machine learning method to detect abnormal
users with fake stars in GitHub.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose to detect abnormal users with
fake stars in GitHub. According to previous work [1], we
first define features from the user dimension and repository
dimension. Then we perform differential analysis and find that
most of the features show a significant difference between
abnormal users and normal users. Next, we propose an ap-
proach AUDetec for Abnormal User Detection, which uses the
decision tree to analyze features starring repository number
and repository age. We evaluate the effectiveness of AUDetec
based on 120 abnormal users and 240 normal users. Results
show that AUDetec has a high performance by achieving an
accuracy of 99.86% on average.
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Abstract

We analyze a case study in the field of smart agriculture
exploiting Explainable AI (XAI) approach. The study re-
gards a multiclass classification problem on the Crop Rec-
ommendation dataset. The original task is the prediction
of the most adequate crop according to seven features. In
addition to the predictions, two of the most well-known XAI
approaches have been used in order to obtain explanations
and interpretations of the behaviour of the models: SHAP
(Shapley Additive ExPlanations), and LIME (Local Inter-
pretable Model-Agnostic Explanations).

Index terms— Smart Agriculture, XAI, SHAP, LIME

1 Introduction

Smart agriculture is an ideal field of application for the
key concepts of industry 4.0 [32, 25, 29, 28]. Global warm-
ing and climate change have been threatening the agricul-
tural and food production processes, impacting both con-
texts that are becoming more and more important to manage
to avoid potentially huge losses for what concerns the cul-
tivation of the crop. Lacks of water put the chain of food
production at risk, especially in some world regions. A
new approach, known as Smart Agriculture, combining tra-
ditional agriculture with artificial intelligence (AI) and au-
tonomous systems, is then needed to tackle the challenges
represented by climate change. [26]. Classifications tasks
are part of the machine learning (ML) techniques, whose
goal is to predict unordered discrete values. Classification
can be binary, and in this case we have only two classes,
or multiclass, and it is the case of our study, where we

*This research has been made in the context of the Excellence Chair in
Computer Engineering at LORIA, University of Lorraine, Nancy, France.

have more than two classes to predict [18]. Many classi-
fication tasks associated with smart agriculture have been
proposed in the literature. However, among the different
approaches, an interpretable methodology is needed since
the audience is represented in the first place by farmers and
agronomists. The kind of audience involved is crucial in
XAI [1]: farmers and agronomists, generally speaking, are
pretty skeptical in trusting AI and machine learning model
predictions, especially in the presence of non-interpretable
black-box models, as reported in [31]. Furthermore, the vi-
sualization of the results plays a crucial role in this field
since the final users of this methodology are usually not ex-
perts in machine learning, and visual output is therefore de-
sirable (e.g., [12, 15]). In one paper [31], a Fuzzy Rule
Based-System (FRBS) has been implemented, and it is well
shown that an interpretable fuzzy system can better repre-
sent the knowledge of farmers, which, in most cases, is not
so precisely defined. Another approach is described in [17]
where a Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) model has been de-
veloped whose aim is predicting the ideal grass growth to
cultivate and making interpretable the predictions for farm-
ers and agronomists. The problem of trust in machine learn-
ing models is critical since, without it, users will tend not to
use algorithms in every field of application [27]. Because of
this, interpretable approaches become essential rather than
optional. Strictly related to this problem, the issue of cou-
pling AI amd ML with big data research challenges (e.g.,
[9, 13, 8]) is really emerging at now, even in the smart agri-
culture context (e.g., [19, 22]). In this respect, as argued in
recent studies (e.g., [14]), performance is a major concern
to be investigated (e.g., [11, 10]).

In this paper, we tackle the problem of smart agriculture.
We focus on Explainable AI (XAI) and how it allows to in-
vestigate the knowledge learned by machine learning mod-
els trained to recognize an adequate crop to cultivate. More
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in detail, we show that through some XAI charts, even non-
machine learning experts can understand why a model pre-
dicts a particular crop for a specific observation and, over-
all, which are the best combinations of features that lead the
models to the prediction of one class.

In particular, we show how different ML models can ob-
tain high accuracy scores and how visualization XAI charts
transform our black box models into interpretable trans-
parent models. Shapley Additive ExPlanations (SHAP)
[21] and Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations
(LIME) [27] libraries have been used to get explanations
and interpretations of the model. We show how both XAI
packages can be advantageous in showing the behavior of
models about the recommendation of the best crop to select
among 22 possible classes.

Through the functions and the different kinds of plots
that both libraries provide, we can collect interpretations
on single predictions of the model and, particularly with
SHAP’s summary plot, even the patterns behind the recom-
mendation of a single class.

2 Applying eXplainable AI to Smart Agricul-
ture

The selection of the adequate crop to cultivate in re-
lation to the soil characteristics and climate conditions is
extremely important in smart agriculture, because it al-
lows implementing ML models that can classify and predict
which agricultural products are more likely to grow in the
presence of specific input data. The problem can be seen
as a classification task. There are many classification ap-
proaches in the literature. However, we need an explainable
methodology for many reasons. First of all, there are some
fields of application in which is extremely dangerous to be
confident in predictions without an explanation, for instance
in medical science where it has been proven that not in-
terpretable models could potentially cost human lives [24].
The accuracy score is not enough to gain trust in the algo-
rithms because a model can learn pieces of knowledge not
included in the training set, and we may have data leakage
[16]. Also, we may have models that, when used on real-
world data, could obtain worst performances than expected,
resulting in negative economic consequences. In the sec-
ond place, XAI can encourage farmers and agronomists to
use ML models or AI systems, allowing them to investigate
the knowledge learned by the models, on the one hand, it is
also possible to compare the human expertise with the ML
knowledge. The issue that has been tackled is a multiclas-
sification problem: the models have to predict an adequate
crop for the field condition based on seven numeric features,
respectively N, P, and K (showing the concentration values
of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium within the fertil-
izer), temperature (in Celsius), rate of humidity (percent-

age), ph (acidity of the soil) and rainfalls. We have used the
Crop Recommendation dataset 1 experimentally to inves-
tigate explanations and common patterns among different
models. This dataset is made up of 2200 observations, there
are no missing values, and it has been selected because of its
completeness and simplicity. This last element is essential if
one of the targets that it should be taken into consideration
is the comparison between the knowledge learned by the
algorithm and the knowledge of farmers and agronomists.
For every model, the dataset has been divided in a training
set (80% of observations) to train the models and a test set
(20%) to obtain the predictions.

2.1 LIME

LIME [27] aims to explain the prediction function of the
original complex model through a simpler linear model. An
explanation is a local linear approximation of the original
model. LIME is model-agnostic, which means that, regard-
less of the complexity of the original model, this algorithm
will interpret it as a non-transparent model. The authors of
LIME tried to find solutions to two common problems in
machine learning: the gain of trust in the single predictions,
on the one hand, and the gain of trust in the behavior of
the model as a whole, on the other. Indeed, if users cannot
understand why a model behaves as it does, they will tend
not to use it. An explanation should also be locally faithful,
which means that in the proximity area around the instance
explained, the explanation model g should reply to the be-
havior of the original model f .

To explain a local prediction that is locally faithful the
algorithm will minimize the loss function L, which include
the original model f , the simpler linear model g and πx(z),
that is the proximity measure between the instance x and
the instance z, and Ω(g), that represents the complexity of
the explanation model (e. g. depth of the trees in a decision
tree).The simpler the model, the better for the interpretabil-
ity of the explanation.

ξ(x) = argmin
g∈G

Ł(f, g, πx) + Ω(x) (1)

To gain trust in the behavior of the entire model, the au-
thors of LIME developed another algorithm, the Submodu-
lar Pick (SP). SP aims to select instances characterized by
a non-redundant coverage of the area of the model, where
non-redundant means that it is made up of instances with
different explanations. Within a set B of instances that a
human being is willing to inspect, through the SP, it is pos-
sible to obtain a n × d′ explanation matrix, where n is the
number of explanations selected by the SP and d′ represents
the interpretable features, while I is the total importance

1https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/atharvaingle/crop-
recommendation-dataset
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of interpretable features that are contained in at least one
selected instance. Non-redundant coverage is obtained by
function c that for W and I computes the total importance
of features contained in the set V of explanations.

c(V,W, I) =
d′∑
j=1

1[∃i ∈ V : Wij > 0]Ij (2)

The SP maximizes the mentioned coverage function by
adding for each iteration the instances with the highest im-
pact on coverage inside the set V .

Pick(W, I) = argmax
V,|V |≤B

c(V,W, I) (3)

2.2 SHAP

SHAP [21] is an additive feature attribution method that
has its roots in Shapley values and Game Theory. Starting
from the base value, the predicted value from the null model
(i. e. the model without any feature), SHAP calculates the
average marginal contribution of each player, a portion, or
a group of features. For each observation, the sum of SHAP
values of each feature is equal to the difference between the
model’s predicted value and the base value.

Explanation models use simplified inputs x′ rather than
the original ones through the following mapping function
x = hx(x

′). The explanation function of such methods is
a linear function of binary variables. SHAP calculates the
contribution ϕi to each feature and by summing it is able to
approximate the prediction function of the original model,
where z′ can be equal to 0 or 1 and M is the number of
simplified input features.

g(z′) = ϕ0 +

M∑
i=1

ϕi + z′i (4)

SHAP values have three different desirable properties.
Local accuracy is the first one and prescribes that the expla-
nation model must be able to approximate the output of the
original model either when x = hx(x

′) or ϕ0 = f(hx(0))

f(x) = g(z′) = ϕ0 +
M∑
i=1

ϕix
′
i (5)

The second property, missingness, requires the missing
features to have no impact on the model’s output.

x′
i = 0 =⇒ ϕi = 0 (6)

The third property, consistency, states that if the contri-
bution of a simplified input, regardless of the other ones,
does not also decrease, the original input should do the
same.

f ′
x(z

′)− f ′
x(z

′ \ i) ≥ fx(z
′)− fx(z

′ \ i) (7)

for all inputs z′ ∈ {0, 1}M , then ϕi(f
′, x) ≥ ϕi(f, x),

where fx(z
′) = f(hx(z

′)) and z′ \ i equates to set zi = 0.
In order to compute Shapley values, the model has to

be trained for each possible subset S of the entire set of
features F . In this way, it is possible to attribute to each
feature an importance value that corresponds to the contri-
bution of each feature to the model prediction. To com-
pute this value, a model fS∪{i} is both trained with a par-
ticular feature and without the same one fS . By doing
so, predictions from the two different models are compared
fS∪{i}(xS∪{i}) − fS(xS), where xS represents the input
features in the subset S. By replying this procedure for each
feature, it is possible to obtain a feature attribution ϕi for
each observation.

ϕi =
∑

S⊆F\{i}

|S|!(|F | − |S| − 1)

|F |!
[fS∪{i}(xS∪{i})−fS(xS)]

(8)
While SHAP calculates the average marginal contribu-

tion of each feature, the model-specific Tree Explainer cal-
culates the contributions conditioned to the subset S of fea-
tures [20], where S corresponds to the non-zero indexes of
z′ and N is the set of all input features. The expected value
is E[f(x)|xS ].

ϕi =
∑

S⊆N\i

|S|!(M − S − 1)!

|M |!
[fx(S ∪ {i})− fx(S)] (9)

DeepExplainer, for neural networks, assumes features
independence and the linearity of deep model and is based
on the Deep Learning Important FeaTures (DeepLIFT) [30].
It assigns each input xi a C∆xi∆xj value, correspondent to
the effect of an input xi set to a reference value in con-
trast to the original one. Through the mapping function
x = hx(x

′), DeepLIFT converts original values into binary
values, where 0 represents the input xi taking the reference
value and 1 the original value. Deep Explainer combines
small components of neural network in those of the entire
model by recursively passing DeepLIFT’s multipliers, de-
fined as

m∆xi∆xt =
C∆x∆t

∆t
(10)

where ∆x is the difference between the input value and the
reference value, ∆t describes the difference between target
neuron t and reference value and C∆x∆t is the contribution
of the two inputs.
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3 Trained Models

Five different models have been implemented and three
of them have been used to get explanations: an Extreme
Gradient Boosting (XGB), a Multi Layer Perceptron neu-
ral network (MLP) and three different Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM), the first one with linear kernel, the second
one with a polynomial kernel and the third one with a radial
basis function kernel: only the linear SVM has been se-
lected, since it obtains the higher accuracy score compared
to the other two. The reason behind the choice of these par-
ticular models was due to the different kinds of explainer
that SHAP package provides: in addition to the model-
agnostic KernelExplainer (used for the linear SVM), the
DeepExplainer has been used for MLP and TreeExplainer
specific for tree-based algorithms for XGB. As figure 2
shows each model achieves a very high accuracy score.

Figure 1: Accuracy scores for each model

4 XAI Charts

The functions of both SHAP and LIME packages al-
low to investigate on single predictions. With the method
shap values a list of 22 arrays is obtained, one for each
class. In every model we have noted the tendency to mis-
classify the class rice in favor of class jute. The figure 3
shows the output of the XGB model for an observation in
which jute has been predicted on behalf of rice.

Figure 2: XGB - Force plot

With LIME’s explain instance method it is possible to
obtain an easily interpretable html visualization for the
same observation of figure 3, where prediction probabilities
are displayed in addition to the coefficients of the features
that seem to impact both positively and negatively on the
prediction of one particular class.

Figure 3: XGB - Explain instance

SHAP summary plot allows to display both the features
with the mean biggest effect on model output and how they
impact on single classes. For instance, humidity and P are
the most important features for the prediction of the class
apple.

Figure 4: XGB - Summary plot

It is also possible to investigate on a single class with the
same plot. It is clearly visible what has been observed in
the previous plot: XGB tends to predict apple just with the
contribution of P and humidity, and more precisely in pres-
ence of high values of both these features. Rainfall seems
to have a slight impact whereas the other features have no
impact at all for the cultivation of this crop, according to
what has been learned by the XGB.

With LIME SP, as it has been mentioned in the method-
ologies section, it is possible to obtain a matrix W made up
of n instances and d′ interpretable features. In figure 5 it
has been displayed the mean effect of the interpretable at-
tributes selected by SP within a set B of 50 instances for
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Figure 5: XGB - Summary plot for class apple

which we wanted to obtain 10 explanations. We can note
that the interpretable attribute with biggest mean effect is
humidity > 89.94 and that the attributes with poor or neg-
ative impact are related to ph and temperature, which it is
consistent from what SHAP summary plot has shown.

Figure 6: XGB - LIME Submodular Pick

SVM also tends to misclassify rice in favor of jute. In fig-
ure 7 the SHAP multioutput decision plot shows the model
output for the 22 classes on a single observation, but just
two of them are highlighted with the dashed lines. Rice is
the expected class but despite it obtains positive contribu-
tions, the predicted class from the model is jute. The two
classes have very similar performances until the feature hu-
midity when a small gap starts to divide the two classes.

Another interesting visualization is given by the SHAP
heatmap plot where it is visible how much each feature im-
pacts on the instances of the test set, in addition to the global
importance of each feature for the prediction of a single
class. In figure 8 we reported the heatmap for class jute.

If we compare the previous heatmap with the class rice
heatmap we will also have an idea of the reason why the
two classes are not always correctly classified by our model.
Both rice and jute are classified with the contribution of the
same features: for these classes the behaviour of the model
seems quite similar. However, if we look more closely we
can see that rainfall attribute has a positive impact on more
instances for jute rather than rice. Because of this, it is likely

Figure 7: SVM - SHAP multioutput decision plot

Figure 8: SVM - SHAP heatmap for jute

that jute is more easily classified than rice, in presence of
similar input data.

Figure 9: SVM - SHAP heatmap for rice

Unlike XGB, in SVM the feature with the biggest impact
is rainfall, followed by N; temperature and ph are still the
least important attributes on model output. Also, the sin-
gle classes are selected differently: apple, for instance, is
selected for K, rainfall, P and humidity.

The visualization of mean effect of the interpretable at-
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Figure 10: SVM - Summary plot

tributes selected by LIME SP is somehow similar from
what summary plot shows. The interpretable attributes re-
lated to rainfall have the biggest mean effect, in particular
rainfall > 124.70, whereas those one related to tempera-
ture and ph have poor or negative effect.

Figure 11: SVM - Submodular pick

MLP also tends to misclassify rice in favor of jute but
if we look more closely at the misclassified instances we
will note that with this model papaya is selected more times
than jute. Indeed, papaya is a kind of crop that benefits of
different values of rainfall, even lower than rice and jute, A
clear representation of this pattern learnt by MLP is given
by the multioutput decision plot in which for an observation
that has rainfall = 150.6 the model output for papaya
improves dramatically, unlike the expected class (jute).

By analyzing the same observation we can see how the
explanation linear model approximates the behaviour of
the neural network. All the interpretable attributes im-
pact positively on the prediction of papaya but the at-
tribute rainfall > 124.70 is only the third most important,
whereas 32.00 < k ≤ 49.00 and 51.00 < P ≤ 68.00,

Rainfall is still the feature with the most important mean
impact on model but, unlike SVM, humidity is only the 5th
attribute in order of importance. The three chemical ele-
ments N, P, K are more important, with the latter that has
the second biggest impact.

LIME SP seems to confirm the importance of the chem-

Figure 12: MLP - multioutput decision plot

Figure 13: MLP - explain instance

Figure 14: MLP - Summary plot

ical elements: 7 out of the first 8 interpretable attributes are
related to values of N, P and K. The only one that is related
to a different feature is rainfall > 124.70, an attribute that
we had already found in SVM.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have discussed how XAI can help peo-
ple understand why a model selects a specific class and the
logic that leads it to recommend a particular crop. The two
libraries have received some criticisms, and some problems
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Figure 15: MLP - Submodular Pick

have to be solved to gain solidity and reliability within the
scientific community, as reported in [23]. However, through
the graphic options of both SHAP and LIME, we have been
able to obtain explanations for single predictions and in-
tuitive representations of how a specific model predicts a
class. More in detail, we can make different observations,
as it follows

Common tendencies have been found among different
models: for instance, rice being misclassified in favor of
jute. This is also because heavy rainfall leads to the growth
of both classes. It is possible to investigate single misclas-
sified observations. We can understand how the model be-
haves under the hood and why it selects a crop different
from the expected one. Especially through the SHAP sum-
mary plot, we can have an intuitive idea of which class will
be predicted according to the input data. This is possible
even without knowing the mathematics rules included in
the explanation model. We can investigate single classes
and the knowledge learned by the model. Last but not least,
even non-ML experts can partially understand why a model
behaves. Both SHAP and LIME make the original models
transparent and, regardless of their complexity, allow us to
make comparisons between what a ML model learned and
what farmers and agronomists know, which should always
be our first concern if our target is a model that is not just
accurate but also trustworthy. Future work will regard the
improvement of the approach by exploiting different XAI
approaches and visualization techniques, as well as using
the XAI approaches in different multidisciplinary fields like
computational creativity [2, 3]. Another relevant line of
research consists in embedding flexibility in our proposed
framework, for instance by adopting a semi-structured data
representation format (e.g., [6, 4, 7, 5]), which may turn
useful to align data with AI explanations.
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Abstract

In this paper, we face the problem of using video-based
learning with multimedia content, which is expected to as-
sume a prominent role in the post-pandemic world. In this
respect, we have investigated the possibility of developing
new services with suited visual interfaces, to further ex-
ploit its potential. Such novel services want to integrate the
knowledge extracted from multimedia materials into educa-
tional applications. To do this, our approach is that of ex-
tracting the theoretical concepts included in a video lesson
and describing the prerequisites relations between them, ac-
cording to the knowledge base of the subject matter of the
video itself. Such an addition of knowledge allows creating
augmented video lessons and providing learners with new
methods to browse videos and perform a non-linear navi-
gation of their learning materials, by means of visual feed-
back methods. To this aim, we designed a custom web-based
video player to support video-based learning, implementing
these ideas. From the relevant literature we argue that this
approach can be effective from an educational point of view
but such effectiveness can be achieved only if the proposed
video player is an easy-to-use tool, thus, we made a pre-
liminary evaluation to assess the usability of the proposed
system and results are presented.

Index terms— intelligent user interfaces, visual feed-
back, hypervideos, MOOCs

1. Introduction

Presently, both in the overall context of the human so-
ciety, and in the specific field of education, we can observe
that a “deep virtualization” process is ongoing, which is the
outcome of a long evolutionary path that is leading commu-
nications and human interactions to be more and more me-
diated from the computer, through telematic channels and
specific applications on both mobile and non-mobile ad-hoc

DOI reference number: 10.18293/DMSVIVA22-004

devices. In particular, we want to make reference to the var-
ied world of education and we observe that online learning
has been becoming increasingly a very common practice for
millions of students all over the world, which could lead to
substantial and permanent modifications in current learning
and teaching practices and methodologies. Indubitably, one
of the main enablers of this change is the ever-increasing
ease of production, recording, transmission and consump-
tion of videos, which are more and more gaining popularity
among users, at the expense of other media formats. This is
true in e-learning too, where learners and teachers are fol-
lowing the long wave of the recent experience with Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOC), which allowed finding both
critical issues and advantages of using video lessons.

Now, to improve learning experiences, thus to make indi-
viduals’ education and training more efficient, we are seek-
ing novel tools that can change the way of using video
lessons, hence to enhance their effectiveness. To achieve
this goal, we have to face common problems that occur in
the realization of learning activities based on the use of edu-
cational videos, which include, e.g.,: (i) their length, (ii) the
difficulty of navigation, (iii) the difficulty of exploration,
(iv) the unstructured nature of the information within, (v)
the difficulty of highlighting the most significant parts, (vi)
the difficulty of identifying parts purely discursive and poor
in content, thus becoming useless and time-consuming. To
overcome some of these limitations, the solution that we
propose is based on the use of concept maps, studied before
in education, which has already proved its worth and valid-
ity, demonstrating that its adoption can improve the learning
experience of students, also including the ones with special
needs [7, 12].

This paper presents the outcome of the activities carried
on in the first stage of a larger project called Edurell, which
aims to automatically derive concepts from within video
lessons. Moreover, the extracted concepts of a specific mat-
ter are classified on the basis of their relationships in terms
of prerequisites. The whole system should be considered a
hyper-video service and can be managed through an ad-hoc
visual interface.
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In a broader vision, the project aims to spread the use
of augmented video services within educational frame-
works. In fact, despite the effectiveness of augmented video
services has already been demonstrated for the students
[25, 23], they are not widely adopted, due to the fact that
their development is time-consuming and requires a huge
manual effort of subject matter experts. More precisely,
in this paper we propose the use of two types of visual
feedback: (i) augmented text (from the video transcript),
and (ii) a dynamic concept map (concept map flow) and
we evaluate them as methods to enhance the capability of
understanding videos in specific learning contexts taken in
consideration as use cases.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2 we present a selection of related works to support
our design decisions, in Section 3 we present the proposed
hypervideo model; next, Section 4 describes possible use
cases and scenarios, while the results of the first evaluation
through experts are outlined in Section 5. Conclusions fol-
low in Section 6.

2 Related works

The use of video-based education over the last decade
has been quite extensive, thanks mainly to the success of the
MOOC platforms. Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic crisis,
the digital transition promoted the raise of a blended learn-
ing approach [10] [14], but the pandemic situation forced
institutions to move quickly to a full remote model. As a
consequence, during the last two years, video production in
the educational field has grown exponentially and numer-
ous related studies have been performed to understand the
point of view and the engagement of students. Recent stud-
ies show that video-based learning positively fits into the
student’s perception, also taking into account the variables
of gender and digital inequality [24]. However, the lack of
engagement is still an open issue, especially when watch-
ing a video is a passive activity and with little chance of
interaction. Numerous solutions have been experimented
in research to overcome this limitation, such as, e.g., the
possibility of building suited environments for collaborative
annotation [6], the use of self assessment quizzes to verify
learning [18, 8], the adoption of interactive annotation to
encourage soft skills learning [21].

The direction taken by video-based learning is that of the
so-called hypervideo (HV). The definition of HV has a long
history [20], as early as 2004 Zahn et. al. [33] identify the
HV as a “combination of digital video and hypertext, which
draws largely upon audiovisual media as central parts of
their structure. They consist of interconnected video scenes
containing ‘dynamic’ hyperlinks that are available during
the course of the video scenes and that refer to further in-
formation elements (such as texts, photos and graphics)”.

Although the definition of HV has not yet been fully formal-
ized, it is now common practice to refer to HV when there
is some reference to interactivity such as, e.g., with control
features, hyperlinks, collaboration options [5, 4, 29, 25].
Besides, the need to provide video augmentation services
is closely related to another line of research that had a dis-
crete success, owing to its positive impact on learning, that
is the use of knowledge or concept maps. The research in
this field has extensively tested that the application of con-
cept maps both in different scientific domains [28, 11, 31, 9]
and at different levels of education (from primary school
to university) [3, 1] can have a positive impact on learn-
ers, even in the context of students with special needs and
specific learning disorders [7, 12]. The way concept maps
are integrated into hypervideo services is strictly correlated
to the issue of information visualization and to the impor-
tance of the content presentation, in order to have a cer-
tain effectiveness, in the consolidated perspective that even
in the educational field the learner can be considered as a
prosumer [16]. Many projects based on a data driven ap-
proach have explored the different possibilities for improv-
ing the navigation experience, such as data-enhanced tran-
script search and keyword summary, automatic display of
relevant frames, a visual summary representing points with
high learner activity [17], non linear consumption of videos
using personalized fragment navigation [32], exploration of
e-learning contents via small screens [27]. The idea of using
concept maps to support video navigation is already present
in works at the beginning of the new millennium [13] but, at
the best of the authors’ knowledge, the novelty of this con-
tribution can be identified in the possibility of automating
the creation of concept maps, hopefully going in the direc-
tion of creating an on-the-fly service. In our project, the
concept map supporting the video must be regarded as “in-
teractive” and not static, as it is strictly related to the con-
tents presented within the video, which are automatically
highlighted within a relevant graph of knowledge, underly-
ing the system and describing the contents within the video
lesson.

3 Description of the system

The proposed application is an enhanced viewer for stu-
dents watching video lessons, which offers additional func-
tionalities in side panels, to enrich the learners’ experience.
In fact, aside the main video player, one can find (i) the
transcript of the speech with important concepts highlighted
(see Fig. 1), and (ii) a knowledge graph representing the
prerequisites relations between such concepts (see Fig. 2).
Put brief, this acts as a contextual help for the concepts ex-
plained by the lecturer who recorded the video, allowing
students to navigate in the subject on the basis of their in-
dividual level of knowledge. To this aim, the knowledge
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Figure 1: The video player and the transcript panel

graph panel shows the prerequisites that the student has to
know in order to get the current concept. The same panel
also provides anchor points to that concept in the video.
The system is made available online on a local development
server and anyone can access upon free registration to test
its functionalities. Guest users who register can enhance the
current library of video lessons by providing YouTube links
to their lessons, and exploit the functionalities of the system
creating their own graphs and maps, making the relevant an-
notations.

The major contribution with respect to the literature is
that, since concepts evolve as the video flows (as their ex-
planation goes deeper), they are initially presented with
lower complexity, resulting in a contextual help, which
shows a simple knowledge graph. Later on in the video,
the same concepts may be deepened with additional notions
(concepts) that will have been expressed in the meantime.
This is reflected in the dynamic contextual help, where the

Figure 2: The video player and the knowledge graph panel

graph knowledge is progressively enriched and becomes
more complex (see Fig. 3). Thus, concepts do not have a
static set of prerequisites during the whole video and, con-
sequently, their contextual help evolves dynamically, in ac-

http://130.251.47.105:5000

cordance to the video flow. This has relevant potential ap-
plications towards personalized contextual help, when the
domain knowledge graph is matched against the knowledge
graph of the learner.

Figure 3: The dynamic contextual help mechanism, over the
knowledge graph with prerequisites

4 Use cases and scenarios

To assess the validity of the proposed solution, we iden-
tified different scenarios, outlined in the description of pos-
sible user-stories. Specifically, we considered the cases de-
picted in the following situations.

4.1 First time viewing

Imagine you are a bachelor’s degree student in Archaeol-
ogy. Within your course of study, face-to-face courses, on-
line lessons and courses on MOOC platforms (as additional
activities to get credits) are provided. Then you decide to at-
tend the “Forensic Archaeology and Anthropology Course”
in autonomous mode. The Edurell platform, with its hy-
pervideo functionalities, will provide support to follow the
course on your own. In this case, specific features of the
application (e.g., browsing with fragment navigation, see
below) can improve your browsing experience of a video
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Figure 4: Screenshot of the Edurell login screen

with educational content (intra-video issues). Specifically,
the tasks to be performed are:

• Login

1. sign-into the Edurell platform or sign-up creat-
ing a new account. The login screen is shown
in Figure 4 and presents a preview of the inter-
nal system with a relevant description in the text
balloons;

2. Look for the video you want with the Search fea-
ture or find the video in your dashboard; Figure 5
shows the welcome page with the browsing his-
tory of the user and a list of other videos avail-
able within the system. Access the first lesson

Figure 5: Screenshot of the users’ home screen of the
Edurell application

of the “Forensic archaeology and anthropology”
course;

3. After creating your profile and logging in, select
the video in question.

• Browse the video by using the Fragment Navigation
feature. Actions required are:

1. Follow the lesson of the video-course. At the first
viewing of the video lesson, you may need some
features to be able to review unclear parts of the
video or deepen a specific concept. Instead of
random scrolling the video, jumping from one
point to another without a criterion, with frag-
ment navigation you can reach effortlessly the
more useful portions of the video;

2. Start the video and reach minute 5:30;

3. Browse the video and reach the fragment of the
video that explains the “Preauricular sulcus”;

4. Now, return to the exact moment you left the
video during linear viewing.

• Browse the video by using transcript: continue watch-
ing the video, but you will be able to use the transcript
to carry out your research on the concepts. Actions
required are:

1. Expand the transcript panel;

2. Reach minute 4:35 of the video through the tran-
scription panel;

3. Look inside the transcription for the concept
“Femoral”;

4. Reduce the size of the Transcript panel.

• Browse the video with the graph view: you are follow-
ing the course and now you want to exploit the knowl-
edge graph. The panel on the right of the screen will
allow you to take advantage of numerous features to
browse the video and deepen some concepts. Actions
required are:

1. Expand the Interactive Knowledge Graph panel;

2. Follow the video and write in the notes panel
what are the prerequisites of the “Sciatic notch”
concept (appearing at minute 2:30);

3. Guess what is the meaning of the edges in the
Knowledge Graph?

4. Go back to minute 1:08 (in the way you pre-
fer, i.e., with the transcript or with the naviga-
tion bar), which concepts are red coloured in the
graph? Write them in the notes panel. Why are
they colored?
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5. Click on the “pelvis” node to see what happens
on the navigation bar;

6. Click on the red dot. Guess what’s the meaning
of the red hotspot?

7. Now, click on the yellow dot. Guess what’s the
meaning of the yellow hotspot?

8. Reduce the size of the Graph panel.

• Concept search: After having watched the complete
video you may want to deepen some concepts. Now
you can take advantage of the Concept search func-
tionality. Actions required are:

1. Use the bar for the concept search, type the name
of a concept “sciatic notch”;

2. Once the concept is found and the graph dis-
played, use the filters to obscure the parts of the
graph you are not interested in, in order to show
on the screen only the concept you are looking
for and its prerequisites;

3. Now, use filters to show only the concept you are
looking for and all the nodes that depend on it;

4. Within the Concept information Panel find the
information relating to the minute in which the
concept is explained;

5. Click on this link;

6. Return to the video lesson.

4.2 Second time viewing

In the same scenario as before, you have already fol-
lowed all the videos of the course and now you want to
browse again the contents of video number 1 because you
need to review some concepts. The tasks to be performed
are:

• Login. Actions required are:

1. Log-into the Edurell platform with your regis-
tered account;

2. From within your dashboard access to the
“Forensic archaeology and anthropology - Part 1.
Sexing a skeleton” video.

• Browse the video: Start following the video lesson.
Since you have already seen the video, now you want
to deepen some more difficult concepts. Actions re-
quired are:

1. Browse the video exploiting the Fragment Navi-
gation and reach the “Preauricular Sulcus” frag-
ment;

2. Expand the Interactive Knowledge Graph panel;
3. Follow the video and write in the notes panel

what are the prerequisites of the “Acetabulum”
concept;

4. Click on the “Acetabulum” node and take advan-
tage of the functionality to click on the occur-
rence of “Acetabulum”.

• Concept search. Actions required are:

1. Use the bar for the concept search, start by typing
a concept you want to learn more;

2. Use the filters to obscure the parts of the graph
that do not interest us, in order to show on the
screen only the concept you are looking for and
its prerequisites;

3. Use filters to show only the concept you are look-
ing for and all the nodes that depend on it;

4. Exploiting the Concept Information Panel click
on the link of another video lesson of the same
course, within which the concept you are looking
for is explained;

5. Take advantage of all the intra-video features to
deepen the concept you wanted to understand
better;

6. Go back to the lesson N.1.

4.3 Third scenario

You follow the “Forensic archaeology and anthropology
- Part 1. Sexing a skeleton” video on Youtube, without
any hypervideo support. Afterwards, you will follow the
“Forensic Archaeology and Anthropology - Part.2: Estimat-
ing Age at Death - Infants and Juveniles” video, within the
Edurell platform, taking advantage of hypervideo function-
alities. We are wondering which features allow the student
to better understand the concepts and the relationships be-
tween them in an educational video. The tasks to be per-
formed are:

• Follow the video course without hypervideo function-
alities. Actions required are:

1. Start following the “Forensic archaeology and
anthropology - Part 1. Sexing a skeleton” video;

2. Follow the video till the end, without interrup-
tion;

3. After watching the entire video, try to provide
a description of “Preauricular sulcus” concept,
writing it within the notes panel;

4. Try to write in the notes panel what concepts you
need to know to understand the “Preauricular sul-
cus” concept;
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5. What are the more advanced concepts of
which Preauricular Sulcus can be considered a
propaedeutic concept? Write them in the notes
panel.

• Follow the video course with knowledge graph visual-
ization. Actions required are:

1. Login into Edurell platform;

2. From within your dashboard access to “Foren-
sic Archaeology and Anthropology - Part.2: Es-
timating Age at Death - Infants and Juveniles”
video;

3. Browse the video and reach the fragment x;

4. Take advantage of Concept search to deepen your
knowledge about specific concepts;

5. After watching the entire video, try to provide
a description of “Preauricular sulcus” concept,
writing it within the notes panel;

6. Try to write in the notes panel what concepts you
need to know to understand “Preauricular sulcus”
concept;

7. What are the concepts of which Preauricular Sul-
cus can be considered a propaedeutic concept?
Write them in the notes panel.

5 Evaluation through experts

The novel concept of the interactive knowledge graph
representation that we introduced, required the realization
of suited functionalities induced by such a new hypervideo
interpretation. To enable users navigating videos according
to a variety of criteria, we designed a suited user interface
(UI) to fully exploit such new capabilities.

Specifically, the proposed UI merges different canvases
(see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2), i.e.,

• the player for the main video;

• a frame for the video transcripts;

• an area to access the interactive knowledge graph;

• a bar for navigating the video through indexed frag-
ments;

• a suited space for students’ to take notes.

Moreover, the progress bar of the video player was en-
hanced with some markers in correspondence of video high-
lights and links to the concepts represented in the knowl-
edge graph.

To assess the validity of such a solution, we must eval-
uate both the effectiveness of the proposed process for

knowledge management and discovery, and the usability of
the UI that we designed to this aim. Hence, for the latter, we
decided to perform some usability tests based on experts’
reviews. In this context, we observe that the definition of
a specific set of usability heuristics would be required, tai-
lored to the specific domain. This is due to the fact that, by
their nature, traditional heuristics will not be able to evalu-
ate the specific characteristics of our particular applications
with its peculiarities related to the specific domain of edu-
cation. For this reason, a new set of heuristics specifically
thought for the application domain of e-learning with hyper-
video will be designed, after a first phase of experimenta-
tion, devoted to identify possible causes of general usability
problems.

For now, we will rely on the standard set of usability
heuristics, based on the renown Nielsen heuristics model
[22].

Recalling that usability is typically defined as the “ability
to be used” [2] and, therefore, there can be no mathemati-
cal methods to make rigorous and accurate measurements,
let us consider the case in which it is assessed through a
series of usability inspections or usability tests. In this re-
spect, one of the most widely used techniques is to carry out
a heuristic evaluation to find any usability problems. This
method is based on the so-called “heuristic principles” or
“usability heuristics” to evaluate usability. As mentioned,
each specific domain should have an adequate set of usabil-
ity heuristics since the more generic or traditional ones will
not be able to correctly evaluate the specific characteristics
of the different types of software and applications.

Making reference to the ISO 9241-11 standard, we can
give an accepted definition at international level on what
is usability and its application in different fields of appli-
cation [2]. In practice, this standard defines usability such
as “the extent to which a product can be used by specified
users to achieve specified objectives with effectiveness, ef-
ficiency and satisfaction in a specific context of use” [15].
Furthermore, we point out that there are several potentially
ambiguous terms related to usability, such as, e.g., effec-
tiveness, efficiency and completeness, and for all of these,
we will use the definitions given in the ISO standard, which
are as follows [15]:

• User: person who interacts with the product;

• Objective: expected result;

• Effectiveness: accuracy and completeness with which
users obtain specified goals;

• Efficiency: resources spent in relation to accuracy;

• Completeness: with which users reach the objectives;

• Satisfaction: freedom from discomfort and positive at-
titudes towards the use of the product;
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• Context of use: users, activities, equipment (hardware,
software and materials), and the physical and social
environments in which a product is used.

However, there is still no generally accepted definition of
usability, since its complex nature is difficult to describe in a
definition [19] and also the mentioned standard is still under
review, in order to include new lessons learned on usability
since 1998 and new elements that have emerged in relation
to the very concept of usability [26]. Despite that, there
is a general agreement about the usefulness of adopting the
heuristic evaluation method to identify a priori any usability
problems before performing extensive usability tests with
final users [30]. We followed this approach, according to
the model proposed by Nielsen and Molich [22] involving
usability experts who inspect the product interface for possi-
ble usability issues. The authors conducted a heuristic study
based on the evaluation of 5 experts [30]. The experts were
provided with the description of the scenarios and left free
to use the web application as they preferred. Then they were
asked to follow Nielsen heuristics, that we are going to re-
call in the following, for the sake of the readers’ comfort.
After collecting the reviewers’ remarks and concerns with
the current release of the system, we analyzed them care-
fully. Below we summarize their impressions as follows,
where we present the emerged issues and possible actions
to counteract the highlighted problems.

5.1 Results from the experts’ evaluation

1. Visibility of the system status. – The system should
always keep users informed about what is going on,
through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.

Issues: At the first attempt, the platform does not pro-
vide information nor a catalog neither a preview of the
available videos. Users must search the videos within
the system through a search bar and then, when typ-
ing, automatic suggestions appear. Only when you are
registered and have already watched some videos, re-
cent videos are shown in “your history”. A short de-
scription is missing in general, and for watched videos,
some more information should be shown such as, e.g.,
watched, watching, or even progress within the time-
line.

Suggestions: Such an issue can be fixed by adding a
visual catalog on the start screen, presenting videos
as cards with short synopsis and making search avail-
able as a second choice. Furthermore, users should
have personalised home pages withe their favourites
and most popular videos (possibly per category), as
well as the recently seen ones. This will also resolve
the problem of having an empty starting page.

2. Match between system and the real world – The system
should speak the users’ language, with words, phrases
and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system
oriented terms. Follow real world conventions, making
information appear in a natural and logical order.

No issues were reported by none of the reviewers,
comments agreed that the used language is not too
technical, nor ambiguous, neither chaotic.

3. User control and freedom – Users often choose system
functions by mistake and will need a clearly marked
“emergency exit” to leave the unwanted state without
having to go through an extended dialogue. Support
undo and redo.

Issues: escape routes are missing after search results
are presented. Suggestions: an emergency exit should
be provided by adding a “This is not what you were
looking for?” on the results page. Also, a “Back to
previous page” command should be helpful.

4. Consistency and standards – Users should not have to
wonder whether different words, situations, or actions
mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions.

Issues: The navbar includes a “Home” button but the
logo is not a link to the home page.

Suggestions: While the ”Home” button is still useful
for a certain class of users, the link to the logo should
be added.

5. Error prevention – Even better than good error mes-
sages is a careful design which prevents a problem
from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error
prone conditions or check for them and present users
with a confirmation option before they commit to the
action. Issues: buttons in the navbar are too much near
to each other

Suggestion: redesign the navbar and adding a hover
effect on suggested videos, to clarify the current posi-
tion.

6. Recognition rather than recall – Minimize the user’s
memory load by making objects, actions, and options
visible. The user should not have to remember infor-
mation from one part of the dialogue to another. In-
structions for use of the system should be visible or
easily retrievable whenever appropriate.

No issues were reported by none of the reviewers

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use – Accelerators unseen
by the novice user may often speed up the interaction
for the expert user such that the system can cater to
both inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users
to tailor frequent actions.
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Issues: given the small number of functionalities, such
feature is completely missing, apart for the chronology
in home page.

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design – Dialogues should
not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely
needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue
competes with the relevant units of information and di-
minishes their relative visibility.

No issues were reported by none of the reviewers

9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from er-
rors – Error messages should be expressed in plain
language (no codes), precisely indicate the problem,
and constructively suggest a solution. Issues: such
feature is completely missing. Suggestion: it is good
practice to design tools keeping in mind that errors can
occur at every time, e.g., when selecting a video, it
should be made possible to make changes or deleting
from own history.

10. Help and documentation – Even though it is better if
the system can be used without documentation, it may
be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any
such information should be easy to search, focused on
the user’s task, list concrete steps to be carried out,
and not be too large. Issues: such feature is completely
missing

Besides: exporting data from the platform is possible in the
json format. Depending on the browser/OS combination,
it may happen that the file is not downloaded, yet visualized
on the screen, which results in a blank page. Moreover,
in the current release, not all of the functionality are fully
available, hence, this assessment is only partial.

6 Conclusions

In conclusion, we can observe that the visual feedback
methods has been designed with the goal of improving
video-based learning by providing a structure to video con-
tent. By increasing the immediate understanding, we could
expect an improvement in the efficiency of the learning pro-
cess. However, further research is needed to make a more
precise assessment on the real usability of this tool. Results
collected from this first round of evaluation have given us
good advises to improve the overall functionalities of the
system.
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Abstract—Indoor scenes include the interior scenes of shopping 

malls, supermarkets, subways, and other buildings. Indoor scene 

text detection is characterized by complex background, small text 

target, and low image clarity, which is a difficult problem in the 

field of scene text detection. This paper proposes a text detection 

model incorporating a pixel-level attention mechanism. The model 

exploits Resnet18 as the backbone network for feature extraction, 

combines the attention mechanism with the pyramid structure for 

feature fusion, and introduces differentiable binarization for the 

prediction of text boxes. The lightweight backbone network of the 

model reduces computational complexity and detail loss, the 

pyramidal attention mechanism effectively promotes multi-scale 

feature fusion and enhances the ability of the model to obtain 

accurate location information of small targets, and the 

differentiable binarization facilitates distinguishing target texts 

from complex backgrounds, thus improving the performance of 

text detection in indoor scenes. Experimental results on the 

publicly available dataset ICDAR-2015 show that the proposed 

model improves the accuracy, recall, and average precision by 

0.4%, 2.1%, and 1.3%, respectively, compared with DBnet, a 

representative model in this regard. 

Keywords-text detection; indoor scenes; attention mechanism; 

differentiable binarization 

I. INTRODUCTION

Indoor scenes include interior scenes of buildings such as 
shopping malls, supermarkets, and subway stations. Nowadays, 
people are often working, studying, shopping and doing other 
activities indoors. The text in indoor scenes contains a lot of 
information, and usually plays an important role in determining 
locations and guiding directions. Therefore, it is of great 
significance to detect indoor text accurately and efficiently. 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Text in indoor scenes.

Compared with the scene text with large and clear text 
targets in a simple background such as commodity signs, road 
signs, etc., indoor scene text has the characteristics of complex 
and messy background, small text targets, blurred images, and 
frequent lighting changes, as shown in Fig. 1. From these 
characteristics, it can be seen that there are two main reasons 
affecting the accuracy of indoor scene text detection: (1) The 
target texts usually occur in a complex background, which is a 
large obstacle to the correct segmentation when segmenting 
objects and backgrounds. (2) Since the sizes of target texts are 
usually small, their available features appear in a shallow 
feature map, and more and more detail information will be lost 
as the neural network is deepened [1].  

In recent years, various types of text detection methods have 
emerged. Literatures [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], etc. exploit 
region proposal-based methods for text detection, whereas 
literatures [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], etc. utilize image 
segmentation-based methods for text detection. Although these 
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text detection methods have achieved good detection results on 
various text datasets, they have not been adjusted or optimized 
for the characteristics of indoor scene text. All in all, both region 
proposal-based and image segmentation-based methods have 
drawbacks in handling text images in indoor scenes, and there 
is room for further improvement. 

Aiming at the characteristics of indoor scene text, this paper 
proposes a text detection framework incorporating pixel-level 
attention mechanisms. The framework utilizes Resnet18 as the 
backbone network for feature extraction, combines the Feature 
Pyramidal Attention module and Global Attention Upsample 
module for feature fusion, employs differentiable binarization 
to binarize the prediction results of feature maps and output text 
frames. The lightweight feature extraction network improves 
the detection speed while reducing the loss of representational 
information. Feature Pyramid Attention helps recover the target 
location details of high-level features from the pixel level, and 
Global Attention Upsample acquires global context information 
of high-level features and low-level features for fusion. The 
proposed model can reduce the interference of complex 
background on text, enhance the target location information, 
and have better capability of detection for indoor scene text 
compared with some popular models in this regard, as indicated 
by the experimental results on the publicly available dataset 
ICDAR-2015. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In recent years, a variety of techniques for text detection 
have been developed. Traditional methods for text detection are 
generally based on sliding windows and strongly connected 
branches, which require the manual design of features that is 
tedious and inefficient, and cannot meet the needs of text 
detection in complex scenes. With the emergence and 
development of deep learning, deep neural networks are widely 
used in text detection because of their strong capability of 
nonlinear fitting. At present, text detection technology based on 
deep learning has become a hot research direction with the 
advantages of accuracy and efficiency, and the mainstream 
methods for text detection can be divided into two categories, 
which are based on region suggestion and image segmentation, 
respectively. 

Region proposal-based text detection generates candidate 
textboxes or candidate connected component boxes, and utilizes 
bounding box regression to correct the originally suggested 
regions so as to make the text box coordinates more accurate. 
FCRN [2], TextBoxes [3], SLPR [4], DMPNet [5] adopt 
convolutional neural network to generate text candidate boxes, 
and improve the design and generation of candidate boxes to 
enhance the ability of text detection in various shapes. CTPN 
[6], seglink [7], and CENet [8] regard the text region as a 
component sequence comprised of multiple character 
components, and utilize the region proposal method to detect 
text component regions and connect them by post-processing. 
Text detection methods based on region suggestion have to 
design anchors of various sizes, proportions, and skewness, and 
often suffer from the issue that it is difficult for the designed 
anchors to match text regions. Consequently, for indoor scene 
text with small target texts, the existing approaches for anchor 

design have difficulty of keeping a balance between the recall 
of small target texts and the computational cost, and may lead 
to an extreme imbalance between positive samples of small 
target texts and that of large target texts, which makes the 
involved models focus more on the detection of large target 
texts and thus neglect the detection of small target texts. 

Text detection based on image segmentation exploits deep 
convolutional networks and up-sampling to fuse features to 
segment an image and determine whether each pixel of the 
image belongs to a text region. The accuracy and efficiency of 
these approaches are generally higher than those of region-
suggestion-based scene text detection methods. EAST [9] and 
DDR [10] use multi-scale fusion features to directly predict the 
geometric information of text boxes where each pixel is located, 
which is an improvement on the time-consuming detection of 
text boxes using indirect regression of candidate boxes by 
region-based suggestion methods, but their detection accuracy 
needs to be improved. According to the basic idea of semantic 
segmentation, STD [11], PixelLink [12] and PSENet [13] adopt 
the global features of the image to predict the multi-task 
classification result of each pixel. DBNet [14] utilizes adaptive 
threshold graph for training to improve the segmentation results, 
and proposes Differentiable Binarization (DB) to tackle the 
gradient non-differentiable problem brought about by the 
training threshold map, thereby simplifying post-processing 
steps and improving inference speed. Compared with most text 
detection methods, DBNet achieves better detection accuracy 
and rate on multiple datasets. However, DBNet employs the 
feature pyramid structure FPN [15] for multi-scale information 
fusion in the feature fusion stage, and the simple FPN structure 
lacks consideration of feature space distance information and 
feature location information. This leads to insufficient fusion of 
semantic information of high-level features and detailed 
information of low-level features, and insufficient enhancement 
of global features. These deficiencies may cause possible issues 
such as missed or wrong detection of small target texts in 
complex scenes. 

III. TEXT DETECTION MODEL 

A. Network architecture 

The proposed attention mechanism-based text detection 
network consists of three modules, which are feature extraction 
module, feature fusion module, and prediction output module. 
The overall network architecture is shown in Fig. 2. 

The residual network [16] solves the issue that an 
excessively deep network can cause gradient explosion and 
disappearance, thus enabling the extraction of deeper features. 
Then, it can be conducive to the detection of small target texts. 
In this paper, we choose Resnet18 as the lightweight backbone 
network of the model in the feature extraction module, taking 
into account the issues of computational efficiency and feature 
detail information loss. Due to varying sizes of text’s length and 
width in indoor scenes, deformable convolution is added to all 
3×3 convolutional layers of Conv3, Conv4, and Conv5 of the 
Resnet18 network. The deformable convolution can provide 
flexible perceptual fields and facilitate the detection of text with     
different aspect ratios. 
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Figure 2. Network architecture of text detection method based on attention mechanism. 

Even though Resnet18 achieves a high detection rate, its 
shallow network structure and small perceptual field lead to 
insufficient feature extraction and tend to miss medium-length 
texts, which greatly affect the detection of small target medium-
length text. To address these two issues, we augment an attention 
mechanism to the feature fusion module of the model to recover 
the location details of high-level features from pixel level and to 
obtain a larger perceptual field. First, the last output layer of 
Resnet is connected to the Feature Pyramid Attention (FPA) 
module. FPA utilizes a three-layer convolution to fuse context 
information at different scales for high-level features and 
provides accurate pixel-level attention. Next, the Global 
Attention Upsample (GAU) module is introduced to deal with 
the remaining low-level features, and GAU takes the global 
context information as a guide for the computation of low-level 
feature mainly through the global average pooling layer. Finally, 
the obtained four feature maps are up-sampled to the same scale, 
and the resultant feature maps are cascaded to achieve the feature 
maps with fully fused information. 

In the prediction and output module of the model, the fused 
feature maps are predicted and the probability map and threshold 
map are output. The values of each pixel point in the probability 
map and threshold map represent the probability of that pixel 
point being a target and the adaptive threshold of that pixel point, 
respectively. The approximate binary map is computed by 
combining the probability map and threshold map through the 
DB method proposed in [14]. The text box is generated by post-
processing the probability map or the approximate binary map. 

B. Attention mechanism 

The principle of the attention mechanism can be summarized 
as focusing attention on some key information while ignoring 

secondary information. In indoor scene text detection tasks, the 
target text information is usually appearing in a complex context. 
The channel attention of SENet [17] and EncNet [18] does not 
consider pixel-level localization information. The grid artifacts 
caused by null convolution in Deeplab [19] and the global 
pooling operations of PSPNet [20] both result in the loss of 
pixel-level localization information. An image segmentation 
model with pixel-level attention is proposed in [21], which is 
able to provide pixel-level attention and recover pixel-level 
localization details. This paper borrows the idea of the pixel-
level attention mechanism and incorporates it into the pyramid 
structure of the feature fusion module in the proposed model as 
a way of enhancing the location information of features and 
improving the performance of indoor text detection. 

 

Figure 3. Feature Pyramid Attention Module (FPA). 
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1) Feature Pyramid Attention: The input of the Feature 
Pyramid Attention (FPA) module is the highest-level feature of 
output from the feature extraction network. As shown in Fig. 3, 
FPA possesses two branches, A and B, where branch A adopts a 
pyramid structure to fuse multi-scale context information. Since 
the resolution of high-level features is small, using larger 
convolutional kernels does not bring too much computational 
burden. So three sizes of convolutional kernels, 3×3, 5×5, and 
7×7, are used in the pyramid structure. First, high-level features 
are put through three convolutional layers to extract multi-scale 
information, and then the attained information is passed through 
another three convolutional layers having the same kernel sizes 
as the previous ones and upsampled layer by layer to gain the 
features with fusion attention. Subsequently, the output features 
are multiplied pixel by pixel with the high-level features 
obtained from 1×1 convolution to achieve the weight enhanced 
features with attention. Considering the influence of global 
features, branch B introduces a global pooling layer to equalize 
the output of branch A, which avoids the loss of location 
information caused by using global pooling alone and further 
improves the performance of FPA module. 

 

Figure 4. Global attention on sampling module (GAU). 

2) Global Attention Upsample: Multiple features can be 
obtained after feature extraction using deep networks. The 
features obtained by passing through deeper networks are 
usually referred to as high-level features and otherwise as low-
level features. High-level features contain rich semantic 
information and have strong classification ability, which can 
guide the localization of low-level features in the feature fusion 
process. At the same time, low-level features have higher 
resolution, which can help high-level features to recover details 
and pinpoint targets. In this paper, we exploit the GAU shown in 
Fig. 4 to attain global context information from high-level 
features through global pooling, and then utilize this information 
to weight and guide the low-level features. The implementation 
of the GAU module can be divided into three steps. First, the 
context information is obtained from the input high-level 
features through a global pooling layer followed by a 1×1 
convolution layer, whereas a 3×3 convolution is applied to the 
input low-level features to reduce their number of channels. Next, 
the separately processed high-level features low-level features 
are multiplied to attain the weighted low-level features. Finally, 
the high-level features are up-sampled and then summed with 
the weighted low-level features to achieve the fused new 

features, which fully fuse the useful information of both the 
high-level and low-level features.  

In summary, we introduce the FPA module and the GAU 
module to the feature fusion module in the model. FPA provides 
pixel-level attention information by extracting enhanced high-
level features and enlarging perceptual field through the pyramid 
structure. GAU is applied in the decoder stage, and this module 
employs high-level features to weight low-level features and 
take the result as a guide to progressively recover pixel-level 
location details on low-level features. The attention-based 
feature fusion module fuses and enhances the input image 
features to gain features with rather more discriminative power 
than the input features, which helps the model locate the exact 
position of the target of interest more accurately and thus make 
better predictions. 

C. DB module and loss function 

1) Differentiable binarization: Traditional binarization 
methods transform a probability map into a binary map by 
setting a fixed threshold t. Subsequently, pixel-level 
segmentation results are grouped using heuristic techniques 
(e.g., pixel clustering), which in turn separate the text targets 
from the background. 

𝐵𝑖,𝑗 = {
1   𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑖,𝑗 >= 𝑡,

0      𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
                         (1) 

As shown in Formula (1), when the pixel point 𝑃𝑖,𝑗 is a 

text target with a probability value greater than or equal to a 
given threshold, the value of 𝐵𝑖,𝑗 is 1 and it is identified as 

the target region, and otherwise as the background region. 
The fixed threshold value in the traditional binarization 
method is not differentiable and cannot be put into the 
network for learning. To tackle this issue, the differential 
binarization (DB) module adopts the feature map to 
additionally generate a threshold map T and introduces the 
DB method, as shown in Formula (2). 

�̂�𝑖,𝑗 =
1

1+𝑒
−𝑘(𝑃𝑖,𝑗−𝑇𝑖,𝑗)                (2) 

where 𝑃𝑖,𝑗 and 𝑇𝑖,𝑗 denote the probability map and threshold 

map predicted from the fused feature maps, respectively, �̂�𝑖,𝑗 is 

the approximate binary map, and k is the magnification factor, 

which is set to 50. The curve of differentiable binarization 

function is similar to that of the traditional binarization. 

However, the former can be differentiated whereas the latter 

cannot. Hence, the function can not only facilitate the 

implementation of binarization, but also be put into the network 

for training and optimization, which improves the robustness of 

the model. 

The improvement of detection performance brought by 

differentiable binarization can be explained in terms of back 

propagation. First, let: 𝑃𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑇𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑥, the binarization method 

can be expressed as 𝑓(𝑥) =
1

1+𝑒−𝑘𝑥 . The loss of positive 

samples 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠+ and the loss of negative samples 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠− can be 

expressed as: 

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠+ = −𝑙𝑜𝑔
1

1+𝑒−𝑘𝑥     

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠− = −𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 −
1

1+𝑒−𝑘𝑥)   (3) 
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The partial derivatives of the above two equations can be 

obtained as:  
𝜕𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠+

𝜕𝑥
= −𝑘𝑓(𝑥)𝑒−𝑘𝑥  

𝜕𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠−

𝜕𝑥
= 𝑘𝑓(𝑥)               (4) 

From (3) and (4), it is known that:  

• The gradient is amplified by the coefficient 𝑘 , 
accelerating convergence. 

• The gradient has a significant amplification effect on the 
wrong prediction, which in turn promotes model 
optimization. 

2) Text box generation for label: In training, the same labels 
are used for the probability map and the binary map. To 
generate the labels, the original text region 𝐺 is shrunk by using 
the Vatti clipping algorithm [22] to gain the labeled region 𝐺𝑠, 
with the shrinkage offset D as shown in Formula (5). 

𝐷 =
𝐴(1−𝑟2)

𝐿
                           (5) 

where A is the area of the original text area, 𝐿 is the perimeter 
of the original text area, and the shrinkage factor r is empirically 
set to 𝑟 = 0.4. 

The labeling of the threshold map is different from that of 
the probability map and binary map, but their generation 
processes are similar. The original text region 𝐺 is expanded to 
obtain the region 𝐺𝑑, and the expansion offset is calculated in 
the same way as the shrinkage offset 𝐷. The gap between 𝐺𝑑 and 
the shrunken region 𝐺𝑠 is used as the boundary of the text region. 
The shortest distance from each pixel point in the boundary to 
the four edges of the original text region 𝐺 is calculated and then 
normalized to attain the label of the threshold map. 

 In the inference stage, the binary graph is obtained by 
binarizing the probability graph using a fixed threshold of 0.3 
and the connected regions of the text is achieved accordingly. 
Using the offset 𝐷′ to zoom in on the connected region can get 
the textbox, where 𝐷′ is calculated as follows: 

𝐷′ =
𝐴′×𝑟′

𝐿′                    (6) 

where 𝐴′ is the area of the coupling area, 𝐿′ is the perimeter 
of the shrinkage linkage area, and the shrinkage rate 𝑟′ is set to 
1.5 empirically. 

3) Loss function: The loss function is the weighted sum of 
loss of the probability map 𝐿𝑝, loss of the binary diagram 𝐿𝑏 

and loss of the threshold diagram 𝐿𝑡, as is shown in Formula (7). 

𝐿 = 𝛼 × 𝐿𝑝 + 𝛽 × 𝐿𝑏 + 𝛾 × 𝐿𝑡          (7) 

where 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝛾 are the three hyperparameters that control 
the loss balance and are set to 1, 1, and 10, respectively, 
depending on the relationship between the losses  𝐿𝑝  and 𝐿𝑏 . 

both  𝐿𝑝 and 𝐿𝑏 adopt binary cross entropy loss (BCE Loss) and 

apply OHEM [23] to difficult sample mining in calculating the 
loss so as to overcome the imbalance between positive and 
negative numbers. Therefore,  𝐿𝑝  and 𝐿𝑏  can be expressed as 

Formula (8). 

𝐿𝑝 = 𝐿𝑏 = ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑥𝑖 + (1 − 𝑦𝑖)𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑥𝑖)𝑖∈𝑆𝑙
     (8) 

where 𝑆𝑙 is the sample set with a positive to negative sample 
ratio of 1:3. The threshold map loss 𝐿𝑡 is the distance between 
the predicted result and the label in the expansion region 𝐺𝑑, 
which is calculated as shown in Formula (9). 

𝐿𝑡 = ∑ |𝑦𝑖
∗ − 𝑥𝑖

∗|𝑖∈𝑅𝑑
    (9) 

where 𝑅𝑑 are all the pixels in the expansion area 𝐺𝑑, and 𝑦𝑖
∗ 

is the label of the threshold map. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

A. Dataset  

  
                                (a)                                                      (b) 

  
                                (c)                                                      (d) 

Figure 5. Selected images of the dataset ICDAR2015. 

The publicly available ICDAR2015 is chosen as the dataset, 
which consists of 1000 training images and 500 test images. The 
vast majority of the images are real indoor scenes captured by 
Google Glass with a resolution of 720 ×1280. Text language is 
English, and text instances are marked by quadrilateral boxes at 
the word level. The images in this dataset were captured without 
consideration of proximity positioning and image quality, with a 
relatively small percentage of text areas in the images, complex 
backgrounds, and poor text clarity. 

B. Evaluation indicators  

Three evaluation metrics, recall R (Recall), accuracy P 
(Precision), and average precision F (F-measure), are employed 
to evaluate the performance of the proposed model, which are 
calculated as follows: 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
∑ 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ(𝐺𝑖 , 𝐷)

|𝐺|
𝑖=1

|𝐺|
 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
∑ 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ(𝐷𝑖 , 𝐺)

|𝐷|
𝑖=1

|𝐷|
 

𝐹 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 2 ×
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛×𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
             (10) 

We directly utilize the intersection ratio IoU of the truth box 
to the detection box to calculate Recall and Precision, where G 
is the set of truth boxes, D is the set of detection boxes, and 
𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ(𝑋𝑖 , 𝑌) is the function for judging whether the two text 
boxes match and the degree of matching is measured by the IoU 
of the two text boxes. The threshold t is set to 0.5, and when the 
value of IoU is greater than the threshold t, the matching process 
succeeds and the function value is 1, and otherwise the process 
fails and the function value is 0. 
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C. Experiment design 

In the experiments, we use Python 3.8 as the programming 
language together with PyTorch of version 1.9.1, and the 
hardware environment is composed of an NVIDIA GeForce 
GTX1080 Ti GPU and 11 GB video memory.  

We adopt the Resnet18 network pre-trained by ImageNet as 
the backbone network for the model and do not use other 
datasets for pre-training. The number of iterations is set to 1200 
and the training batch size is set to 16. The SGD optimizer is 
employed in all training processes and the momentum is set to 
0.9. In addition, we adopt the poly learning rate strategy to set 

the learning rate of iterations: 𝐿𝑟 = 𝑙𝑟 × (
1−𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟
)𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟. The 

initial learning rate 𝑙𝑟 is set to 0.007, power is set to 0.9, and 
𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 indicates the maximum number of iterations.  

The training image data is enhanced by geometric 
transformation, and the enhancement methods include random 
rotation, random flip, and random cropping of the images, where 
the rotation angle range is set to the range (−10°~10°). During 
the training process, each processed image is resized to 640× 640 
to improve the training efficiency. During the inference process, 
an input image is set with the shortest edge while maintaining 
the aspect ratio. 

D. Experimental results and analysis 

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method 
for text detection in indoor scenes, experiments are conducted 
on ICDAR2015, a dataset with mainly indoor scene text images. 
The models selected for comparison are CPTN, SegLink, EAST, 
and DBnet, since they are representative and commonly used 
networks for text detection. In the inference process, the short 
edges of the test images are adjusted to 736, and simultaneously 
the aspect ratio is preserved, i.e., being the same as the original 
images. Considering the actual experimental environment, we 
do not pre-training the models 100k iterations using the dataset 
SynthText as in [14]. The experimental results of the proposed 
model and the selected models for comparison on the dataset are 
shown in Table 1. 

TABLE Ⅰ. Experimental results on dataset ICDAR2015 

                Indicators 

Models 
Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%) 

CTPN[6] 74.1 51.9 61.0 

SegLink[7] 72.8 76.9 74.8 

EAST[9] 80.5 72.9 76.5 

DBnet[14] 86.9 75.6 80.9 

Ours 87.3 77.7 82.2 

 
From the experimental results on the dataset ICDAR2015, 

it can be seen that the attention mechanism-based text detection 
model proposed in the paper significantly outperforms the 
region proposal-based text detection models in [6] and [7] and 
the segmentation-based text detection model in [9]. Compared 
with DBnet in [14] under the same condition, the accuracy, 
recall and average precision of the proposed model are 
promoted by 0.4%, 2.1%, and 1.3%, respectively. The 
experimental results demonstrate that the performance of the 
proposed model is better than other four text detection models 
in detecting text in indoor scenes, which suggests that 

augmenting the pyramid attention mechanism to the feature 
fusion stage can improve the text detection performance of the 
involved network to some extent. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 6. Experimental results on the indoor scene text dataset.

Moreover, to intuitively illustrate the distinction between 
the proposed model and DBnet, a typical example of the images 
processed by them in the above experiments is depicted in Fig. 
6, where (a)-(c) represent the ground-truth, and (d)-(f) and (g)-
(i) denote the predicted results of DBnet and the proposed
model, respectively. It can be shown that some texts are missed
or mistakenly detected in (d)-(f), whereas they are correctly
found in (g)-(i). This implies that adding the attention
mechanism to promote the localization function from pixel
level, can reduce missed or falsely detected cases.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an attention-based text detection 
model for indoor scenes with complex backgrounds and small 
detection targets. The model utilizes Resnet18 with deformable 
convolution as the feature extraction network, adds the Feature 
Pyramid Attention module and the Global Attention Upsample 
module to the feature fusion stage, employs the Differentiable 
Binarization method to obtain the approximate binary map 
required for training. The model can reduce the interference of 
complex backgrounds and enhance the detection capability of 
small target texts through the enhancement of pixel-level 
location information of high-level features and the fusion of 
context information. The experimental results on the dataset 
ICDAR2015 show that the model performs well on the task of 
indoor scene text detection, and also that the designed attention 
mechanism improves the detection performance of the model. 
In future work, we shall further optimize the model and apply it 
to other types of text detection datasets. 
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Abstract—In a task-oriented dialog system, the goal of dialogue 
state tracking (DST) is to predict the current state given all 
previous dialogue contexts. Recently, many deep learning-based 
methods have been proposed for the task. However, existing com-
plex models cannot achieve good results on small-scale annotated 
datasets due to the lack of training data, making the model 
difficult t o t rain a nd c onverge. T his p aper p roposes a  Hybrid 
Bert model ( HyBERT ) which uses the pre-trained model BERT 
to encode utterances and candidate slot-value pairs separately, 
then leverage semantic similarities between the representation of 
the utterances and the candidates to compute the belief state 
distribution. In addition, we use focal loss instead of traditional 
cross-entropy to solve the problem of imbalance between positive 
and negative samples. Experimental results demonstrate that 
HyBERT outperforms all previous methods, achieving new state-
of-the-art results on the standard WoZ 2.0 dataset.

Index Terms—Dialog System, State Tracking, BERT, Focal 
Loss, WoZ 2.0

I. INTRODUCTION

As an important branch of natural language processing, a 
task-oriented dialogue system aims to gradually collect rele-
vant information used to achieve specific dialogue goals during 
multiple rounds of dialogue with users and ultimately helps 
users obtain specific i nformation s ervices [ 1]. I t generally 
includes four parts: natural language understanding (NLU) for 
obtaining the user’s intention, dialogue state tracking (DST) to 
update the dialogue state, dialogue policy (DP) for making cor-
responding decisions, and natural language generation (NLG) 
for generating responses. To prevent errors from propagating 
between modules, NLU is usually integrated into the DST 
for joint modeling training. From the entire process of the 
task-based dialogue system, it can be seen that the dialogue 
state tracking task is one of its core components. Its main 
task is to use the dialogue information between the system 
and the user in multiple rounds to update the dialogue status 
in real-time. The state of the dialogue determines the response 
method adopted by the system and is the basis for the system 
to make decisions. The dialog state is expressed in the form of 
a tuple (slot, value), and all possible slot-value pairs are given 
in a predefined domain ontology. Figure 1  shows an example 
dialogue with annotated turn states.

With the renaissance of deep learning, many methods di-
rectly learn the dialogue state tracking task end-to-end [2]–
[4] and achieve competitive performance on standard DST

Fig. 1. An example dialogue with annotated turn states.

datasets such as DSTC 2.0 [5] or WoZ 2.0 [6]. However, most
of these methods still have some limitations.

Many approaches require training a separate model for
each slot type in the domain ontology [2], [7]. Therefore,
the number of parameters is proportional to the number of
slot types, making the scalability of these models become
a significant issue. On the other hand, deep learning relies
much large-scale labeled data, and insufficient labeled data
is difficult to meet the needs of deep learning model training
leading to the performance of the dialogue state tracking model
based on deep learning on small-scale annotated datasets is
often not ideal.

The ultra-large-scale pre-trained models represented by
BERT [8] and GPT [9] make up for the shortcomings of insuf-
ficient annotation data, and greatly improve the performance
of the dialogue state tracking model. The existing pretrained-
based state tracking models simply contact utterances and
slot-value pairs together as the input of BERT, then performs
classification through a fully connected layer [10], [11]. It does
not fully consider the relationship between the dialogue text
and the slot type. Since all slot-value pairs in the ontologyDOI reference number: 10.18293/DMSVIVA22-007
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Fig. 2. The architecture of HyBERT, consists of two encoders, an attender and a classifier.

domain are repeatedly encoded, a lot of time is spent in the
encoding phase.

In this paper, we proposed a hybrid Bert model (HyBERT)
which uses two BERTs to encode user-system utterance and
all slot types in the ontology, then calculates the similarity
of the state of the last hidden layer of the two BERTs,
performs classification to determine whether the currently
encoded slot-values appears in this round of dialogue type.
Since all slot-value pairs in the ontology are encoded only
once at this stage, the speed of overall encoding is much faster.
Otherwise, considering that there are only a few slot types in
a conversation, but various combinations of slot-values in the
definition ontology, so a large number of negative samples will
be generated. To solve this problem, focal loss [12] is used
for training. The contributions of this work are summarized as
follows:

• HyBERT employs BERT [8] to learn and utilize better
representations of not only the current utterance but also
the previous utterances in the dialogue.

• HyBERT no longer models each slot value pair sepa-
rately, the number of model parameters does not increase
with the ontology size which greatly enhances the model
scalability.

• To solve the problem of the imbalance between positive

Fig. 3. BERT input representation

and negative samples, HyBERT uses focal loss instead of
cross-entropy to calculate the loss.

• Experimental results demonstrate that HyBERT achieves
new state-of-the-art results on the standard WoZ 2.0 [6]
dataset.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous works mainly focus on encoding the dialogue
context, and slot-values with neural networks such as CNN,
RNN (or variants of RNN like LSTM and GRU) and attention
mechanisms for DST. StateNet [13] applies the Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) [14] to track the inner dialogue states
among the dialogue turns. GLAD [2] is comprised of an
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Fig. 4. The input of two encoders

encoder module that uses a global-locally self-attentive to
encode all utterances and a scoring module to consider the con-
tribution from the user utterance and previous system actions.
GCE [4] is based on GLAD using only one recurrent network
with global conditioning. Belief Tracking [15] employed 7
independent bi-directional LSTMs to encode the user and
system utterances.

Recently, several pre-trained language models, such as
ELMO [16], GPT [9] and BERT [8], were used to achieve
state-of-the-art results on many NLP tasks. COMER [17]
is a BERT-based hierarchical encoder-decoder model, that
generates state sequence based on user utterance. BERT-DST
[18] uses BERT as a dialogue context encoder and makes
parameter sharing across slots. SimpleTOD [10] is a simple
approach to task-oriented dialogue that uses a single, causal
language model trained on all sub-tasks recast as a single
sequence prediction problem.

III. OUR METHOD

As shown in Figure 2, HyBERT consists of two encoders,
an attender and a classifier. The encoder includes an utterance
encoder and a candidate slot-value encoder which the former
transforms the user and system utterances in the dialogue into
a sequence of utterance embeddings and the latter encodes
each slot-value pair defined in the domain ontology, both of
them use BERT-based pretrained model. The attender leverage
semantic similarities between the utterances representation
and the slot-value vectors in the candidate set for making a
prediction. Finally, the classifier decides whether the current
candidate was expressed in the user utterance.

A. Encoder

The encoder layer includes utterance and candidate encoder,
both of which employ BERT to construct a sequence of
embeddings. BERT is designed to pre-train deep bidirectional
representations from the unlabeled text by jointly conditioning
on both left and right contexts in all layers. The basic model
structure of BERT consists of multiple layers of Transformer,
including two pre-training tasks: Masked Language Model
(MLM) and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP).

The mask language model uses a method similar to cloze
filling, masking part of the words in the input text and restoring
them to the original words through BERT to avoid information
leakage problems caused by the two-direction language model.
15% of the Word Pieces subwords of the input sequence in
Bert are masked, and the masked position is replaced with a

[MASK] mark with a probability of 80%, replaced with other
words in the vocabulary with a probability of 10%, and also
remained the same as the original word with a probability of
10%. Next sentence prediction needs to determine whether the
input B is the next sentence of the input A, to construct the
relationship between the two sentences.

The beginning of the sequence is always indicated by a
special token [CLS], and the two input texts are separated
by [SEP] which also represents the end of the sequence. The
input representation of BERT is composed of the sum of to-
ken embedding, segment embedding and position embedding,
shown in Figure 3. BERT uses Word pieces to segment the
word, and then converts the word into a vector representation
through the word vector matrix; the block vector is used to
encode which piece the current token belongs to; the position
vector is used to mark the absolute position of the token. The
output is a sequence of vectors, one for each input token.

The utterance and candidate encoder input representation
are shown in Figure 4. The input of the utterance encoder
consists of the system utterance and the user utterance from the
current turn t, denoted as xt = [CLS, ut−1, SEP, rt, SEP ] ∈
RN which N is the length of the sequence, and [CLS] is a
special classification token always at the start of every input
sequence, [SEP] token is used to separate the two input texts,
also mark the end of the sequence. Another candidate encoder
takes the descriptions of slot-value pairs as input, denoted as
yi = [CLS, si, SEP, vi, SEP ] ∈ R5. Then simply passed to
BERT to get the output vectors:

ht = BERT (xt)

di = BERT (yi)
(1)

ht = [h1t, . . . , hNt] ∈ RN×demb and di = [d1i, . . . , d5i] ∈
R5×demb is the outputs of two encoder, is the embedding size,
referred to as utterance embedding and candidate embedding,
with one embedding for each token.

B. Attender

The attender takes the sequence of utterance embedding and
the set of candidate embedding as input and calculates simi-
larities between two representations. In this way, information
from the utterances and the candidate are fused. In order to
keep the dimensions consistent to facilitate calculations, we
first pool the output of the two encoders, (i.e., the output of the
last hidden layer of the BERT ) to obtain two 768-dimensional
vectors ht and di. Given the t-th turn of utterance embedding
ht and i-th candidate embedding di, attention At,i calculates
the similarity as follows:

Atth (ht · di) =
ht · di√
demb

(2)

Dividing by the vector dimension demb is to avoid the result
of the dot product being too large due to the vector dimension.
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C. Classifier

Based on the output vector of the attender, the probability
of the candidate slot-value pair being relevant is :

ot = sofmax (Wt,i + b) ∈ R2 (3)

where the transformation matrix W and the bias term b
are model parameters. softmax is an activate function, that
squashes the score to a probability between [0,1]. To enhance
the generalization ability of the model, dropout and layer
normalization are used after this module. At each turn, the
classifier is used to determine whether the encoded i-th slot-
value pair exists in the current dialogue text, then add the
predicted state to the state list, otherwise, it will be ignored.

Considering that only a few slot-value pairs are mentioned
in each turn of dialogue, there will be a large number of
negative samples when generating slot-value pairs according to
the predefined domain ontology. Training these large numbers
of negative samples with positive samples will make the model
hard to learn in rare classes. Therefore, we choose focal loss
[12] in the model to replace the traditional cross-entropy to
calculate the loss for the training model.

Focal loss aims to solve the class imbalance problem by
reshaping the standard cross-entropy loss such that it down-
weighs the loss assigned to well-classified examples. Com-
bined with the two classifications of our work, the standard
cross-entropy loss formula is as follows:

CE(p, y) =

{
− log(p) if y = 1

− log(1− p) otherwise
(4)

For notational convenience, define pt :

pt =

{
p if y = 1

1− p otherwise
(5)

and rewrite CE(p, y) = CE (pt) = − log (pt).
Introduce a weighting factor α ∈ [0, 1] to balance the

importance of positive and negative examples.

CE (pt) = −αt log (pt) (6)

Focal Loss introduces another tunable focusing parameter
γ ≥ 0, adding a modulating factor (1− pt)

γ to the cross-
entropy loss, to reshape the loss function to down-weight easy
examples and thus focus training on hard negatives.

FL (pt) = − (1− pt)
γ
log (pt) (7)

Finally, focal loss formulate defined as follows:

FL (pt) = −αt (1− pt)
γ
log (pt) (8)

IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Dataset

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approach, we
use the standard WoZ 2.0 [6] dataset. The dataset consists
of user conversations with dialog systems designed to assist
users in finding a restaurant in the Cambridge, UK area.

TABLE I
COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Method Evaluation Indicators
Joint Goal Turn Request

Neural Belief tracker 84.2% 91.6%
GLAD 88.1% 97.1%
StateNet 88.9% -
COMER 88.6% -
BERT-based tracker 90.5% 97.6%
Seq2Seq-DU 91.2% -
HyBERT 91.4% 97.7%

The ontology gives details of all possible dialogue states
and includes a list of attributes termed requestable slots that
users can use to constrain the search, such as the food type
or phone number. It also provides a list of informable slots
that the user can ask a value for once a restaurant has been
offered. Each informable slot has a set of possible values.
The dataset contains three requestable slots (“price range”,
“food”, “area”) and six informable slots (“address”, “phone”,
“postcode”, “price range”, “food”, “area”). A total of 1200
turns of user and system dialogue texts are included, with
divided training, validation and test sets according to the ratio
of 3:1:2.

B. Training Details

The model is trained end-to-end using the Adam optimizer
with a batch size of 16 and sets the warmup proportion to
0.1. We selected the best fine-tuning learning rate 2E-5 on the
training set and choose the base version of BERT that consists
of 12 Transformer layers [19], each with a hidden size of 768
units and 12 self-attention heads. The dropout ratio of the
classifier module is set to 0.25.

C. Result

Two evaluation metrics, turn request accuracy and joint
goal accuracy, are used to evaluate the performance on single
domain DST. Turn request accuracy calculates the percentage
of the correct prediction of requestable slots for each round
and the joint goal accuracy is the accumulation of informable
slots accuracy.

We make a comparison with the following existing models:
Neural belief tracker [6], GLAD [2], StateNet [13], COMER
[17], BERT-based tracker [11] and seq2seq-DU [20].

• Neural belief tracker [6]: Conduct reasoning on pretrained
word vectors, and combine them into representations of
user utterance and dialogue context.

• GLAD [2]: Model uses self-attentive RNNs to learn a
global tracker that shares parameters among slots and a
local tracker that tracks each slot, and computes semantic
similarity with predefined ontology terms.

• StateNet [13]: It is independent of the number of values,
shares parameters across all slots, and uses pre-trained
word vectors instead of explicit semantic dictionaries.

• COMER [17]: BERT-based hierarchical encoder-decoder
model, generates state sequence based on user utterance.
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TABLE II
THE IMPACT OF DIFFERENT COMPUTATIONAL ATTENTION METHODS ON

MODEL ACCURACY.

Method Evaluation Indicators
Turn Request Joint Goal

Perceptron 96.96% 64.09%
Bilinear 97.32% 88.21%
Scaled dot 97.75% 91.43%

TABLE III
ACCURACIES OF HYBERT AND HYBERT-W/O FL ON WOZ2.0 DATASET.

Method dropout=0.2 dropout=0.25
Turn

Request
Joint
Goal

Turn
Request

Joint
Goal

HyBert-w/o FL 96.38% 89.00% 96.44% 78.73%
HyBERT 97.63% 90.58% 97.75% 91.43%

• BERT-based tracker [11]: A unified sequence-to-sequence
model based on BERT, given a dialog context and a
candidate slot-value pair, the model outputs a score
indicating the relevance of the candidate.

• Seq2Seq-DU [20]: It formalizes schema-guided DST as
a sequence-to-sequence problem using BERT and pointer
generation.

As shown in Table I, HyBERT achieves the highest per-
formance, 91.4% on joint goal accuracy and 97.7% on turn
request accuracy on WOZ2.0 [6]. Like the BERT-based tracker
and Seq2Seq-DU, the proposed methods both use the BERT
pretraining model to fine-tune the dialog state tracking task.
Different from their work, we use focal loss when calculating
the loss and only encode all candidate terms on the ontology
once.

V. ABLATION STUDY

We conduct ablation studies on HyBERT with experience
the influence of different ways of calculating attention in the
attender on the model, and the importance of focal loss to the
accuracy of the entire model. The results indicate that all the
components of HyBERT are indispensable.

To investigate the effectiveness of different ways of cal-
culating attention in the attender, we try several mainstream
calculation methods such as multilayer perceptron, bilinear,
and scaled dot product used in the model respectively. The
formula for each method of calculating similarity is as follows:

Attn (ht, di) =


hT
t Wdi bilinear
hT
t di√
demb

scaled

wT tanh (W [ht; di]) perceptron

(9)

As shown in Table II, we can see that the scaled dot product
which we have chosen to use achieves the highest perfor-
mance. We also explore the influence of hyperparameters in
focal loss on model accuracy. Fixed γ = 2, results for various
α are shown in Fig.5. Since there is an extreme imbalance
between positive and negative samples during training, the
model can often achieve better performance when α is larger.

Fig. 5. The effect of hyperparameters in focal loss

It can be seen that when α = 0.75, joint goal accuracy and
turn request can reach their peaks, but still increasing the value
of will harm the performance of the model.

Table III shows the effect of the presence of focal loss
on the model. The γ and α were respectively set to 2 and
0.75 in the experiment. One can observe that the accuracy of
the training model using traditional cross-entropy decreases
significantly which indicates that using the focal loss can focus
training on a sparse set of hard examples and prevents the
vast number of easy negatives from overwhelming the detector
during training.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel dialogue state tracker,
referred to as HyBERT, which employs BERT to encode
utterances and candidate descriptions respectively and shares
all of its parameters across the slots in the predefined ontology,
achieves state-of-the-art joint goal accuracy, and turn request
accuracy on the WOZ2.0 dataset. Experiment results also
demonstrate the effectiveness of focal loss use. In future work,
we will experiment on more large-scale datasets such as the
MultiWOZ and SGD.
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